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ABSTRACT

Algorithms for general surface advancement, three-dimensional visibility, and convolu
tion over a surface havebeen developed and coupled with physical models for pattern transfer

yielding efficient 3Dtopography simulation capability. The program, SAMPLE-3D, is compa
tible with engineering workstations and allows practical simulation of etch lag,deposition and
etching with density variation, silylation, ion milling with a rotating source, and other 3D
problems. The simulations require from 1 to 32 megabytesof memory and from 1 minute to a
few hours of CPU time. A survey of other research provides direction for this and future
work, as well as a comprehensive listing of the important literature.

An efficient cell-removal algorithm, requiring less than 10 megabytes and a few minutes

for 100x100x100 cells, was implemented and found to be applicable to development. The cell
algorithm is not suited to general simulation due to the difficulty in determining the surface

orientation. A general surface advancement algorithm based on the motion of triangular
facets was developed and tested for accuracy and efficiency. The method for calculating a
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new surface from the advance facets uses the average intersection of facets, the solid angle
swept out at the point, and the etch rate extrema directions. The algorithm maintains accuracy

if no pointadvances further than 20%ofthe minimummesh segment length.

The advancement is coupled with an array of rectangular prismatic cells to implement
efficient algorithms for shadow detection, solid angle visibility, and loop identification. After
sweeping out the cells based on the surface motion, the volume representation allows rapid
determination of material properties at any point in the simulation region. Visibility determi
nation then requires CPU time proportional to the surface area. Reflection and surface convo

lution require time proportional to the square of the surface area. Algorithm and data structure
analysis gives rules forestimatingCPU and memory requirements for specific simulations.

SAMPLE-3D is organized as a platform for continued model and algorithm develop
ment. Through the use of function calls, the modularstructure allows the combination of pro
cess models and geometric operations to yield new simulation capability. A graphical user
interface provides access to the simulator.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
There is nothing more difficult to take in hand,
more perilous to conduct or more uncertain in its
success than to take the lead in the introduction

ofa new order ofthings.
-Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince

1.1. DISSERTATION OVERVIEW

The purpose of this work is to advance the state of the art in practicalthree-dimensional

simulation of fabrication processes used to make advanced integrated circuit computer chips.

Specifically, this work will focus on simulation of processes for adding and removingmateri
als on integrated circuit wafers. Process simulation has animportant roleto play in integrated
circuit development because it promotes a better understanding of the relevant fundamental

chemistry and physics and allows question to be investigated cheaply with a computer. To
date, most of the research activity in process simulation has focused on two-dimensional
cross-sections of integrated circuit elements. With the dramatic decrease in the size of devices

today, full three-dimensional simulation is increasingly required. There are manyunanswered

questions in three-dimensional simulation waiting to be addressed. This chapter introduces
recent trends in integrated circuit electronics and process simulation, and provides an over
view of the work to be covered in this dissertation.

1.2. RECENT TRENDS IN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ELECTRONICS

Advances in computing and information processing power, over just the last decade,

have heralded a new era that is being called the Information Age.1 The changes wrought by
this technological revolution are unparalleled by anything since the Industrial Revolution. A
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primary catalyst for this new age is the remarkable pace with which integrated circuit (IC)
electronics has increased in performance and decreased in cost In 1963, a single solid-state
transistorsold for $10. Silicon memory chips that were widely availablecommercially in late
1980 contained about 20,000 transistors, had minimum access times of about 200

nanoseconds and sold for about $8 per chip.t That translates as 0.05 cents per unit of memory

storage (bit).2 Now, in 1991, it is possible to purchase a single 4 megabit memory chip con
taining over 5 million transistors, with a minimum access time of 60 nanoseconds and at a

cost of about $30, or 0.0007 cents per bit Even denser 16 megabit chips are currently avail

able in small quantities.3 Adjusted for inflation, the cost per bit has decreased more than a
hundred-fold in just ten years. Going back to 1963, the unit cost has decreased over a million
times!

The improvement in integrated circuit cost and performance is a result of both better cir

cuit design and superior integrated circuit processing and manufacturing technology. One of
the driving technologies in IC process advancement, which serves as a convenient indicator of

the state of the technology, is the minimum manufacturable feature size. In 1980, the

minimum pattern that could be produced on a production-worthy integrated circuit was about
2 millionths of a meter (microns). In 1991, chips are being sold with minimum features of

less than 0.8 microns.4 Equally remarkable is the fact that this trend is likely to continue.
Experimental memory chips have been demonstrated with minimum feature sizes of less than

0.3 microns,5 and continuous metal lines ofless than 0.01 microns have been patterned using
contamination resist lithography and ionbeam etching.6

t The 1963 transistor price is from a Fairchild catalog. Typical prices for 16K and 4M DRAM chips
reflect a survey of advertisers listed in the December 1980 and June 1991 issues of Byte magazine. The
inflation rate for the last decade reflects the U.S. Consumer Price Index.
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However, as feature dimensions have decreased, the corresponding complexity and cost
of processing equipment has increased dramatically. For example, the original contact printing
systems for patterning 10 micron features on a silicon wafer consisted of a simple light source,

a maskmade with colored plastic, and a basic mechanical focusing system.7 Now, in order to
produce 256 megabit memory chips, industry experts predict that sophisticated excimer laser
light sources, masks that transmit different light phases in different regions, and complex pro

jection, focusing and alignment systems will be required.8,9 As complexity has increased, so
has cost In the 1970's, a contact printer could be purchased for $15,000. Commercial optical

lithography systems now sell for more than $3,000,000.10 Given the complexity of manufac
turing equipment, the cost to build a state-of-the-art fabrication facility is now approaching
one billion dollars.

For integrated circuit technology to advance, and for companies to get a satisfactory
return on their billion-dollar investments in manufacturing facilities, IC processing technology
must be well understood. There are also important practical concerns such as the lead time to

characterize and install new equipment, and the precision with which processes must be con

trolled to produce a high yield of quality products. Since the cost-benefit ratio of computers
has come down dramatically with advances in integrated circuit technology, process simula
tion can be widely applied to help address these concerns.

1.3. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO PROCESS SIMULATION

There are many complex physical and chemical interactions that must be understood in

order to design and implement the next generation processes for integrated circuit fabrication.

Fortunately, the computing power, that has been made possible by advances in IC technology,
can also be applied to the problems of understanding and improving that technology.
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Generically, this field is known as technology computer-aided design or TCAD. The field is
further divided into several individual disciplines.

1.3.1. The Disciplines of Process Modeling and Simulation

Typically, it is impractical to derive the fundamental atomic processes involved in IC

processing from first principles. Furthermore, process technology is advancing so rapidly that

fundamental analysis is often obsolete by the time it is completed. Instead, technologists

develop models to describe general process behavior. This field, known asprocess modeling,

includes fundamental physical analysis, empirical study of processes, and macroscopic pro
cess behavior.

The field of applying computer power to the physics and chemistry of IC processing
technology is known broadly as process simulation. Here, process models, which typically
take the form of mathematical expressions, are solved with computers. The primary result of
research efforts in process simulation is software which takes process conditions as input and
generates information about the physical structure of integrated circuit devices.

Process modeling and simulation can be further broken down according to the type of
processes which are modeled: 1)thermal and impurity processes, 2) pattern definition, and 3)
pattern transfer. Thermal and impurity processing generally refers to techniques for introduc

ing and redistributing impurity atoms in the silicon crystal lattice. These processes oftenoccur

athigh temperature and include ionimplantation, oxidation, diffusion, annealing, and epitaxy.
Pattern definition processes delineate fine features in a coating on the wafer surface. These

processes include optical, electron-beam, ion-beam and X-ray lithography. Pattern transfer
processes include techniques for adding and removing material from the wafer surface, often
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in the presence of a masking material defined by lithography. Pattern transfer processes
include wet and dry etching, chemical vapor deposition, evaporation, and sputtering. Process
simulation concerning the change in the shape of the wafer surface is called topography simu

lation. This term includes the simulation of pattern definition and pattern transfer and is some
times extended to include epitaxy and oxidation processes.

1.3.2. The Role of Process Simulation In Integrated Circuit Development

Process simulation has an important role to play in the development of modern
integrated circuits. First, simulation allows process models to be tested. Different mathemati

cal descriptions of IC processes may be readily analyzed and compared with experimental
data. In this way, process engineers can discoverwhich process conditions areof most impor
tance to IC development Second, process simulation provides a convenient vehicle for the

transfer of information from research laboratory to design engineer. As processes are better

understood, this knowledge can be incorporated into simulation software. This knowledge is
men widely available to anyone with access to that software. Above all, process simulation

allows the physics and chemistry of IC processing to be investigated and analyzed atlow cost

Computer time is almost always cheaper than laboratory time, especially for highly specula
tive work. The main cost for process simulation is in the development of simulation software.
But if process simulation results in betterunderstanding of IC fabrication and in better tech

nology transfer from research laboratory to design center, then the resulting product is likely
to produce a higher return on initial investment This will justify the expenditure to develop
process simulation software.
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Indeed, many companies have already made successful use of simulation in technology

development11 •12 These companies agree that effective development and use of process
simulation capability has assisted in the design and production of competitive products.

1.4. THE NEED FOR 3D TOPOGRAPHY MODELING

In many respects, topography processes are the limiting steps in IC miniaturization. As

alreadymentioned, the minimum feature size is a good indicatorofthe progressof IC technol
ogy. The minimum manufacturable feature limits the scaling of devices and circuits. Further

more, devices that are packed densely together must also be interconnected. The reliability,

performance, and cost of the interconnection is highly dependent on the technologies for pat

terning, etching, anddeposition. The betterthese processes areunderstood, the betterthe pro
cess design will be.

Historically, it has often been sufficient to consider only the two-dimensional crosssection of an integrated circuit feature. The applicability of 2D simulation was based on the

assumption that there was only a small change in the feature in the direction perpendicular to
the simulation profile. This was often the case for features on the order of several microns.

However, for smaller devices this is no longer true. As anillustration of this point, it is possi
ble to simulate two different cross-sections of an essentially three-dimensional feature. Fig.

1.1 shows two cross section views of an etch simulation performed with the SAMPLE13 pro
gram. Fig. 1.1a shows a view of the mask used to etch out the end of a trench and the orienta

tion of a directional etch source. Fig. 1.1b is the result along line line A and Fig 1.1c is the
result along line B. The point where the two lines cross is in the middle of each simulation

result. The distance etched is different at the centerof the two plots, since neither simulation

took the full 3D topography into account This simple example only begins to reflect the
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Figure 1.1: Two different 2D simulations of the end of a trench with SAMPLE, (a) 3D
view of mask and etch directions, (b) Plasma etch simulation along line A. (c) Plasma
etch simulation along line B.
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complexities involved in modern integrated circuit processing.

1.5. RESEARCH GOALS AND DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The purpose of this work is to advance the state of the art in practicalthree-dimensional
topography simulation, specifically for pattern transfer processes. Effort will be focused on
reducing the error introduced by the surface advancement algorithms, so that simulation

results reflect the predictions of process models, and reduce inaccuracy due to computational
artifacts. Limitations imposed by the computational power and memory availability of com
mon engineering workstations will also be observed, so that a practical 3D topography simula

tor may be implemented and developed. Additionally, particular attention will be paid to the
problem of developing a simulator that can easily incorporate new physical models as
knowledge in this field grows.

The scope of this work is the study of algorithms, data-structures, basic process models,

and integrated TCAD systems to accurately represent the time evolution of three-dimensional
surfaces during processing. This work will describe the implementation of such algorithms on
engineering workstations, providing a practical platform for the implementation of threedimensional process models for topography simulation.

Chapter 1 gives a general overview of the need for process simulation and outlines the
purpose and scope of this work.

Chapter 2 provides short descriptions of the types of processes that must be considered
when developing a three-dimensional topography simulator, and reviews existing work
in topography modeling and simulation. This chapter concludes with an outline of the

design philosophy for a new 3D topography simulation software platform, SAMPLE3D.

Chapter 3 provides further investigation of volume-removal methods for general topog
raphy simulation. Several key problems are identified and illustrated with examples. A
fast and memory efficient cell removal algorithm is developed for photoresist

development simulation. Critical discussion of a diffusion equation approach to 3D
topography simulation simulation, and a "network" method is also offered.
Chapter 4 describes algorithms and data structures for general surface advancement
based on the motion of triangular surface facets. A theoretical basis for the correctness
of the algorithms is provided for isotropic, directional, and surface orientation dependent
processes. Inhomogeneous materials, masks, and material borders are also considered.
Chapter 5 presents a hybrid surface-cell topography representation for efficient evalua
tion of several important geometric operations. The method for updating cells as the
surface advances is given. Algorithms for the efficient calculation of shadows, flux
integrals over solid angles, and other intra-geometry effects are given.

Chapter 6 describes a variety of etch models which areimplemented with the algorithms
presented in previous chapters. A full 3D unified model for plasma etching and ion mil
ling processes is developed. Techniques for including additional effects such as sidewall
passivation, damage-induced etching, simple surface charging, and a surface diffusion
model arealso presented. Finally, anisotropic etching of crystalsis investigated.

Chapter 7 describes models for thin film deposition which are implemented with the
algorithms presented in previous chapters. These models include isotropic deposition,
evaporation, and sputtering. Surface migration, variable column orientation and orienta
tion dependent density variation effects are also discussed.

Chapter 8 describes the organization of an initial tool for 3D topography simulation,
SAMPLE-3D, including an outline of how to implement new models and how to esti

mateperformance. A command interpreter and graphical userinterface is also presented.
Additionally, future directions for 3D process simulation tool integration and continued
development of SAMPLE-3D is discussed.

Chapter 9 presents a variety of applications of the 3D models and algorithms given in
previous chapters. Here, the emphasis is on capabilities unique to this work: deep-UV
lithography and pattern transfer with plasma etching, photoresist silylation, ion milling
of a rotating wafer, phase-shift lithography using the basic deloop routine, deposition
and etch back with density variations, and amultistep wet etch, dry etch, and deposition
simulation. Ray-trace and cell-removal lithography simulation are also compared.

Chapter 10 concludes this dissertation bysummarizing what was learned and discussing
directions for future research.

Appendixes include abibliography and user'sguides.
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CHAPTER 2

TOPOGRAPHY MODELING AND SIMULATION
If you want to get somewhere...
you had better know where you are.
-Anon.

2.1. ETCHING AND DEPOSITION PROCESSES

Before developing a 3D topography simulator it is important to review the important
relevant literature. Of fundamental importance is a review of the processes which affect topog
raphy. Several methods exist for adding and removing material from silicon wafers for
integrated circuit fabrication. In all cases the process begins with a wafer (usually a wafer of
crystalline silicon) in some initial state. This wafer enters a chamber in which the tempera

ture, atmospheric conditions, and materials present can be controlled over some period of

time. The result is a change in the state of the wafer, including changes in the shape of the
wafer surface, and differences in the amount and type of materials present on the wafer. There
are many general texts which describe most of the processes currently used in integrated cir

cuit manufacturing.1,2«3«4-5 Several important topography processes are listed and briefly
described here, in order to provide a basis for the development of a general 3D topography
simulator.

Wet Etching includes all those processes in which material is removed as it comes into

contact with a liquid. Typically material is dissolved in a liquid solvent without any change in

the chemical nature of the dissolved material.6'7 Photoresist development is one such process,
in which material dissolves in the developer solution at a rate determined by previous expo

sure of the photoresist8 Another typical wet-etch process involves the formation of an oxide
at the developer material interface, which then dissolves, exposing new material to the
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etchant. This type of oxidation-reduction reaction is commonly used in the wet etching of Si

and Al.9 The etch rate isindependent ofthe etch direction, except inthe case ofmaterials with
well-defined crystal lattices.10 Wet etching technology is popular because it is cheap, reliable,
offers excellent selectivity betweenmost mask and substrate materials, andis highly controll
able.

Plasma Etching is a dry etch process in which a glow discharge produces a chemically
reactive species from an inert moleculargas. This species then interacts with the material sur
face forming a volatile by-product which is desorbed from the surface and then diffused into

the bulk of the gas. The gas is typically pressurized to a few torr in order to maintain a radio-

frequency (rf) glow discharge. n*12 Different materials will etch at different rates depending
on the type of gas usedto generate the plasma. The pressure, temperature, and relative concen

tration of gases determine the etch rates of materials. Plasma etching, without directed parti
cle bombardment, is isotropic but offers very high selectivity due to its sensitivity to specific
chemical bonds.

Reactive Sputter and Reactive Ion Etching (RSE and RIE) t is similar to plasma etching
except for the presence of ionic species which bombardor otherwise interact with the surface

to enhance etching inthe bottom of features.13,14 Features may be patterned directionally, i.
e. without the significant undercut that exists in isotropic etch processes. Reactive Ion Beam

Etching (RIBE) is arelated process inwhich energetic ions are created by avariety of methods
including electron cyclotron resonance (ECR).15

t There is some confusion interminology between RIE and RSE. In this work, RSE will refer to processes
where some etching due to physical sputtering occurs. RIE will refer to processes where ions damage the sur
face, or otherwise enhance etching due to neutrals, but do not necessarily remove material by physical
momentum transfer.
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Ion Beam Milling refers to processes in which energetic ions transfer momentum to the

material surface to remove surface molecules.2 Highly directional etching is possible but at
the expense of low selectivity and potential for redeposition of material and surface damage.
Ion milling processes run at low pressures and high excitation energies in order to generate
fast moving particles, with a long mean free path.

Evaporation is a technique for depositingthin films. A material sourceis heated in a low

pressure environment causing evaporation.16 This vapor then condenses on the substrate
whichis typically located far from the source. Very pure films canbe deposited athigh rates,
but the topography can shadow the flow of material from the source to the surface,thus result

ingin reduced step coverage. Flash evaporation is avariation of this technique in which athin
wire of alloy is continuously fed to the vacuum chamber and immediately evaporated.17

Sputter Deposition has been known since 185218 and is among the most widely used
deposition techniques for IC fabrication. Energetic particles are generated in a plasma and
accelerated in order to dislodge (sputter) material from the surface of a source. The dislodged
material travels to the wafer and condenses. From the point of view of a location on the wafer

surface, sputtered material arrives from many different directions, reducing shadowing and

resulting in good step coverage.19 Sputtering suffers form the slow deposition rates of some
materials. Many different variations onthis technique exist including radio-frequency sputter

ing,20, 21 magnetron sputtering,22 and bias sputtering.23 The primary differences among these
methods are themechanisms by which particles are energized ortherelative electric potentials
on various parts of the system (wafer, source, etc.). It is also possible to elevate the substrate

temperature to improve step coverage.24
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Chemical Vapor Deposition is typically used for amorphous and polycrystalline thin
film formation 25,26 but can also be used for metals.27 Non-volatile solid films are the result
of reactions of vapor phase chemicals which contain the required constituent elements. The
gases are introduced into a reaction chamber and decomposed at a heated surface to form a

thin film. With some materials (notably tungsten) it is possible to deposit material selectively

on certain materials and not on others.28 Atmospheric pressure (APCVD), low pressure

(LPCVD),29 plasma enhanced (PECVD),30 photon enhanced,31 and bias ECR techniques32
are variations on this process.

Electroless Plating is another deposition process for metallization.33 Unlike vapor depo
sition, the medium for transporting metal to the wafer surfaceis a liquid solution. The metal in
the solution interacts chemically with certain materials on the wafer, leaving solid metal

behind. This process allows the selective deposition of metal layers on certain materials only.
Also, there is no step coverage problem since the metal film grows from the bottom surface.

This processis not widely used for IC fabrication at present, but is being considered as a can
didate for additive pattern transferfor copperinterconnects.

Epitaxy in IC fabrication refers to the overgrowth of thinlayers of single-crystal material

onto a single-crystal substrate. Single-crystal silicon can be deposited with a vapor-phase

CVD process.34 Itis also possible to control some epitaxial processes so that silicon is grown
selectively.35

Many variations on the above processes exist, but nearly all processes of importance to
topography evolution in modem IC fabrication are related to at least one of the above

processes. A 3D topography simulator that can be applied to the majority of the above
processes is likely to be useful well intothe next century.
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2.2. TOPOGRAPHY PROCESS MODELING AND SIMULATION

There are about as many process models as there are processes, and many of these have

been incorporated into two-dimensional topography simulators. Fortunately, there are many

good reviews of topography modeling and simulation.3,36,37,38,39, 4° Many programs for
simulating two-dimensional cross-sections of topography processes have been reported,

including SAMPLE,41*42 BICEPS,43 COMPOSITE,44 DEER,45 DEPICT,46 ESPRIT47

FEDDS,48 PROLITH,49 SIMBAD,50 SPEEDIE,51 TITAN,52 and FABRICS.53 Twodimensional simulation is maturing rapidly and many of these programs are widely available
and widely used. Table 2.1 lists these programs andtheir capabilities.
Table 2.1:2D Topography Simulation Programs
Program
SAMPLE

SAMPLE 1.8

BICEPS

Date

Processes

1979
1991

Lithography
Wet & Dry Etch
Ion-Milling
Deposition
All Si Processes

BICEPS 5.0

1983
1990

COMPOSITE

1985

All Si Processes

DEER

1989

Lithography
Etching
Deposition
incLECR

DEPICT-2

1990

Lithography
Deposition
Etching

ESPRIT

1987

Etching

FEDDS

1985

AH Si Processes

Models and Algorithms
String Advancement
Gemoetric Depo & Etch

1985

PROLITH/2

1990

SIMBAD

1988

lithography

Comments

Optical, E-beam, X-ray
Advanced Resist Kinetics
AT&T internal

String Advancement
New Dry Etch models
Segment Advancement
by'virtual planes.*
Unified velocity
expression
Improved Segment
Advancement

widely available

includes

from Frauenhofer

SAMPLE 1.6a

Gesselschaft

for lithography
6 parameters

NT&T internal

used to fit model

to any topo. process
Commercial

Uses SPLAT

product from

and segment
algorithms

TMA

Improved String
String Advancement

FEDDS-2
PROLITH

Availability

widely available
from UC-Berkeley

String Advancement

Hitachi int.

IBM, now

Uses SAMPLE

sold

Algorithms

Commercially
available

from FINLE Tech.

SPEEDIE

1990

Deposition:
Evaporation
Sputtering
Magnetron, if
Plasma Etching

TITAN

1989

General

FABRICS

1985
1988

Statistical

String,Analytic
Basic topography

simulator

models

LPCVD

1FABRICS-n |

Monte Carlo ballistic

Univ. of Alberta

deposition.
Some wet-etching

internal

String Advancement
Rigorous plasmaphysics

Stanford

Allows density
modeling.
Quasi 3D
for contacts

beta release
CNET
fromCMU

designed
for statistical analysis
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2.2.1. A Simple Information Model for Topography Simulation

Despite the variety of implementations, it is possible to develop a simple information
model which describes the operation of most 2D topography simulators and highlights several
important points. The information flow diagram presented in Fig. 2.1 is derived from

knowledge of existing two-dimensional simulation, but it will be readily applicable to the
development of a 3D topography simulator.

Most topography simulators process information in a straightforward manner. Informa

tion about the wafer state and process conditions is provided as input to mathematical models
of process physics. A variety of algorithms and numerical methods are used to solve the

models, which in turn provide information about the change in the wafer state over time. In

the real world, the wafer state evolves continuously until the process is complete. In the realm
of simulation however, time is necessarily broken down into steps of finite duration. To

achieve physical accuracy the models and algorithms must be correct over the given time step.
For most topography process models, the maximum allowed time step is at least a few orders

of magnitude smaller than the actual process time, thus several iterations around this loop are
required to complete the simulation.

The first, and most fundamental element of this information model is a representation of

the wafer state. For topography simulation, two pieces of information are of interest as dep
icted in Fig. 2.2: 1) material boundaries, and 2) inhomogeneous attributes distributed
throughout a material. Many 2D programs, such as SAMPLE and COMPOSITE, use ordered

lists of coordinate pairs, called strings, to represent material layers or polygonal material

boundaries. When inhomogeneous information is required, it can be represented by numerical
values attached to a mesh or grid which is superimposed on the material region. SIMBAD
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takes a different approach and represents the structure as an aggregation of small discs, each
with its own location. The surfaceboundary is not explicitly represented. This method allows

the microstructure of thin films to be represented. The surface canbe extracted by locatingthe
zero material density contour. FABRICS follows yet a different approach and represents
inhomogeneous information as fitting parameters to analytic functions, allowing for a very
compact wafer state representation. Different topography simulators tailor the particular
wafer state representation to the needs of the physical models, however it is always possibleto
extract the surface topography.

The second element of this information flow diagram is the connection of the process

model to the change in the wafer state in the form of state evolution algorithms. For stringbased representations of surface geometries, the state evolution algorithms take the form of

mechanisms for advancing the string. Some of the earliest string advancement algorithms54
are still widely used in programs such as SAMPLE, COMPOSITE, and FEDDS. Variations

and improvements on this technique are used in other programs like SPEEDIE55 and DEP

ICT.56 In these algorithms, the string segments or points are advanced at arate and direction
determined by thelocation onthe surface, the surface normal, and the process physics. As the
surface evolves, string points must be added or deleted to maintain an accurate surface
description.

The third part of the information flow is the modeling of global phenomena that occur

far from the wafer surface but nevertheless influence and are influenced by the wafer state. In
the case of lithography simulation, this includes modeling of the illumination system and
exposure in the photoresist before development begins. In dry-etching simulation, this

includes modeling of the plasma and ion transport to the wafer. For deposition simulation
suchphenomena include the flux distribution ofincoming atoms. Thesemodels are solved in a
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variety of ways. SPEEDIE and SIMBAD use Monte Carlo methods to calculate the transport
of materials to the wafer. SAMPLE solves analytic models of light illumination to find the
image at the wafer surface.

2.2.2. A Slightly Modified Information Model for Topography Simulation

Typically, topography simulation begins with the modeling of global phenomena. How
ever, it is not always necessary to recalculate this information every time the wafer state is

updated. For example, once the flux distribution of incoming material for metal deposition is

determined, that information may be considered constant as the metal film grows. The only
new information that must be included is the changing shape of the film, which restricts the
arrival angle, but does not change the overall flux distribution. Given this fact, the information

model of Fig. 2.1 may be slightly modified as shownin Fig. 2.3. This diagram illustrates the

idea thatin manycases the physics important to topography simulation canbe presented in the

form of a constant input to the algorithms for combining the surface geometry with the pro
cess model.

This way of looking attopography simulation reveals the following important insight: A
critical element of topography simulation is the wafer state evolution algorithm. Surface

advancement algorithms mustbe investigated thoroughly and implemented carefully orthere
can beno wayof knowing whether the physical process models used willultimately result in a

correa simulation. Given this point, a large part of the development of a 3D topography

simulator should bedevoted tothe study and investigation of algorithms for connecting physi

cal models to topography evolution. This task will be undertaken in subsequent chapters.
Additionally, some of the models mentioned in this section will be presented in more detail
and investigated for their applicability to full 3D simulation.
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2.3. A SURVEY OF 3D TOPOGRAPHY SIMULATION

Many three-dimensional topography simulators have been reported for lithography
simulation. A few other simulators have been reported for dry-etching and deposition simula
tion. A variety of surface evolution algorithms have been demonstrated, including volumeremoval methods, ray-trace algorithms, a network method, topography simulation via a solu

tion of the diffusion equation, and solid modeling approaches to topography simulation.
Table 2.2 summarizes the research surveyed in this section.

Program
LTTHSIM

Date

1980/91

Table 2.2:3D Topography Simulation Programs
Processes
Models and Algorithms
Availability
Lithography
Cell Method
E. Germany

RD3D

1980

lithography

Cell Method

IBM internal

PEACE

1987

lithography

Cell Method

Matsushita internal

SOLID

1990

lithography

Cell with Spillover

Frauenhofer

Sold by Silvaco
XMAS

1990

X-RayLilh.

Cell with Spillover

Frauenhofer

CARPS

1990

Lithography

Cell Method

Toshiba int.

TRIPS-I

1985/87

lithography

Ray-Trace

Hitachi internal

Jia et. al.

1987

E-Beamlith.

Ray-Trace

Barouch et. al.

1989

SAMPLE-3D

1990

lithography
lithography

Ray-Trace
Ray-trace

3D-EBLS

1991

E-Beamlith.

Ray-Trace

Samsung internal

Ishizuka

1990

Network Method

FINE

1990

Cell Method

Fuji RIC internal
Fujitsu internal

ADEPT

1990

lithography
Lilh.,Etch,Depo
Dry Etching

Cell Method

Frauenhofer internal

Comments

integer math
for speed
Monte Carlo
Surface Diffusion

B-spline interpolation
UC-Beikeley

Recursive Euler

beta release

Models surface
kinetics

3D-MULSS

1988/91

Iith.,EtchJDepo

Concentration Contour

Mitsubishi internal

Diffusion Equation
Oyster

1983

Basic Processes

Solid Model

IBM internal

geometric only

Foote

1990

Si Crystal Etch

Solid Model

UC-Beikeley

predicts facets

2.3.1. Photoresist Development Simulation with Volume-Removal Algorithms.
The first three-dimensional topography simulators focused onthe simplest of topography
processes: wet etching for photoresist development Three-dimensional simulation of pho

toresist development is almost as old as the field of process simulation itself, withworkpub

lished inGermany as eariy as 1980,57 which was closely followed by work at IBM on RD3D,
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published in 1981.58 Both of these simulators employ variations on volume-removal algo
rithms which are still being used today inthe simulator PEACE,59, *° developed atMatsushita
Electric Industries, and in SOLID, 61 developed at the Frauenhofer Gessellschaft in Berlin.

XMAS62 uses the same algorithm as SOLID to simulate development in X-Ray lithography.
CARPS,63 from Toshiba uses a Monte Carlo dissolution method to model the surface reac
tions.

These simulators established the usefulness of volume-removal or cell-based algorithms
for practical 3D etching simulation. In this method, the volume of material is divided into a

large array of regular prismatic elements or cells. The cells that come in contact with the

developer are removed one by one, according to the local etch rate at the cell and the number
of cell faces exposed.

The primary advantage of this algorithm is that the topography representation is abso
lutely stable and can support structures with tunnels, or regions of material which are com

pletely disconnected from other regions. Furthermore, the basic implementation is relatively
straightforward, resulting in a robust simulator with a relatively modest investment in
software engineering.

RD3D and PEACE remove cells by searching for the cell with the minimum time for

removal, deleting thatcell and updating a global clock, evaluating the newtime to removal for
all the surface cells, andthen searching again forthe cell with the minimum time for removal.
However, this double loop results in a slow algorithm. In PEACE, the CPU time increases
proportionally with the 1.78 power of the number of cells removed. A similar trend is seen in

RD3D, in which doubling thenumber of surface cells nearly quadruples theCPU time.
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It is possible to improve the run time dramatically by eliminating the double loop in the

algorithm. Instead, the time step duration is fixed. At each time step in the simulation, the
time to removal (or volume remaining) of every surface cell is updated. Any cell with a time
to removal (or volume remaining) of less than zero is removed from the surface. In this way,
an entire surface layer may be removed in one time step, resulting in a run time nearly linear
with the surface area at each time step, and thus proportional to the volume removed. This is

the method used in SOLID. However, as pointed out by M. Fujinaga64 and J. Pelka,65 the
fixed time step can result in a cell's clock being decremented to a value less than zero. It is

necessary to redistribute this negative value among the adjacent cells.

Despite the practicality of cell-removal algorithms for 3D simulation, they tend to suffer

from a lack of accuracy. This effect was demonstrated by Hirai et. a/.60 for the case of uni
form spherical etching. As the simulation proceeded, facets began to appear. This is a direct

result of the algorithm which alters the time to removal based on the number of faces exposed.

Regardless of the true surface orientation a set of cells is intended to represent, the local etch
rate will be enhanced along certain preferred directions: the cell diagonal, or one of the cell

face diagonals. It is well known that any time preferred etch rates exist, facets will appear.

K.K.H. Toh discovered a similar result in amodified cell-removal algorithm.66

Despite the problems with accuracy, volume-removal methods may indeed be sufficient

for practical development simulation. The advantage of stability and robustness is significant;
therefore, it is worth investigating this approach further. Additionally,highly accurate results
have been demonstrated with SOLID. Chapter 3 provides more investigation ofthis topic.
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2.3.2. Photoresist Development Simulation with Ray-trace Algorithms
Fermat's Principle states that alightray traveling through amedium of spatially-varying
index of refraction will follow a trajectory that minimizes the transit length.! A similar
phenomenon holds for a point on a material surface advancing through a medium of

spatially-varying etch rate. Since this physical principle of ray-tracing can be solved exactly, it
canbe used for accurate simulation of photoresist development

Paul Hagouel was the first to derive the full mathematics of the ray-trace algorithm for

3D development simulatioa68 The first reported 3D implemention of a ray-trace algorithm,
was TRJPS-I presented by Hitachi in 1985,69 and subsequently improved in 1987.70 In
TRLPS-I, the ray-trace equation was solvednumerically with the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. A

similar approach was applied to electron-beam lithography development in 1987 by Jia et.

al.,71 and in 1991 by K. Y. Lee et. al.72 A further refinement was introduced by Barouch et.

al.,13 which represented the Principle of Least Time (which is physically equivalent to
Fermat's Principle) as a system of seven ordinary differential equations which were solved

using a specialized fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. After each time step, atensor product
B-spline interpolating function was used to obtain a smooth surface representation and ensure
mesh integrity.

K. K. H. Toh implemented a highly accurate and efficient version of theray-trace algo
rithm by using a recursive Euler method to solve the ray-trace equation at each surface

point.66 After apoint is advanced, the direction vector associated with that point is updated
according to the ray-trace equation. If the vector orientation changes by more than 5 degrees,
the time step for that point is halved and the point advancement is recalculated for the two
t This is proven in Born & Wolf,67 Section 3.3.2
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smaller time steps. This process may proceed recursively. Since the maximum allowed change
in vector orientation is held to less than a few degrees, the Euler calculation results in only a
small numerical error.

A major difficulty with ray-trace algorithms is the control of the surface mesh. First, as
the mesh expands and contracts, points must be added and deleted. It is a non-trivial software
engineering problem to ensure that the surface mesh data structure maintains its integrity.

Second, it is possible for rays to cross, resulting in erroneous surface loops. These loops
describe a 'negative volume* which simply would not exist in the real world, but does remain
as a simulation artifact. The loops do not affect the correctness of the rest of the surface, but

do take up additional memory and CPU time. The B-spline interpolation implemented by
Barouch et. al. reduces the problem of loops, but at the expense of the significant extra com

putation time needed for the interpolation. Nevertheless, despite these implementation
difficulties, the ray-trace algorithm can be a fast, accurate, and efficient way to simulate pho
toresist development.

2.3.3. Photoresist Development Simulation with a Network Method

Recently, T. Ishizukahas introduced an algorithm for developmentsimulation calledthe

network method.74 The photoresist region is divided up into small tetrahedrons. The progress
of the development is expressed by the movement of points along the edges of the
tetrahedrons. The collection of edge points describing the surface is called the network. With

the network, it is possible to determine the surface normal at each point The distance moved

along each edge is then related to the surface normal. As the surface passes through avolume
element, those points are simply removed from the network and replaced by points on the

edges of a new volume element. In this way, the problem of surface control is greatly
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simplified. The problem of loop formation is eliminated. This algorithm has only recently
been reported, but it seems to show great promise as an effective topography simulation
method. It has only been applied to photoresist development, but could be generalized to
anisotropic etching and development

2.3.4. General Topography Simulation with Cell-Based Algorithms

A full 3D topography simulator FINE, developed by Fujitsu, uses cell-based algo

rithms.75 It appears to use macroscopic etch rate models similar to those in SOLID and
PEACE, but has been extended to deposition, dry-etching, and oxidation.

The same group that developed SOLID has also reported a dry-etching simulator,

ADEPT.76 An important feature of this algorithm is that it does not use macroscopic rates to
remove cells, as in the previously mentioned development simulators. Instead, the cell sizes

are close to the same order of magnitude as elementary crystal lattice cells, or even surface
atoms. ADEPT solves elementary surface processes combined with Monte-Carlo methods to

simulate chemically enhanced physical sputtering, and damage induced etching in three
dimensions. In principle this method provides a highly accurate solution of physical models
for dry-etch processes, since the calculations are at the near-atomic level.

2.3.5. A Diffusion Equation Solution for Topography Simulation

One of the only reported 3D simulators for lithography, deposition, and etching is 3DMULSS, developed by M. Fujinaga et. al. at Mitsubishi Electric.64,77,78,79 This simulator

has three key elements. The first is a topography representation model that employs the con
centration of material. Bulk material has a concentration of 1.0. Air or vacuum has a
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concentration of 0.0. The surface topography is determined by locating the region where the

magnitude of the concentration gradient is much greater than zero. This describes the transi
tion from empty space to the bulk material. The concentration gradient is also oriented in the
direction of the surface normal. The second key element is a solution of the mass transfer

problem with a diffusion equation. The change in concentration of material in a small volume
element is related to the flow of material in or out of that element by the continuity equation.

Additionally, the flux of etchant is related to the concentration. Combining these relations
gives a diffusion equation for the concentration which is easily solved since the diffusion
coefficient is constant By comparing the evolution of the uniform concentration contour with

the velocity of the surface due to uniform etching, it is seen that the diffusion time is actually
the square of the etch time. The third key element, is that as the surface advances and material

is removed, the cell concentrations must be set to 1.0. The diffusion equation must then be
reinitialized with new Dirichlet boundary conditions.

This formulation has been applied to photoresist development, simple directional etch
ing, and metal deposition via sputtering, with impressive results. However, some difficulties
are apparent The diffusion calculation must be performed over a very large region. Also, to

perform a 5 second etch, a 25 second diffusion calculation must be performed, since the etch

time is the square root of the diffusion time. Taken together, these two facts mean the algo
rithm is likely to be slow. Furthermore, it is not clear how the current implementation would
be applied to directional etching that depends on the surface orientation. In that case, the dif

fusion coefficient would vary with the surface shape and thus with time, significantly compli
cating the numerical solution of the diffusion equation.
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2.3.6. Solid Modeling Applied to Topography Simulation

Solid modeling packages are readily applicable to the problem of representing 3D IC

device structures. TheOYSTER system developed at IBM80, 81, tt allows the creation of dev
ice structure solid models from a process description and mask-level information. However,
OYSTER only allows basic geometric actions to be performed and full topography simulation
of structures with rugged terrains has not been reported.

A crystal etching model for silicon has been applied totheUnigrafix modeling system.83
A model for determining when facets appear was developed and incorporated in the Unigrafix
etching algorithm. Several interesting shape evolutions have been demonstrated with this sys
tem.

Solid modeling systems hold promise for 3D topography simulation, but so far have

found limited application. This is probably due to the difficulty with which most currently
existing solid models represent surfaces described by thousands of points, and the enormous
computational and memory requirements of these programs.

2.4. A NEW PLATFORM FOR 3D TOPOGRAPHY SIMULATION, SAMPLE-3D.

Clearly there are many areas still open for investigation in the field of three-dimensional

topography simulation. The analysis of section 2.2 showed that algorithms for connecting pro
cess models to the topography evolution are of fundamental importance. Many powerful 2D

topography simulation tools profited from the original work that went into the string algo

rithm. However, no 3D topography simulatoruses a 3D version of the string algorithm. Many
of the other approaches that are used offer certainadvantages, but they suffer from either inac-
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curacy, applicability to a limited number of models, implementation complexity, or computa
tional inefficiency.

SAMPLE-3D is a platform for investigating many of these issues. The implementation

of surface motion algorithms will be coupled with physical models to provide a general 3D
topography simulator. Throughout the development of SAMPLE-3D, several important
points are kept in mind:

• Accuracy: The surfaceevolution algorithms must be accurate, and the accuracy should

be controllable by varying the time step or the density of elements describing the sur
face.

• Efficiency: When possible, all algorithms affecting the surface evolution should be
approximately linear with the surface area. In other words, if the surface area doubles,

the run time should merely double andnot quadruple.

• Compatibility: SAMPLE-3D will be first of all compatible with the 3D lithography
simulation work of K. K. H. Toh at UC-Berkeley.t Second, SAMPLE-3D should be
compatible with a variety of topography processmodels. Third, SAMPLE-3D should be
compatible with engineering workstations - a criterion that will be met if run time and
memory requirements are held down.

• Expandability: As new algorithms are developed, and asnew process models become
available, it shouldbe possible to incorporate these in SAMPLE-3D

• Usability: Mechanisms for human interaction withSAMPLE-3D should be developed
to enhance the usability ofthe software.

t KennyToh calls his 3D resist development simulator SAMPLESD. This work will buildon Dr. Toh's
software to providefull 3D topography simulation in SAMPLE-3D.
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CHAPTER 3

ANOTHER LOOK AT 3D CELL-REMOVAL ALGORITHMS
Canst thou remember a time before we came unto this cell?
-The Tempest /J/J&William Shakespeare

3.1. REMAINING QUESTIONS IN 3D CELL-REMOVAL ALGORITHMS

As mentioned in the previous chapter, 3D cell-based algorithms for etching simulation

have been widely applied to simulation of lithography development The low implementation

cost and the stability of the topography representation motivate this trend. Unfortunately, this

method suffers from inherent inaccuracy, as shown by Toh.1 Still, several questions remain.

Can a spillover technique, like that used in SOLID,2 correct the inaccuracy problem? Is a
betteralgorithm for determining the volume to be removed possible? Can3D volume remo
val techniques be applied to general etching and deposition simulation? If affirmative answers

to these questions exist, then a 3D cell removal algorithm would beideal for general topogra
phy simulation.

3.2. CELL-REMOVAL WITH SPILLOVER

The basic spillover technique was developed, not to improve accuracy, but rather to

improve the speed of cell-removal algorithms. If apredetermined time step isused, then the
volume removed from each surface cell may becalculated. Any cells which have a volume of

less than zero at the end of atime step are removed, and the newly exposed underlying cells
are added to the list of surface cells. A negative cell volume indicates that the etch front pro
ceeded past the current surface cell into the underlying cells. This extra volume must be

deducted from the newly exposed cells to preserve avalid surface representation. This tech-
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Exposed Faces

Volume Swept Out =
Volume of Corner +

Volume of 3 Edges +
Volume of 3 Faces

Distance Traveled =

Rate x At x Correction
Correction Factors for Cubic Cells:
1 Face: Correction = 1

2 Faces: Correction = 1/V2"

3 Faces: Correction = 1/VT
(a)

Volume in Cell iat end of time step)

] Fully Etched
TOlll Partially Etched
mmm

Not Etched

Excess from neighbor
cell that is to be

Etch Front

subtracted

(b)

Fig. 3.1: A volume removal algorithm for etching simulation, (a) Method for determing
volume to be removed, (b) A spillover technique to correct for fixed time step.
/
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nique avoids the need to locate the one cell with minimum time to removal at each time step,

thereby improving the algorithm run time from OfN3) to 0(N2), where N is the number of
cells per unit of linear dimension.! To save memory, full information is allocated only for sur
face cells. Other cells point to a dummy structure indicating whether the cell is full or empty.

The full memory requirement is thus: Bytes =(int size)x(NetUs + SN^a^a,) + (float size)#„*.

A method for approximating the volume removed during a time step is shown in Fig.
3.1a. If a neighboring cell is devoid of material, the cell face shared with that neighbor is

exposed. All exposed faces are moved into the cell, with a distance given by the produa of
the etch rate at the cell and the time step. If only one face is exposed, the calculation is
straightforward. The volume removed is the product of the face area and the distance trav

eled. If two edge-sharing faces are exposed, a correction factor of 1H2 for cubic cells is
include in the rate to slow the advance of the planes. If three vertex-sharing planes are

exposed the correction factor is I/V3 for cubic cells. The volume removed is estimated as the
amount swept out by all of the moving planes:

Volume = d^dyidti+d^dyid^+d^dyhd^+d^dyhd^+d^dyidli^^dyidth^^dyhdti+
H^-dxk^ayidytd^Hiytd^+dykdti+dyHd^)
HAy-dyh-dydidddti+djdA+dAdrt+drtd*)

•K^-dih-daHd^dyi+djadyk+djatdyi+d^dyH)

-KAx-^-^HAy-^A-^H^+rfxA)

(3.1)

where du 4ih are the etchdistances (ratexAt) of the two planes perpendicular to the i -axis, and
AxAyAz are the cell dimensions. The correction factors for one, two, or three adjacent faces
t The "0-notation" was first introduced by P. Bachman in Analytische Zahlentheorie (1892). It will be
used to represent the approximate run time of algorithms. 0 (f (N)), where N is a positive integer, means
there existsa positive constant Af suchthat 10 (f (N)) I £ M \f (N) I, forallW£/V0.
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are derived as if the etch front were advancing along an inclined plane placed on top of the
cells, and are given as follows, where each of i, j, and k, represent three different coordinate
axes:

face i:

faces i and j:

correction = 1.0;

correction = sin(arctan (Ai /Ay )

correctionj = cos(arctan (Ai/Aj)

faces i,j,sadk: correction =sin (arctan (Ak^Ai2+Aj2/AiAj))-cos (arctan (Ai/Ay ))

correction =sin (arctan (6k^Ai2+Aj2IAi Aj))-sin(arctan (At/Ay))
correction^ = cos (arctan (Ak ^Ai2+Aj2/AiAy ))

(3.2)

The volume removal calculation is always performed as if the cell were completely full,
until it is removed entirely. This tends to overestimate the amount of material removed from

the surface cell,but the underlying cellsdo not etchuntilthe surface cell is completely empty.
Thus the underlying cells are underetched. The combination of overetch andunderetch yields
the correct overall amount of removed material.

The spillover technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.1b. Excess volume removed from a sur

face cell is evenly divided among allthe cellsthatshare a face withthe original cell, and have

not been etched. For a small time step, this excess volume is typically only a few percent of
the total cell volume.

Fig 3.2ashows a result for uniform spherical etching, usingthis algorithm. The etch rate

was 2.5 cells per second, the etch time was 16 seconds and the time step was 0.02 seconds.
The full calculation required only 26.4 seconds on an IBM Powerstation 530 and the total

memory used was 500Kbytes. This is about an orderof magnitude betterthan a similarcalcu

lation with the PEACE program on a FACOM VP-100 supercomputer.3 The number of cells
removed is 32270. A perfea spherical etch with a radius of 40 cells would result in a removed
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1

1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.2: Cell-removal algorithm with spillover, (a) Facet formation in spherical etching

(b) KTI 820 contact hole, development for60s, g-line, N.A=0.28, o=0.7, 150 mJ/cm2
0.00

-0.18

-0.36

-0.53

-0.7

1.00

Fig. 33: Cross-section of resist line development. Cell-removal results are superimposed
on SAMPLE 1.8a results. KTI 820 resist, ^=436nm, N.A.=0.28, no defocus,

dose=150mJ/cm2. Development at 10sintervals to 60s using Kim model:
Rl=0.23, R2=0.0016, R3=5.6, R4=0.25, R5=0.62, R6=0.08. 100x100x97 cells.
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volume totaling 33510.3 cells. Although facets are evident, the error in the volume removed is
only 3.7%.

This algorithm can be applied to lithography development with quite satisfactory results.
A result for a contact hole is shown in Fig. 3.2b. The rate matrix was generated using the

SPLAT4 program for aerial imaging, and a 3D extension of the SAMPLE bleaching algo
rithm1 for KTI 820 resist exposure simulation. The simulation conditions are X = 436nm,

numerical aperture N.A. =0.28, partial coherence o =0.5, adose of 150 mJ/cm2, and develop
ment for 60 seconds with a time step of 0.1 seconds. The CPU time for the development

using 50x50x50 cells was 115 seconds on an IBM Powerstation 530, and 2 Mbytes of memory
was used. The run time corresponds to the sum of the number of surface cells at each time step

over all the time steps.

To verify the correctness of the algorithm, cross-sections from a 3D simulation of resist

line development are compared with 2D SAMPLE results for several development times. The
result is shown in Fig. 3.3. The simulation conditions for the KTI 820 resist are X = 436nm,

N.A. =0.28, o =0.7, no defocus, dose = 150 mJ/cm2, and development at 10 second intervals
for 60 seconds using the default SAMPLE model. In the vertical dimension, there are typi
cally 16 layers per standing wave, yielding 97 vertical rate matrix elements for this case. The

cell simulation used 100x100x97 cells to maintain a similar information density. The cell

simulation agrees to within 1.5 cell dimensions of the SAMPLE result A slight vertical shift
also appears,due to the cell placement with respect to the rate array.

The spillover technique will reduce the required CPU time, but it cannot correct for the

inaccuracy inherent in the cell-removal algorithm. The algorithm can be applied to lithogra
phy development, since the varying etch rate throughout the exposed photoresist tends to
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Fig. 3.4: Preferred crystallographic planes in basic cell-removal algorithm.

Etch Mask

ctual Etch Front

Partially Etched Cells

This cell should

start etching,
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Fig. 3.5: Partially exposed cell under etch mask.

rxdt

(a)

(c)

Fig.3.6: Volume-removal using the surface orientation (2D example), (a) Region is swept
out by advancing surface, (b) Different amount of material is swept out depending
on starting location, (c) Represent surface as intersections along cell edges.

/
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smear out the rigid crystal structure. Forthe general etch problem however, faceting cannot
be ignored. This algorithm also does not provide information about the true surface orienta
tion, so it cannot easily be applied to many directional processes.

3.3. ALTERNATE METHODS FOR VOLUME-REMOVAL CALCULATION

The basic problem with most cell-removal algorithms is that etching is related to the
movement of cell faces and not to the surface normal of the advancing etch front This favors

the {1,0,0},{0,1,1}, and {1,1,1} crystallographic planes shown in Fig 3.4. Another problem
arises in the case of a partially exposed face as shown in Fig. 3.5. In the case of wet etching,

etchant would attack the cell under the mask edge, even though the neighboring cell is not
completely removed. The original cell-removal algorithms do not take this into account,

allowing only completely exposed or completely covered faces. The problem lies in the
difficulty of representing a general smooth surface with discrete cells. It follows that better

methods for calculating the cell removal require a bettersurface representation. One possible
solution is to store information about the orientation and location of the actual etch front in the

cells. Another solution is to store information about the material concentration in the cells.

3.3.1. Volume-Removal Using the Surface Orientation

If the orientation of the advancing etch front is known, it should be possible to calculate
the volume removed in a cell. Fig. 3.6 shows this concept in two dimensions. However, it is

readily apparent that the surface position must also be known. Many situations, such as that

shown in Fig. 3.6b can occur in which thevolume removed is aas much a function of position
as orientation. Furthermore, if the etch front is curved, the surface orientation must be care

fully calculated to approximate the actual surface as closely as possible. Ultimately, the best
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Fig. 3.7: A 2D network method (similar to Ishizuka5). (a) Cell divided into triangles,
(b) Front motion for one time step, using network method with uniform rate.
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Fig. 3.8: Convex comers and thenetwork method,, (a) Comer lag. (b) Using segment
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way to represent the surface is to keep track of its intersection with the edges of the cells as

shown in Fig. 3.6c. This is the basis of the network method by Ishizuka,5 which was men
tioned in Section 2.3.3.

For best results, The network method divides up cells even further, including the cell

body and face diagonals. In 2D, a square cell would be divided into smallertriangles and the
surfacewould be represented by its intersection with the triangle edges. The surfaceadvance

ment for a simple 2D case proceeds as shown in Fig. 3.7a. A surface point is advanced by first
averaging the orientations of all the surface edges at that point to calculate the direction of

movement. The front motion along that direction is related back to motion along the cell
edges and the surface advances as shown in Fig. 3.7b. Since the edge orientations areknown,
it is not difficult to calculate the distance each pointtravels.

This method improves the accuracy of the volume-removal calculation by retaining sur

face information. However, some difficulties remain. One problem is the way this algorithm

handles etching of convex comers. Corner lagoccurs as shown in Fig. 3.8a. In 2Dit is possi
ble to correct for this by locating the intersection of two advancing segments as shown in Fig.
3.8b. However, even using this technique new faces may appear and disappear as shown in
Fig. 3.8c. This is probably not a problem forisotropic etching, but care should be takenif this
technique is applied to directional etching. In 3D the problem is more difficult, sincenow the

location of advancing planes must be determined. Unlike two line segments in 2D, the inter

section of several planes is not necessarily a unique point Fortunately, this problem does not
propagate beyond one cell, as long as no surface point advances past a cell vertex in one time
step. This restriction will increase the algorithm run time, since the maximum allowed time
step must now be determined at each advancement step. Run times for 60x60x50 cells in the

3D implementation by Ishizuka are from 3 to 8 hours on a CONVEX-C210 high-speed
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vector-processing CPU! The amount of information that must be stored in each cell has also

increased significantly. For practical 3D simulations with 250,000 to 1,000,000 cells, the
parameters necessary to describe the surface intersections with the cell edges require an addi

tional several megabytes of memory storage. Dynamic allocation of the active cells would be
needed for most engineering workstations. Nevertheless, methods which combine the accu
racy of surface advancement with the stability of cell-based topography representations may

prove quite useful. This issue is explored further in Chapter 5.

3.3.2. Volume Removal With Variable Material Density

The above cell-based algorithms all view the material boundary as an abrupt change in

material density from zero to some finite value. An alternate view is to consider a varying

changein materialconcentration. At the etch front, material is reducedin density until enough
is removed that a cell is considered deleted. As the density is reduced, the material can be con
sidered porous allowing underlying cells to be affected. This raises two questions: how far

into the material should the porosity be allowed, and how exactly is the etch front related to
the change in material density?

To solve this problem accurately, a firm mathematical foundation must be provided.
The principle of mass-conservationcan be expressed as

^+W=G

(3.3)

whereC is the material concentration, J is the flux density of material and G is the generation
rate (typically G=0). The flux / can be related to the material concentration:

J=-DVC

Together, equations 3.3 and 3.4 resultin a diffusion equation:

(3.4)
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|f-=V2(DC)

(3.5)

The method of Fujinaga et. al. mentioned in Section 2.3.5,6 relates the solution of this diffu
sion equation to the expected etch front velocity. The boundary conditions at the interface of

the etchant andthe material require that the etchant concentration (in this caseC) be equal on
both sides of the interface. The etchant concentration deep in the bulk material C2 is 0. It is
also assumed that the etchant concentration Cx at the surface is less than the etchant concen

tration C0in the developer. The etchant concentration along a vector perpendicular to the etch

front can be given as follows:7
C(r,t) = Ctfrfc(rt(2<DJ))

(3.6)

The movement ofthe etch front whereC(r, / )=C, is given by solving forr:

r =2<DTterfc-l(CxIC^

(3.7)

The etch rate is simply related to the velocity ofthe moving etch front:

Vr =dxdt =^^^""'(CVCo)

(3.8)

From theserelations, the etch front velocity Vr and the diffusion constant Dr satisfy:

r=VrT =k<57t
(3.9)
where T is the etchtime and t is the diffusion time, and it is a proportionality constant If k is
set to 1.01 and C0 is normalized to 1.0, then the concentration of the etch front surface is:

C^erfc [r/(2VD^7)] =erfc (0.5) =0.479

(3.10)

Equation 3.5 canbe discretized andexpanded into threedimensions as:

where Vx ,Vy, and V, are the etchrates along the Cartesian coordinate axes. This equation must
be solved by iterating At until XA^ = / =T2.
t Note that changing k will result in a different value for C j. However, the position of contours deter
mined using different k values willbe the same, since the relationship between V and/) and between T and
t is similarly altered.
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Fig. 3.9: Diffusion Equation Etch Algorithm, (a) 5.0 seconds etching at O.lum/s.
(b) Same result, after reassigning bulk cells as 0.0, and air cells as 1.0.
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A simple2D implementation whichestimates the partial derivatives of the concentration
as the slope of the concentration over the cell width, gives marginally satisfactory results for a
small enough time step. Uniform circular etching for 5 seconds at a rate of 0.1/s is shown in

Fig. 3.9a. However, discretization error is still present, and it is difficult to properly reassign
the cells as material or air, once the contouris determined. Fig. 3.9b shows the result when all
cells that do not bound the 0.479 contour are reset as either 0.0 or 1.0.

Table 3.1 gives the numberof cells removed for2D isotropic etching form a seed point,
with a simple diffusion-based etch model. The area is given in units of cells, and the CPU
time in seconds is for an IBM Powerstation 530.

Table 3.1: No. Cells Removed with 2D Diffusion Model
rate=5 cells/s
1.0 s
2.0 s
3.0 s
4.0 s

time step

r=5 cells

r=10 cells

r=15 cells

r=20 cells

N/A

N/A

0.05s

17 cells

2301 cells

(CPU)

0.91s

2.72s

0.04s

17 cells

81 cells

177 cells

(CPU)

1.125s

5.0s

11.31s

317 cells
20.29s

0.02s

17celis

(CPU)

2.45s

81 cells
10.10s

177 cells
27.78s

317 cells
40.6s

0.01s

17 cells

81 cells

177 cells

317 cells

(CPU)
theory

5.0s

20.0s

45.1s

80.2s

19.6 cells

78.5 cells

176.7 cells

314.2 cells

The CPU time is significant, even for a 50x50 cell 2D simulation. For a 50x50x50 3D simula

tion the GPU time would be increased at least 50 times, without even accounting for the
longer time to calculate gradients and divergences in 3D! It should also be noted thatthe etch
rates in the above expressions are independent of the concentration and thus of the surface

orientation. This would not be the case for many direction dependent topography processes.

Etch rates that are functions of surface orientation (as in ion milling) would complicate the
problem significantly since equation 3.6 would nolonger be valid.
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The implementation of Fujinaga et. al. in 3D-MULSS achieves accuracyby solving the
diffusion equation with a finite difference method and periodically reinitializing the simula
tion region by retaining only those cells needed to describe the surface and assigning every
thing else to be bulk or air. This method greatly improves the accuracy of the simulation but
now the problem is expanded to a system of N linear equations, where N is the number of

nodes in the simulation region. Even the basic forward finite-difference method requires the

inversion of an NxN matrix.8 Similar variable-density volume-removal algorithms which do
not solve the diffusion equation are not likely to improve on the results of Fujinaga et. al. The
only exception would be cell-based simulator that represent material structures on the atomic

leveland which solve surface kinetics and transport phenomena explicitly.9,10

3.4. CONCLUSIONS ON CELL-BASED SIMULATION

Basic cell-removal algorithms can be adequate forlithography development simulation.
General topography simulation, however, requires the ability to relate the surface orientation
to etching and deposition models. The network method provides surface orientation, but the

problem of etching convex comers muststill be addressed adequately. The diffusion equation
method does not have a problem withconvex comers, and theconcentration gradient gives the

surface normal. However, it requires the diffusion equation to be solved numerically in three
dimensions and is difficult to apply to processes withetch rates dependent on surface orienta
tion.

In summary, cell-based topography simulation is not the panacea that it mightappear on

first encounter. All of the above methods can be applied to process technology problems, but
there is still room for investigating alternate approaches.
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CHAPTER 4

A GENERAL SURFACE ADVANCEMENT ALGORITHM
FOR 3D TOPOGRAPHY SIMULATION
"Either this madness or it is Hell."

"Itis neither," calmly replied the
voice ofthe Sphere, "it is knowledge;

it is ThreeDimensions: open your eye
once again and try to look steadily."
-Flatland, Edwin A. Abbot

4.1. ALGORITHM DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Previous chapters havediscussed the general topics of process simulation and modeling,

haveestablished the need for more workin 3Dsurface advancement algorithms, and haveout
lined a general design philosophy. This chapter focuses on the development, implementation
and evaluation of a general surface advancement algorithm. First, discussions of the problem

and of previous workin surface representations and meshrefinement begin thechapter. Next,

geometric arguments provide a mathematical foundation for the correctness and accuracy of a

surface evolution algorithm based on the motion of surface facets. The geometric arguments
consider isotropic surface advancement, simple directional etching, and etching with strong
dependence on surface orientation. Finally, several simulation examples establish the credibil
ity of the algorithm and its implementation.

4.2. GENERAL SURFACE ADVANCEMENT AND TIME DISCRETIZATION

The basic question for topography simulation is: given a surface Sh, a setof process con

ditions P, and atime of evolution At, what is the resulting surface S,^ A mapping function
/ performs the transformation.
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S,+*=f(P,S,At)

(4.1)

The mapping function often includes the shape of the surface which is continuously evolving
over the time interval At. On a finite-state machine, the surface must be discretized into a

finite number of geometric elements and time must be discretized into finite intervals of At.
The discretization necessarily introduces an error term.
Sv* =f(P,S(t),At) + Error(P,StgtAt)

(4.2)

Fortunately, as will be demonstrated in this chapter, this error term can often be reduced to

well within an acceptable limit by careful selection of At and the algorithm for implementing

function/. Equation 4.2 also assumes that the process conditions P are independent of time.
These conditions may actually vary, but this change is assumed small over At, as was dis
cussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.

4.3. SURFACE REPRESENTATION

The way surfaces are represented has a majoreffect on the implementation of algorithms

for topography simulation. There are many possible ways to represent curved surfaces,1 but
most describe a mesh of control points containing information about the location and curva

ture at several points on the surface. A simple, yet powerful, surface representation consists of
a mesh of points, which are connected by line segments to form triangular facets as shownin

Fig. 4.1a. The surface curvature isimplicit inthe orientation ofthe facets. Increasing the accu
racy of therepresentation simply requires a greater density of surface points. The problem of

advancing the surface is now one of how to advance each surface point as depicted in Fig.
4.1b.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1: Surface representation, (a) Basic surface points, lines, triangles, (b) moving points.

Split this edge
Merge this edge

Fig. 4.2: Mesh refinement by splitting or deleting triangle edges.
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4.4. SURFACE MESH REFINEMENT

As the surface evolves in time, its area increases or decreases. A method for adding and
deleting surface points is a prerequisite for the correct operation of surface advancement algo
rithms. First, criteria for mesh refinement must be established: 1) What criteria must all valid

surface meshes satisfy? 2) What criteria define an accurate mesh? 3) What is a "good" mesh

for topography simulation?

The first question is easy to answer. All valid surface meshes must satisfy the following

constraint: Exactly two surface triangles share one edge. Any mesh with more than two trian

gles sharing an edge no longer describes a valid surface. One triangle is allowed for the spe
cial case of edges that lie on the boundary of the simulation region.

Two criteria define an accurate mesh. First, the total volume between the surface mesh

and the surface being represented is a minimum. Ideally, this volume is zero. Indeed, this is

true for any surface comprisedonly of flat polygonal regions. For general curved surfaces this

volume is not zero, but it is reduced by increasing the number of points representing the sur
face. Second, the orientation of the faces should be as close to the actual surface orientation as

possible. Increasing thenumber of points and placing them correctly achieves this goal.
The most difficult concept to formalize is the idea of a "good" surface. Obviously, it
must satisfy the criteria of validity and accuracy. For topography simulation a few othercon
siderations make for a good mesh. The density of information must reduced, so that the simu

lation run time and memory requirements are within practical limits. The shape of the trian

gles must also allow surface advancement algorithms to give correct results. The actual shape
requirements are purposely vague at this point, but at the very least it should be possible to
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extraa the normal vectorof a triangle from knowledge of its vertexes. The restriction of near
equilateral triangles often needed in finite element mesh generation is NOT established as a
requirement at this stage.

Surface mesh refinement has been considered in lithography simulation by Moniwa et.

al.,2 and further investigated byToh.3 These results apply to general topography simulation.
The important results from this work and some additional observations are summarized here.

A convenient approach to point insertionand deletion is to test the length of all the trian
gle edges. All edges that aretoo long are split by the insertionof a point, and all edges that are
two short are deleted by merging the end points as depicted in Fig. 4.2. The adjacent triangles
are also either divided up or removed. Good results are obtained when the minimum allowed

edge length is less than about 20% of some nominal ideal edge length. Maximum allowed
edges areabout 1.2 times longerthan the idealedge.

Satisfactory results can often be achieved by testing and splitting edges in random order,
but this does not always split the triangles in the best way. It is betterto test the triangles one
by one. Toh chose to split the longest edge in each triangle first, and then proceed to shorter
edges as shown in Fig. 4.3a. A more general approach is shown in Figure 4.3b, giving the 3

possible ways to split triangles. The last method is however more difficult to implement,
sincemore information aboutthe status of the triangles must be maintained.

When inserting a mesh point, simply putting the new point on the original edge gives

acceptable results if the density of mesh points is high enough. This method is also easy to

implement However, best accuracy is obtained if thenew point is located as closely aspossi
ble to the surface being represented. Estimating the curvature of the surface between two
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(a)

Fig. 43: Splitting triangles. (a)Splitting triangle edges in order from longest to shortest,
(b) Dividing up triangle based on number of edges affected.

radius of curvature

split edge and put
new point on this arc
Fig. 4.4: Point insertion on the arc of curvature in two dimensions.

Delete edge 12, but
saving point 2 instead of

Merge this edge
and problem results

1 loses information.

2 triangles
with same

3 points

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.5: Problems with point deletion and edge merging: (a) result of not maintaining border
point. (b)Mesh leading to invalid surface, (c) Accuracy degradation.
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points, as shown in Fig. 4.4, and inserting the new point on the shortest arc on that surface
connecting the two points, is one way to proceed. Unfortunately, this operation is difficult to
implement in three dimensions.

In general, the problem of deleting points is fraught with potential difficulties. Fig. 4.5
illustrates some of the problems. When points are merged, border points must bemaintained,
orthe surface will contract into the simulation region. For pyramid-like structures as in Fig.

4.5b, certain edges may not be deleted or an invalid surface will result, with two triangles
sharing the same three points and 4 triangles sharing one edge. Careless point deletion can
also seriously degrade accuracy as shownin Fig. 4.5c.

Tohhas shown that sometimes it is best to keep obtuse triangles to preserve accuracy. A
related concept is that the edge swap technique for replacing obtuse triangles is often not
beneficial. In 2D, edge swapping replaces obtuse triangles as shown in Fig. 4.6a. hi 3D this

could result in an inaccurate surface representation. Fig. 4.6b shows acase where edge swap
ping results in anundesired change in triangle orientation.

In addition to the above results, some additional issues are important Already, it has

been mentioned that ahigher density of points helps improve accuracy, especially in regions
of high curvature. It would be advantageous to add more points in those regions, but not

necessarily over the entire surface. Scaling the length criterion for splitting and deleting edges
achieves this result The concept is shown schematically inFig. 4.7. It may also be advanta
geous to scale the length criterion based on local variation in etch rate. Above all, points

should be inserted at material boundaries or other regions where the rate changes abruptly
from zero to some value. Section 4.7 compares these approaches.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.7: Edge swapping to replace obtusetriangles, (a) 2D case, (b) Surface shape changes
for edge swap in 3D.

Min_Length = f(Curvature)x0.2x IdeaLLength
Max_Length = f(Curvature)x1.2x IdeaLLength

Side view of surface.

^

1.0

"co
o

Curvature

Fig. 4.7: Adjusting the minimum and maximum allowed edge lengths according to
local surface curvature.
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4.5. MOVING NODES: THE FACET MOTION ALGORITHM

4.5.1. The Simple Case: Moving Along Given Vectors.

Each point on the surface moves along some vector to its location on the new surface.

Many physical models give this vector directly. For example, that is the case for metal eva

poration according to Blech's model.4 That is also the method used by ray-trace lithography
simulationin which the motion of the surface is calculated basedon the spatial distribution of
etch rates in the vicinity of each surface point Models that advancethe surfaceindependent of

the surface orientation aredesirable since the effect of surface inaccuracy is reduced. A gen
eral surface motion algorithm should support the degenerate case of moving nodes along
given directions.

4.5.2. Surface Normal Dependence: The 2D Segment Method

Many process models cannot be implemented in such a straightforward way as the ray-

trace method for isotropic etching. For example, the ray-trace equation cannot be applied to
topography simulation models that strongly depend on the shape of the surface, since the 3D
spatial distribution of etch rates is not known. Many physical topography evolution models
have their foundation in the following hypothesis: Surfaces advance along the surfacenormal

at a velocity related to the orientation of the surface. This approach to modelinghas been used

for 2D simulation of many etching and deposition processes.5,6*7f 8'9t 10 Some models also
move the surface points along a specific direction that is relatedto the surface normal, as is the

case in some models for columnar film growth. n This approach to surface advancement is
quite general and can be easily implemented in 2D as string or segment advancement algo
rithms. The segment concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The end points of segments advance
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according to the local rate and the orientation of the segments. As segments pull apart, new

segments are inserted. As segments collide, the intersection is determined and used as the
new point joining the two segments.

Thurgate has refined segment based etch modeling with point allocation based on sur
face curvature, accurate handling of material and shadow boundaries, and full consideration of

angle dependent effects.12 Another method by Tazawa et. al. also achieves a high degree of
accuracy by carefully considering varying etch rates along different directions. This method

calculates the distance traveled by all the virtual planes at a surface comer. The actual point

advancement vector ends at the intersection of the surface plane andthe bisector of the angle

created by the twolimiting planes that is closest totheoriginal point, asshown in Fig. 4.9.10

4.5.3. From 2D Segments to 3D Facets

The 2D segment advancement concept satisfies the needs of general 2D topography

simulation. Such an approach would also satisfy the needs of general 3D topography simula

tion if a method exists to advance a surface based onthe motion of its constituent triangular
facets. The motion of the facets themselves is not difficult The three facet vertexes advance

along given directions (typically along the surface normal) according to the local rate and the

surface orientation, as shown inFig. 4.10. As long as the time step is small enough, the algo
rithm handles even spatially varying rates, although a correction factor might allow for a
largertime step.

The difficulty comes inrepresenting the new surface given the information present inthe

facets. Unlike 2D segment algorithms, in 3D it is impractical to add facets everywhere they
pull apart In Fig. 4.11, pulling apart 6 facets requires the insertion of 18 new facets. Such a
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Initial Surface

Advanced Segments

Final Surface

Fig. 4.8: The basic 2D segment advancement algorithm.

Original Surface

New Surface

limiting planes \

Fig. 4.9: Segment advancement algorithm according to Tazawa et al.
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Advanced Facets

Each facet vertex

moves along facet
normal according
to local rate.

Original Surface

Fig. 4.10: Advancing surface facets according to local rate and surface orientation.

Before

After

Fig. 4.11: Why the 2D concept of filling in segment gaps is difficult to implement in 3D.
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geometric growth in the number of surface triangles would create havoc onmost computers.
In 10time steps (with no segment merging), 1000 triangles could easily become several bil
lion! Instead, the 6 facets should be replaced by 6 new facets that closely approximate thenew
surface. Also unlike 2D, it is now more difficult to determine the intersection when several

facets collide. No longer is there a unique intersection, since an arbitrary number of facets
may collide together in the vicinity of an original surface point resulting in multiple intersec
tions. The problem becomes one of finding a way to represent the new surface given the
information provided by the colliding faces. Both of the above cases amount to determining
how each surface point advances given the new surface represented by the independent
motion of the surface facets. A convenient way of approaching the problem is to start with the

simple case of isotropic etching and the proceed to more difficult directionally dependent
processes.

4.5.4. Facet Motion Algorithm for Isotropic Etching

At convex comers, all the facets at a point move together. If only three separate planes
are attached to a point the intersection is unique asshownin Fig. 4.12a. If only two planes are
present then the intersection is a line as shown in Hg. 4.12b. If more than three planes are
present there can be multiple intersections as shown in Fig. 4.12c. hi orderto determine the

motion of the original convex point to its new location, an approximation must be made. An
algorithm for making this determination is as follows:
1) For each triangle attached to the point of interest, locate the intersections of the two

triangle edges at the point and all the othertriangles. For JV triangles, this results in 2-N
intersection tests.

2) Determine the box bounding the intersections by searching for the minimum and
maximum x,y, and z coordinates of allthe intersection points.
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3 Planes

(a)
<8k

2 Planes
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(b)
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4 Planes

multiple intersections,
no unique intersection
for all planes
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(c)
intersection

using bounding

average of all triangle
triangle-edge intersections
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'his region represented
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Fig. 4.12:Facet motion at convex comers (isotropic): (a) Three planes at a node, (b) Two
planes at a node, (c) Multiple planes at a node, (d) Multiple triangles at a plane:
result of averaging intersections vs. locating center of box bounding intersections.
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3) Take the center ofthe box asthe new point location.

This algorithm finds the exact intersection point for two and three planes connected at a con
vex point. It also finds an approximate intersection that is the average of all possible intersec

tions, but is not affected by cases when more than one triangle facet shares a plane. This is

important as illustrated in Fig. 4.12d. One of the planes at the convex point is represented by
several facets. Simply taking the average would result in a new point shifted too far towards

the plane with multiple triangles. Taking the average of the bounding box gives the same
result as the case when each plane is represented by only one triangle.

At concave corners, the facets at a point move away from each other. For uniform iso

tropic etching, the distance traveled is the same for all facets. The vectors from the starting

point to the corresponding points on the expanded facets trace out the border of a solid angle
(which will henceforth be called thefacet-motion solid angle). In the isotropic case, all possi
ble vectors within this solid angle trace out the surface of part of a sphere, bordered by the

solid angle depicted in Fig. 4.13a. The problem of determining where to move the original
point is now one of where to locate the new pointon the surface of the spherebounded by the
facet-motion solid angle. An algorithm fortius is as follows:

1) Determine the box bounding all the endpoints of the vectors to the new facets.
2) Determine the vector from the original point throughthe centroid of the box.

3) Advance the original point along the vectorthrough the centroid by a distance equal
to the distances of all the other vectorsemanating from the original point

Since the facets allmove equal distances, the center of the bounding box is almost exacdythe
same as the centroid of the convex hull of the facet points. Moving along the vector through
the centroid provides a very good approximation of the new pointlocation.
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Facet -Motion Solid Angle
for point A
(a)

Fig. 4.13: Facet motion at convex comers (isotropic): (a) The facet motion solid angle,
(b) Volume error : comparing actual surface with mesh (2D view).

Fig. 4.14: Two cases that are neither concave nor convex.
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This method does have some inherent error, since the volume swept out is not exactly
correct as seen in Fig. 4.13b. However, if points are added as the simulation progresses, the
curvature of the concave nodes increases. This results in a progressively lower error at each

time step. For points on flat surfaces, the error is zero. Thus for an expanding surface over a

series of several finite time steps, the total error grows at a sub-linear rate. The magnitude of
this value is determined by the number of time steps and the etch rate. Despite this error, the
algorithm does have the advantage that the mesh points fall exacdy on the surface being
represented.

Some surface points are neither strictly concave or convex. Two possible cases are

shown in Fig. 4.14. These cases can behandled by advancing the facets asusual and searching
for intersections. The average of all the intersections can then be found as in the case for con

vex nodes. Next, the box bounding all the relevant points on non-intersecting facet edges is

found. If the average intersection is inside this box, the point is treated as aconcave point It
the average intersection is outside the box, it is taken as thenewpoint

All of these cases may be combined into one algorithm. The algorithm does notrequire
any advance determination of the nature of the curvature at a point. It simply advances the
facets and returnsthe points on the new surface.

1) For each triangle attached to the point of interest locate the intersections of the two
triangle edges atthe pointand all the other triangles.

2) Determine the box bounding the intersections by searching for the minimum and
maximum x,y, and z coordinates of all the intersection points. If no intersections exist
skip this step.

3) If there are line segments that do not intersect with any of the triangles, make a
secondbox boundingall the endpoints of those vectorsto the new facets.
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4) If the center of the first box is outside of the second box, take the center to be the new

point location. Otherwise, determine the center of the second box, and find the new point
be advancing the original point through the center of the second box according to the
local rate.

This combined algorithm does not determine the concavity or convexity of a point in advance,

thereby reducing one possible source of numerical error. Treating flat points as a special case

and avoiding the need to calculate intersections improves the algorithm speed. The algorithm
handles topography simulation with spatially inhomogeneous rates, since the rates for all the
facets at one point are the same in all directions. It should be noted that if a correction factor

is used, which alters the distance traveled according to the etch rate variation along different
directions, the new facets share many aspects in common with directional etching discussed in
the next sections.

4.5.5. Facet Motion Algorithm for Simple Directional Process Models

Simple directional processes are modeled by adding the isotropic rate to the directional

rate projected onto the facet normal, as shown inFig. 4.15. Therate of point movement along
a facet normal is expressed as
<a £ rc/2
ratefaM.MmaI =|Qfratei + ratedcos(a) oa>
^

(4.3)

where r{ and rd are the isotropic and directional rates, and a istheangle between the facet nor
mal and a predetermined etch direction. For a >n/2 the etch rate is 0 since the facet shadows

itself inthat case. Facets are moved as inthe isotropic case, except different facets at apoint
now move different distances.

Convex nodes can behandled exacdy as inthe isotropic case. Proving that the distance

to the intersection is greater than the maximum distance that could be traveled along any
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direction of maximum rate

rate along facet normal =

directional C0S(a) +rateisotropic

Fig. 4.15: Simple directional etching using isotropic and directional ratecomponents.
A Max rate direction

Fig. 4.16: Convex node in simple directional etching (2D): (a) Fastest direction not in angle,
(b) General 2D case for proof of equivalence with isotropic algorithm, (c) Plot
proving statement (4.5) for rated = ratei-
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direction within the facet-motion solid angle verifies the previous statement It is sufficient to

prove this in two dimensions. This can be seen by imagining several planes with an axis on
the line from the original point to the new intersection. For one such plane, it is possible to
project the etch direction, and the surface normals of the intersecting facets onto that plane so

that the facet motion problem is reduced to 2D. The entire 3D case is representedby the facet
motion on all of the 2D planes. A proof need only exist for one of the 2D planes since it holds
for all planes, and thus by extension to the 3D case. The facet-motion solid angle must also
contain the direction where c&=0, otherwise the the fastest direction is along the border of the

solid angle. The intersection when the fastest direction is not in the solid angle is always

farther way from the original point than any point on the facet-motion solid angle boundary.

Thisis shown in Kg. 4.16a for the2Dcase where IA& I+ \Alfc I£ Iv^ I.

Fig. 4.16b is a diagram of the 2D geometry for the general proof. The proof shows that
the distance from A to A' is greater than the maximum possible distanceRmax = ratei + rated. In

the given coordinate system, both BA and B'A' have a slope of cot(Q{) and both AC and A'C

have a slope of -cot(82). The y-intercepts N and M are also easy to find: My =-Rl-sec(Q{) and
Ny =-R2sec(Qd where Rt = rate{ + ratedcos(Bt). The coordinates of the intersection A' are

found by solving for the intersectionofthe lines NC7 andPM:
Risec(Bi)-R2sec(Q^)
x

=

cot(Ql) + cot(Q2)

fty

R j sec (00 - R2-sec (82)

y=C0'(6|)- cc^com

-*.-~W

(4-4)

The proofnow reduces to a verification of the following:

xW^RvJ

(4.5)

The algebra to prove this statement is quite tedious, however it is notdifficult for a computer

to plot *2+y2-/?,n«2 for (ke^nft, 0<e2<rc/2. If this quantity is greater than zero for
ratet <> ratedt ratet =ratedt and ratet £ rated, then statement 4.5 is proven and simple directional
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etching at convex comers is exacdy the problem of locating the intersection of the colliding

facets. Fig. 4.16c is a plot generated by Mathematica™13 for ratei =rated showing that state
ment 4.5 is indeed true for that case. Similar plots result for rate% <. rated and rate% > rated. t

Concave nodes are a different matter. Since, the different facets move at different rates,

motion through the centroid of the bounding box as in isotropic etching no longer gives a
good approximation. The reason for this is seen in Fig. 4.17 which compares 2D isotropic and
directional etching. In the directional case, the orientation of the faster moving facet changes
significantly. Since the etch rate is direction dependent the inaccuracy in surface orientation
has an adverse cumulative effect over several time steps.

Another problem occurs when the angle a approaches it/2. Applying the isotropic etch
algorithm to directional etching in Fig 4.18 results in a kink in the surface. This kink is
incorrect since the angle between facet A 'C' and the etch direction is greater than nil, and thus
that facet should not have moved faster than the perpendicular facet AB. The correct new
location for A is the intersection of the advancing plane AB with the moving facet AC.

Two simple modifications to the algorithm for isotropic concave points provide a con

siderable degree of improvement Instead of moving throughthe centroid ofthe box bounding
all the ends of the vectors to the new facets, determine first which facet vector is longest and

move the the original point along that vector. This has the effect of preserving the accuracy of
the fastest moving plane. Second, any point which is attached to an immobile facet should not

be moved. If the isotropic rate is zero, this prevents erroneous kinks from occurring. If the

isotropic rate is nonzero, this compensates for kinks if they occur. The cumulative effect of
f Mathematicians mightobjectto theuse of the term"proof here. The above analysis is morecorrectly a
"verification". Purists might also objectto theuse of a computer to do theverification. However, the analysis
is entirelyreproducible andanyone wishingto disprove statement 45 is welcometo redothe analysis.
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Simple Directional

Isotropic

Fig. 4.17:2D isotropic vs. simple directional etching using algorithm of section 4.5.4.

Kink: Orientation
of new facet is
> 7C/2

Correct location for A*

Fig. 4.18: Kink formation with isotropic etch algorithm for simple directional etching.

isotropic

isotropic

rate = 0

rate > 0

smaller

time step,
& point
insertion

I
(a)

(c)

Fig. 4.19: Modifications to isotropic algorithm for simple directional etching, (a) cumulative
effect isotropic rate= 0. (b) isotropic rate > 0,. (c) including point insertion.

/
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these two modifications is illustrated in 2D in Fig. 4.19a and b. Reducing the time step and
regularly inserting points results inan even better approximate surface as shown inFig. 4.19c.
A special case occurs when the facets all move different distances but the maximum

possible rate in the facet-motion solid angle is not along one of the bounding vectors. This
case is shown in 2D in Fig. 4.20. Here the new point is the intersection of the fastest direction

withthe first facet it hits. The fastest direction is always further than any of the planes, butthe
surfacedoes not grow beyond the expanded facets.

This algorithm can be combined withthe isotropic algorithm in sucha way thatthe algo
rithm is independent of the etch model

1) For each triangle attached to the point of interest locate the intersections of the two
triangle edges at the point andall the othertriangles.

2) Determine the box bounding the intersections by searching for the minimum and
maximum x,y, and z coordinates of all the intersection points. If no intersections exist
skip this step.

3) If there are line segments that do not intersect with any of the triangles, make a
second box boundingbounding all the endpoints of those vectors at the new facets.

4) If any facets attached to the point are immobile, do notmovethe point Stop.
5) If the center of the first box is outside of the second box, take the center to be the new
point location. Stop.

6) If the length ratio of thelongest possible vector within the facet-motion solid angle to
the the shortest vector traveled is greater than some predetermined factor (greater than
1), take the intersection of the longest vector with the first facet it hits as the new point
location. Stop.

7) Determine the center of the second box, and find thenew point by advancing the ori
ginal point through the center of the second box according to the local rate along that
direction.
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maximum rate direction

Fig. 4.20: Fastest direction inside facet-motion solid angle for concave point
maximum rate
direction

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.21: Convex point in general directional etching (a) Fastest direction may be
farther away than intersection points, (b) New facet formation.

/ \
(a)

Fig 4.22: Facets at concave comers, (a) Dotted line shows incorrect surface
(b) Intersection of fastest direction with slowest plane to give correct result.
(c) Using slowest direction in facet-motion solid angle.

/
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This algorithm works for isotropic and simple directional etching with uniform or inhomo
geneous etch rates.

4.5.6. Facet Motion Algorithm for Strongly Direction Dependent Processes

The above algorithm relied on the cosine dependence of the etch rates along different
directions. However, many etch models vary greatiy with surface orientation. Ion milling and
crystal etching are two highly anisotropic processes that cannot be simulated with the above

algorithm. One important consideration is the formation of facets and edges from initially

smooth surfaces.5,14 For convex points, it is no longer always true that the distance to the
intersection of the colliding facets is greater thanthe maximum possible distance for all direc
tions in the facet-motion solid angle as shown in Fig. 4.21. A test for the maximum etch
direction in the facet-motion solid angle modifiesstep5 forthis case.

5) If the center of the first box is outside of the second box,test to seeif any ofthe direc
tions in the facet-solid angle result in a longer vector than the vector from the original
pointto the center of the first box. The new point location is die endof the longer of the
two vectors. Stop.

The change correctly accounts for the formation of facets atconvex surface points.

At concave surfaces, facets may collapse into edges as shown in Fig. 4.22a. The algo
rithm thus far gives the dotted line in Fig. 4.22a as the new surface. The result is incorrect

since concave points would not become convex in the limit of an infinitesimally small time
step. If the slowest moving direction is contained in the facet motion solid angle, that direc

tion should be used. Otherwise, the intersection of the fastest moving direction with the plane
containing the slowest moving facet gives the correct result as shown in Fig. 4.22b.
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The complete algorithm, including a test for points on a flat surface, can be streamlined
somewhat as follows:

1) If all facets attached to the point are immobile, do not move the point Stop.
2) If all the normal vectors are within a small fraction of a sterradian, move along the
approximate normal vector ofthe surface. Stop.
3) For each triangle attached to the point of interest locate the intersections of the two
triangle edges at the point and all the other triangles. Also determine the fastest direc
tion within the facet-motion solid angle.

4) If the point is convex, andthe fastest direction is inside, move along the fastest direc
tion. If the fastest direction is outside, move to the center of the box bounding all the
line- triangle intersections. If no intersections exist continue as if the point were con
cave.

5) Locate the slowest direction. If the slowest direction is inside the facet-motion solid

angle, move along thatdirection. Otherwise, move to the intersection of the plane con
taining the slowest facet and the fastest direction in the facet-motion solid angle. If no
intersection exist movealong the slowest direction. (If any facet is immobile, die point
does not move.)

The above algorithm works for all types of etching and may be tailored for specific etch

models to improve accuracy and performance. An explicit convexity testis made in step 5,
since it is now possible for a convex node to possess no intersections due to the direction
dependence.

4.5.7. Border Points

Points on the simulation border should remain on the simulation border. Their motion

should beconsistent with the evolution of points on 2D strings. This can beachieved by pro
jecting the point motion according to the facets back onto the plane bounding the simulation

region. The border point is then restricted to motion on the plane. For points that expand
beyond the simulation region, it is also possible to determine the intersection of the surface
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with theborder plane, and take those points as thenew border points.

4.5.8. Material Boundaries

The spatially inhomogeneous etch rates discussed thus far have not contained abrupt

discontinuities. At material boundaries however, an abrupt change in etch rate is likely. The
important question is howthe surface evolves attheboundary.

As a first-order consideration, tests must be made to determine when a surface passes
from one material to another. Since the etch rate may vary by a factor of 100 or more across

the boundary, a calculation should be made to determine what fraction of the time step is
spent before the border is reached. The distance traveled inthe remaining part of the time step

depends onthe etch rate of the material past the boundary. This isshown schematically inFig.
4.23a. In one instance, the etch rate is faster across the boundary, in the other the rate is
slower.

Another problem is the motion of the surface at the material boundary. Thurgate has

investigated this problem in 2D etch simulation.12 One observation is that no segment may
span a material boundary. Instead, a new node should be inserted at the material boundary.
When the segment for either material collides with the boundary, the new position isthe inter

section of the segment and the boundary. This operation may be performed separately for

each segment as shown inFig. 4.23b. If the segment moves away from the boundary, as in
Fig. 4.23c, The etch rate for each segment is projected onto the material boundary. The boun
dary node moves along the fastest etch vector.

The 3D facet-motion algorithm can handle multiple materials without any special con-
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Fig. 4.23: Surface at material boundary, (a) Etch rate change at boundary,
(b) Segment moving toward boundary, (c) segment moving away
from boundary.
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sideration, if nodes are added atmaterial boundaries. The facets move at different rates just as
in the case of direction dependentetching. At the end of the time step, new nodes areinserted
at the material boundary.

It is also possible to treat the boundary points as special cases, but it is not always easy
to know where to move the points since the boundary is a 2D surface. If the material boun

daries are planar layers, the motion ofthe interface is equivalent to motionin a plane for each
side of the boundary. This allows for the creation and destruction of new facets attached to the
border.

4.5.9. Maximum Time Step in the Facet Motion Algorithm.

The facet-motion algorithm doesnot workif facets travel too far in one time step. A case
can result where facets overshoot one another as shown in Fig. 4.24 and create erroneous

loops. One way to reduce the probability of this occurrence, is to restrict the time step so that
the maximum distance traveled by any point is less than some fraction of the minimum

allowed triangle edge length. Unfortunately, this cannot guarantee success especially at very
sharp corners, madeup of many small triangles. The only recourse is to handle sharp comers
as special cases, or to provide a method for removing erroneous surface loops. Methods for
loop detection and removal arepresented in chapter 5.

4.6. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

The facet-motion algorithm was implemented in the C programming language15 All of
the code examples in this section are written in C or C-like code.
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Fig. 4.24: Erroneous loop formation and avoidance in the facet motion algorithm.
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4.6.1. Data Structure

The data structure must contain information about surface points, and how they are

interconnected to form triangular facets. Additional information about the connectivity of the
points, facets and facet edges also must be maintained for efficient implementation of the

facet-motion algorithm. It should also be possible to scan all the points, all the edges, orall
the triangles with a minimum of effort.

Since the surface expands and contracts during simulation, a dynamically allocated data
structure is a natural choice for storing the surface representation. The data structure is

arranged as three linked lists, one of points, one of facet edges, and one of facets as depicted
in Fig. 4.25. Each triangle maintains information about three edges, three points, the facet
normal direction, and whether the points are hsted in clockwise or counter-clockwise order

when viewed along the orientation of the facet normal. Each facet edge (which is also known
as asegment), maintains information about two points and two triangles attached to that edge,
and whether theedge is onthe border of the simulation region. Each point maintains itsloca

tion, the location at the previous time step, and avariable length linked-list with pointers toall
the triangles attached to the point The linked-list of triangles also maintains information
about whichpointon each triangle (0,1, or 2) is the point for that list Each data element also

includes status flags to store pertinent information such as whether a point lies onthe simula
tion border. It is the responsibiUty of the mesh refinement routines to maintain a self-

consistent data structure. Thus, when asegment issplit, the triangles on either side of the seg
ment must be replaced with new triangles, which must in turn be reconnected with the other
elements of the data structure.
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Fig. 4.25: Multiple linked list data structure for surface mesh representation.
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Several routines are required to maintain the data structure. These include routines for,

point, segment and triangle allocation, insertion, and deletion; routines for allocating deleting
and inserting elements of the list of adjacent triangles ata point; routines for properly splitting

and merging segments and their associated triangles and points; and routines for scanning the
lists and checking forself-consistency.

4.6.2. Moving the Facets

Triangles maintain their vertex coordinates by pointing to the memory space containing
point coordinates. One point may be shared by many triangles. However, whenthe facets are

advanced, they can no longer share vertexes. An easy wayto maintain this information is for

each triangle to keep itsnew coordinates after advancement The facet-motion solid angle ata

point is found by scanning the list of triangles attached to that point and noting the positions
ofthe respective advanced vertexes.

4.6.3. Fast Determination of Line-Triangle Intersections

There are many times when it is necessary to determine the intersection of a line seg

ment (such as a facet edge) with a triangle. For the facet-motion algorithm, this operation

must be performed 2T2 times at each point, where T isthe number of triangles attached tothe
point A fast algorithm for making this determination proceeds by first finding the intersection
of the line containing the line segment and the plane containing the triangle. If an intersection
exists, and the line does not lie on the plane, then a test is made whether this intersection is

contained in the line segment and in the triangle. Since the triangle and the intersection are
coplanar, the problem canbe projected ontoa plane and solved in two dimensions.
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The following C code determines the intersection of the line and the plane. The input is
the endpoints of the line segment the three triangle vertexes, and the triangle normal. The rou
tine returns 0 for no intersection, 1 if there is an intersection, and 2 if the line and triangle are

coplanar. The routine also returns the coordinates of the intersection R. The data type COORD
is simply a structure holding three floating point values for the x,y, and z coordinates.
line_triangle(pi,p2,tpl,tp2,tp3,tv, R)
COORD *pl,*p2,*tpl,*tp2,*tp3,*tv,*R;
{

double al,a2,a3;

double d,t,tvdotp,hi;
double sqrlength();
double fabs();
double EPS = 1.0e-10;

if (tri_or_line_degenerate (plf p2,tpl,tp2,tp3)==TRUE)
return(0);

al = p2->x - pl->x;
a2 = p2->y - pl->y;
a3 = p2->z - pl->z;

d = (tv->x)*(tpl->x)+(tv->y)*(tpl->y)+(tv->z)*(tpl->z);
tvdotp = (tv->x)*al+(tv->y)*a2+(tv->z)*a3;
hi - (tv->x)*(pl->x)+(tv->y)*(pl->y)+(tv->z)*(pl->z);
if(tvdotp ==0.0)

{ return(2);}

/*case when line and tri are coplanar
*/
/*no determination is made whether line segment*/
/♦intersects the triangle in the plane
*/
t = (d - hi)/tvdotp;

/*find the intersection and store it in R

*/

R->x = pl->x + al*t;
R->y = pl->y + a2*t;
R->z = pl->z + a3*t;
/♦return

0 if intersection not on line segment

*/

if( t < 0.0 || t > 1.0 ) return(O);

/*check if intersection point is inside triangle*/
if(point_on_tri(R,tplftp2,tp3rtv)>=l) return(1);{
return(0);
}
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The above routine first checks that the triangle edges and line segment arenon-degenerate, i.e.
they have non-zero lengths. If the intersection hes on the line segment a routine is called to
test whether the intersection is inside the triangle.

This routine projects the triangle and point onto the z plane so long as the plane orienta
tion vector has a non-zero z-projection. If that is not true, the projection is made onto the x or
y plane. The inside/outside test follows a simplified version of the method given by Preparata

and Shamos.16 for a point of interest z and a triangle pip&s, the algorithm determines
whether angles p&iz, zp&z, and p&& are right or left turns by evaluating a 3x3 matrix for
the three points making up the angle:
*iyil

det

*2V2l

(4.6)

*3V3!

If the sign of the determinant is +, the angle is a left tum. The point z is inside the triangle if
and only if the three angles areall left turnsor all right turns. The algorithm requires at most
three 3x3 determinants with Ts in the third column yielding 9 multiplications and 15 addi

tions worst case. If the point R is inside the triangle, or on any of its edges or vertexes, the
function below returns 1, else 0 is returned:

fast_point_on_tri_new (R,tplf tp2,tp3, tv)
COORD *pl,*tpl,*tp2,*tp3,*tv;
{

double zqp,zqpl,pplz;
double dotp,fabs();

if (point_on_vertex (R, tpl,tp2,tp3) ==TRUE)return (1) ;
if(fabs(tv->z) > 0.01){

/*project to z-plane*/
zqpl=-((R->x)*(tpl->y-tp3->y)-(tpl->x)*(R->y-tp3->y)
+(tp3->x)*(R->y - tpl->y));
zqp=(R->x)*(tpl->y-tp2->y)-(tpl->x)*(R->y-tp2->y)
+(tp2->x)*(R->y-tpl->y);
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if(!((zqpl>=0.0&&zqp>=0.0)||(zqpl<=0.0&&zqp<=0.0))){
pplz = (tp2->x)*(tp3->y-R->y)
-(tp3->x)*(tp2->y-R->y)
+ (R->x)*(tp2->y-tp3->y);

if((zqpl>=0.0&&zqp>=0.0&&pplz>=0.0) ||
(zqpl<=0.0&&zqp<=0.0&&pplz<=0.0)){
return(1);
} else {return (0);}
} else { return(O);}
etc.

}

The combination of degeneracy checking andprojection to 2D yields a very fast algorithm for
3D line-triangle intersections.

4.6.4. Finding the Fastest or Slowest Direction In a Solid Angle

hi topography simulation of direction dependent processes, the fastest or slowest possi
ble etch directions are known in advance, following a form similar to that in Fig. 4.26 where
the axes are the 4> and 6 angles in spherical coordinates. Finding the extrema directions in a

solid angle is a problem of determining whether any of the maximal rate directions are con

tained in the solid angle and whether that rate extrema are larger or smaller than any direction
on the solid angle boundary. This can be reduced to a 2D polygon inclusion problem. All of

the vectors bordering the facet-motion solid angles intersect a plane perpendicular to the axis

of the solid angle as shown in Fig. 421. The intersection points form a simple polygoa The
question becomes: Does the rate extremum direction intersect the plane and does the intersec
tion he within the sohd-angle polygon? The facet-motion vectors are not hsted in order, but

the polygon edges can be extracted from the connectivity information of the original facets.
This can be done in O(T) time where T isthe number of triangles attached to the point. Once
the polygon edges are known, the point inclusion question to be answered in 0(hg(T)) time,
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Fig. 4.26: Typical rate versus angle plot showing local maximum at a given (j),9.
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Fig. 421: Method for determining whether a direction is within facet-motion solid angle.
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since the polygon is is generally convex and at worst star-shaped. The algorithm for this
determination along withthe proofof 0 (log (T)) time is described by Preparata and Shamos:16
For a query point z, determine by binary search the wedge of the polygon in which it
lies. Given a point q inside the polygon, the point z lies between the rays defined by
polygon vertexespt andpi+i if and only if angle zqpM is a rightturn and angle zqpi is a
left turn. Oncept andpM are found, then z is internal if and only ifp,pi+1z is a left turn.

The extreme rate direction may not be unique. For example, the rate maximum may depend
only on $. In this case, the rate maximum is inside the facet-motion solid angle if at least one

facet moves along an angle greater than 4>mtx and at least one facet moves along an angle less
than <tw, or the facet-motion solid angle completely surrounds all possible <tw directions.

Since the maximum direction is non-unique, the original surfacenode moves along the fastest
direction vector that is closest to the centroid of the facet-motion solid angle.

4.6.5. Rate Dependent Adaptive Time Step

During the scan through the list of points to set the rates, it is possible to determine the

maximum possible rate. An acceptable time step is one that guaranteesthe maximum distance
traveled by any facet is less than some fraction of the minimum allowed segment length. This

helps avoid the formation of erroneousloops as well as improves the simulation run time by
allowing a longer time step when rates are slow.

4.6.6. A Correction Factor for Inhomogeneous Rate Fields

The facet-motion algorithm is correct for uniform rates, but for completeness the issue
of motion through a varying velocity field must be considered in more detail. The distance a
point travels in a one-dimensional scalar rate field is:
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Fig. 4.28: Flow chart for the combined facet motion algorithm for surface advancemnet.
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x(thx0=jr(x(t))dt

(4.7)

Discretizing the time will result in some error. If the rate r(x(t)) increases with position, the
time discretization will underestimate the distance traveled. If r(x(t)) decreases, time discreti

zation will overestimate the distance traveled. If the rate versus position function is known,
then it may be possible to solve equation 4.7. For example, if the rate varies linearly with
position r=Ax +B, then the position of the particle at time t is

*<0=^(«*-l)+*o

<4-8>

Unfortunately, in process simulation the function relating the rate with position is usu

ally quite complex. For lithography development simulation, the ray-trace method solves a 3D
version of equation 4.7 for an inhomogeneous rate field, resulting in an accurate final profile.

The facet-motion algorithm does not solve this equation, but relies on the change in the shape
of the surface over several small time steps to achieve a close approximation to the exact
result It is possible to derive a correction factor based on the rate at the initial and final posi

tions of the point over one time step, following the well known predictor-corrector approach.

To estimate a correction factor, a point is first moved along its direction v, a distance
based on the rate r0 at the initial position Xq:

x^roA/Vo + Xo

(4.9)

The etch rate at the new position is then compared with the original etch rate to estimate a
linear rate vs. position function:
r(X-Xo) = A Ix-XqI +r(X<»)

(4.10)

A=-pZ\
IX,-Xol

(4.11)

where
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Then by applying equation 4.8 and dividing by At, an effective rate is found:

''--TT-A*"-*

(4-12>

The r0 term in equation 4.9 may now be replaced by rtff to estimate the actual distance trav
eled by the particle along v in the rate field. If the rate function is linear over the full distance

traveled, there will be no error for a discrete time step. Typically the rate function is non
linear, however it is very close to linearover time steps small enoughto maintaina stable sur

face. Also, the etch rate matrix for mostlithography simulators supplies the actual rates only
at certain points. The rate for an arbitrary position is determined by interpolation. In the case

that a simple linear interpolation is sufficient, the effective rate givenin equation 4.12 adds no
error to that already inherent in the interpolation, and solves equation 4.7 exactly for the local

velocity field. Interestingly, an expression similar toequation 4.12 was derived independently
by Ishizuka foruse in a 3D development simulator thattraces the time evolutionof the surface

along fixed directions.17 In practice, it turns out that atime step such that no point travels
more than 10-20% of the minimum allowed segment results in an effective etch rate that is

very close to the uncorrected rate. This is due to the small change in the rate filed overthe

maximum displacement allowed to maintain an accurate surface representation. Also, as the

surface evolves, the orientations of the facets change. The path traced out by asingle surface
point isvery close to the path given by solving the ray-trace equation due to this reorientatioa

This result is consistent with previous work by K.K.H. Toh in ray-trace development simula

tion,3 further demonstrating the equivalence ofthe facet-motion and ray-trace algorithms.
There are also some problems with the correction factor method. The computation
needed to calculate the A factor the effective rate results in extra CPU time. This would not

be a problem if it were possible to reduce the total number of time steps. But the criterion
limiting the maximum distance a facet may travel must be preserved, so the number of time
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steps may not be reduced much. Also, the correction scheme is not effective if the point
passes through a local etch rate extremum, in which case only a smaller time step will yield
the right final position. This is actually an important result which strengthens the general
facet-motion algorithm. Since etch rate variation with position is not known in advance for

surface-orientation dependent processes, the above result indicates that a small time step
should be adequate for general surface advancement simulation.

4.6.7. Putting It All Together

Fig. 4.28 shows a flow chart of the entire algorithm. Certain operations may be skipped
if they are not needed in a given etchordeposition model The time to calculate the new posi
tion of each point varieswith the numberof facets attached to the point, however, the total run

time is related to the average number of triangles, f at each point. The average time needed
for one node is 0 (f^O (f)+0 (log (f)). This is itselfa constant, therefore the total run time
foriV nodes is 0(N).

4.7. ALGORITHM EVALUATION

4.7.1. Uniform Etch Rate

If the etch rate is the same everywhere in a material, aninitial starting pointexpands into
a sphere. Fig. 4.29a shows etching starting from a surface comer, with the rest of the surface

effectively masked. Etching proceeds uniformly in all directions resulting in the spherical sur
face shown. The initial surface had 1586 triangles and 836 points. This evolved into 2328 tri

angles and 1215 points after etching out to a radius of 0.75. An adaptive time stepwas used,

restricting point advancement to no more than 20% of the minimum allowed segment length.
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Points were inserted on mesh segments according to the triangle insertion method of section
4.4, and Fig. 4.3. The total run time was 132 seconds on an IBM PowerStation 5301

To better see the results, cross-sections of the spherical etch front are shown in Fig.
4.29b. Here, etch fronts at radius 0.25,0.5, and 0.75 units are shown for two different methods

of point insertion. The inner of each pair of curves resulted when points were added simplyto
the bisector of mesh triangle edges, whenever edges were split The outer of each pair of
curves resulted by putting the new points on the arc as described in Fig. 4.4. By comparing

with the radius of a circle, the arc interpolation scheme gives best performance for this case,
however the CPU time required was approximately double that for the other set of curves.

Increasing the initial density of points decreases the discrepancy between the two curves, but

increases the run time dramatically. The point density mustbe doubled (resulting in over3000

initial points) to getnearly perfect circular etch fronts, butthis quadruples therun time.

4.7.2. Analytic Etch Rate: Gaussian

The performance of the algorithm for spatially varying etch rates can beeasily tested by
defining an analytic etch rate function. Fig. 4.30a shows the result after 1.0 seconds etch for
the rate function:

rate = exp[-4(x2 +y2)]
(4.13)
A very smooth surface results for a time step of 0.0042 seconds and aninitial mesh of 1444

triangles and 761 points. The final mesh has 2164 triangles and 1126 points, and required 167
seconds of CPU time.

t All CPU times in this chapter are quoted for an IBM PowerStation 530, running at 25 MHz and capable

of approximately 12MFlops average performance.
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(a)

(b)

0.00

-0.25

-0.50

-0.75

-1.0

1.00

Fig. 4.29: Uniform spherical etching starting from one point, (a) Etching out to radius of
0.75 units, (b) Cross-sections along plane y=l for 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 units of etching.
Two different mesh refinement techniques were used to generate two sets of curves.
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(c) -l.Ofy

2.00

Fig. 4.30: Gaussian etch rate functions r=exp[-4(x2+ y2)]. (a) Result after 1 second etch,
(b) cross-section views of etching after 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 seconds. Results are
superimposed on ray-trace simulation results, (c) Side view of transparent 3D mesh.
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Fig. 4.30bshows a cross-section along the yz-plane for time intervals of 0.25,0.5,0.75,
and 1.00 seconds (the x-axis scale is shifted +1.0). The results for the facet-motion algorithm
are superimposed on a plot of results for the same simulation using a ray-trace algorithm. No
difference can be seen. This verifiesthe equivalence of the two algorithms. Rg. 4.30c is a side
view of the simulation. In this view the mesh is transparent, showing that basic symmetry of
the rate function is preserved by the simulation.

4.7.3. Analytic Etch Rate: Triangular

The previous rate function resulted in a largely concave feature. To better test how the

algorithm handles sharp comers, triangular and conical rate functions are employed. The tri
angular function is:
rate =21x1+0.2

(4.14)

rate =2Vjc2 +y2+0.2

(4.15)

The conical rate function is:

These functions result in a sharp peak in the centerof the simulation region.

Rg. 4.31 shows the results after 1 seconds etching. Fig. 4.31a is for the triangular rate

function using the facet-motion algorithm. Fig. 4.31b is the result using a ray-trace algorithm.

Similarly, Rg. 4.31c and4.3Id are forthe conical etch function for facet-motion andray-trace
algorithms. In both cases, the ray-trace algorithm resulted in a loop in the surfacewhere the
rays crossed. By choosing a small time step such that no facet point travels more than 10% of

the minimum allowed segment length, the facet-motion algorithm was able to avoid loop for
mation.
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(b)

(a)

0.5

0.5

0.5

(C)

0.5

(d)

Fig. 4.31: Triangular (r =21x1+0.2) and conical (r=2(x2+y2}^K).2) etch rate functions,
(a) Facet-motion algorithm for triangular, (b) Ray-trace for triangular
(c) Facet-motion algorithm for conical (d) Ray-trace for conical. Time = 1.0s
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Rg. 4.32 shows cross-sectional views of triangular etching at time intervals of 0.25,0.5,

0.75, and 1.00 seconds (the x-axis scale is shifted +05) for the facet-motion (4.32a) and raytrace (4.32b) algorithms. The only difference in the two sets of curves is the loop avoidance
in the facet-motion algorithm.

4.7.4. Inhomogeneous Rates In Lithography

A dissolution rate matrix for a photoresist with strong standing wave effects is a particu
lar challenge for 3D topography simulation. Comparing cross-sections of 3D line edge
development with the 2D results from SAMPLE 1.8a provides additional insight into the
facet-motion algorithm. Rg. 4.33a shows the SAMPLE results for 10 and 20 seconds

development under the following conditions: X = 500nm, N.A. = 0.5, o = 0.7, defocus of

1.5um, dose = 150 mJ/cm2, for KTI 820 resist, t Fig. 4.33b shows across-section of the 3D
result using the ray-trace algorithm after 10 seconds development evidencing loops at the
standing waves. Fig. 4.33c shows the facet-motion algorithm result with an initial mesh den

sity of 15 points along the x-axis. Clearly, more points are needed. Rg. 4.33d shows the result
when 30 initial points are used. The result is better, and loops are eliminated if the facet
advancement in one time step is limited to 5% of the minimum allowed segment length. There

is some inaccuracy at the regions of highest curvature. A mesh refinement method whereby

the mesh density is increased in regions where the etch rate changes rapidly was employed to
generate Fig. 4.33e, yielding the best results thus far.

The last figure, Fig. 4.33f, shows what happens when loops occur in the facet-motion

algorithm. Unlike the ray-trace method, if a loop forms, it rapidly gets out of control. This is
t These aredie same conditions used in chapter 3 to generate Fig.3.3.
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-0.50

Fig. 4.32: Cross-sections of triangular etch rate function for 0.25,0.5,0.75, and 1.0s.
(a) Loop avoidance with facet-motion algorithm, (b) Loop formation with
ray-trace algorithm.
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Fig. 433: Cross-section views of line edge lithography development (a) SAMPLE
2D result for 10s & 20s. (b) Ray-trace for 10s. (c) Facet-motion algorithm for 15
initial points on x-axis. (d) 30 initial points, (e) Adaptive mesh refinement based on
change in local etch rate, (f) Loop formation in the facet-motion algorithm.
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a result of the inherent surface dependence of the facet-motion algorithm. If the surface is
bad, the result is likely to be worse! In theory, reducing the time stepshould reduce the poten
tial for loop formation, but even reducing the time step 10 times cannot guarantee that no
loops form throughout the resist development A method for loop detection and removal is
discussed in chapter 5.

4.7.5. Isotropic Etching with a Mask

Pattern transfer means that a pattern in one layer is transferred to the next layer. The top
layer is a mask that etches slowly with respect to the layer underneath. Ideally, the mask layer
does not etch at all. Often it is convenient in simulation to think of the mask as a flat 2D

object that prevents etchant from attacking any material covered by the mask. In isotropic
etching, etchant attacks any material not covered by the mask, and removes material under

neath the mask edge as depicted in Rg. 4.34. From the top as in Rg. 4.35, the material sur

face directly beneath the mask dissolves isotropically away from the mask edge.

For the three-dimensional facet-motion algorithm, it is convenient to consider the mask

edge as a 2D string of points, much like the surface intersections with the vertical planes
bounding the simulation region. An arbitrary mask can be described as a collection of rectan

gles and triangles as shown in Fig. 4.36a. The surface mesh is then modified by splitting all
the segments that intersea with the mask edge and defining the new points as mask border

points as shown in Rg. 4.36b. The maskborder points then evolve away from the maskedge
according to the local etch rate and the orientation of the mask border string, as depicted in
Fig. 4.36c.
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Fig. 4.34: Side viewof isotropic etching undera mask edge

,t=1

/
/

1=2

Fig. 4.35: Top view of iotropic etching away from a mask
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.36: Defining a mask for simulation, (a) Mask as a collection ofrectangles and

triangles (b) Inserting new mesh points at mask edge, (c) Mask border string

/
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The result of some simple simulations for square masks are given in Fig. 4.37. In Fig.
4.37a, the mask consists of a squarehole, followed by isotropic etching of a uniform material
layer. In Rg 4.37b, the mask is a square frame, which is the negative of the mask in Fig.
4.37a. By considering the mask as a 2D string, an accurate shape results with equal etching in
the vertical and horizontal directions as shown in the side views in Rg. 4.37c and d.

4.7.6. Simple Directional Rate

The simple cosine model for directional etching, given by equation 4.3, is used to gen

erate the results of this section. First, a mask layer is created in the initial surface geometry.
The mask layer has an etch rate of zero, but has a hole in it to expose the underlying material

The lower layer has both an isotropic and a directional etch rate. In Fig. 4.38a the isotropic
rate is 0.0 and the directional rate is 1.0. In Fig 4.38b both rates are0.5. In both cases the etch

time is 0.5 seconds with 100 time steps. The expected shape results, verifying the correctness
of the facet-motion algorithm for this etch model.

4.7.7. Highly Direction Dependent Rate

Some processes show a strong directional dependence. For example, the angle depen
dence of the etch rate in ion millingis givenin SAMPLE18 as:

rate£reaionai (0)=R (A cos9+B cos^ +Ccos48)

(4.16)

where I? is the etch rate atnormal incidence, Gis the angle of incidence of the incoming ions,
and A, B, and C are constant fitting parameters that vary withdifferent materials and ion ener

gies. This etch rate rises as the angle of incidence increases, until a peak is reached, after
which the rate falls rapidly. The ratio between the peak etch rate and the rate at normal
incidence may be 5:1 or greater.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 437: Isotropic etch simulation with masks, (a) Square hole, (b) Square mask,
(c) side view of (a), (d) side view of (b).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 438: Simple directional etching, side views after 0.5 seconds:
(a) directional rate = 1.0, isotropic rate = 0.0. (b) directional rate =0.5
isotropic rate = 0.5.
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An important effect of the angular rate dependence in equation 4.16 is the appearance of
facets at convex corners which contain the fastest etch rate direction. An analytic 2D solution

for theionmilling of Si was derived by Ducommun et. al..s Simulations of the same situation
by Neureuther et. a/.,19 demonstrated that a string-based etch algorithm with a discretized
time step could achieve the same result. Improved accuracy was achieved by locating the
direction of maximum advancement at convex comers.

Simulation using the facet-motion algorithm for ion milling of silicon is shown in Fig.

4.39, starting with both convex and concave corners with the ion beam directed normal to the
wafer plane. The simulation used equation 4.16, with A =3.2696, £=13.1059, and C=-15.3755,

giving a maximum etch rate along 4>=38°. Fig. 4.39a shows a cutaway of a 3D simulation.
Fig. 4.39b gives the cross sections at several equal time intervals. Further examples of the
etch algorithm as applied to ion milling are presented in chapters 6 and 9.

4.8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A general 3D topography evolution algorithm based on the motion of triangular facets
has been presented and evaluated. For completeness, it was necessary to retrace several topics
in surface mesh refinement and 2D string advancement algorithms. Once the foundation was
established, the 3D facet-motion algorithm was developed for isotropic etching, simple direc
tional etching, and highly direction dependent etching. Even though the facet-motion algo
rithm does not solve the ray-trace equation directly, the time step discretization and mesh
refinement ensure equivalence between the facet-motion approach and geometric ray-tracing.

A correction scheme for isotropic etching in an mhomogeneous rate field is possible, but is of
limited benefit since a time step small enough to ensure a valid mesh already yields sufficient

accuracy. Simulation examples for several cases support the validity of the algorithm.
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Fig. 4.39: Highly directional rate like that in ion milling, (a) Cross-section
of ion-milling of masked Si. (b) 3D view of ion milling
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Deposition was not considered directly, but the algorithms are equallyvalid fornegative etch
rates to model film growth.

For different physical models, different levels of generality may be employed. The least

general simple and isotropic etching cases are computationally fastest, and are adequate for
development simulation, or models which give the node advancement vectors independent of
the surface orientation. The most general case is needed for processes with a strong depen
dence on surface orientation, such as ion milling.

Limitations of the algorithm also exist. A fairly small time step (such that no node trav
els a distance more than 5-20% of the minimum segment length) is needed to preserve accu

racy. In the case of sharp comers, the intersection checking feature of the algorithm tends to

eliminate loops, but only if the time step is small and the corners arenot too sharp.This points
to the need for an effective deloop technique. Also, the algorithm by itself does not address

intra-surface geometric effects such as shadowing and visibility. Algorithms for deloop and
visibility operations are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

ALGORITHMS FOR 3D GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS
Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem.
(Entities should not be multiplied unnecessarily.)
William of Okham, Quodlibeta

5.1. GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS IN PROCESS SIMULATION

Many processes are strongly affected by the shape of the surface. For some processes it

is sufficient to consider the local shape, for example the surface orientation. Many other
processes require information about the shape of the entire surface. The most common
requirement is for visibility information. Frequently, one part of the surface will shadow other

parts. Additionally, some surface regions will have a restricted view of the "sky" above the
wafer. There may also be cases when it is necessary to determine when particles hit one part
of the surface but are reflected onto other parts. These effects all vary the rate at which the
surface evolves.

Process simulation algorithms can also introduce intra-surface effects. The formation of

erroneous loops discussed in the previous chapter is one such example. In order to remove a

loop it is necessaryto perform a series of geometric operations to determine which partof the
surface is in the loop, and which part is not.

The surfacemesh representation presented in the previous chapter contains all the infor
mation necessary for locating shadows, determining visibility, and identifying loops. How
ever, the data representation does not lend itself to efficient implementation of these opera

tions. In the case of shadow detection, unless a facet shadows itself, it is necessaryto deter
mine whether a line from the facet to a source point intersects any other facet In the worst
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case this requires as many 3D triangle-line segment intersection tests as there are triangles
describing the surface. It is possible to implement a variety of schemes for making the inter

section search more efficient, but for M surface facets, the shadow test algorithm will require
0(M) time for every surface point N of interest Thus the total time to test the entire surface
for shadows is O (M -N).

If 3D process simulation is to be practical, an efficient mechanism for performing intrasurface geometric operations is necessary. This chapter first discusses visible surface determi

nation techniques used in 3D computer graphics, to provide additional insight into similar
problems in process simulation. A new data representation that combines surface and cell

based topography representations is then presented. Algorithms for several geometric opera

tions are described which use the cell data representation to achieve computational efficiency
without serious accuracy degradation.

5.2. VISIBILITY PROBLEMS IN COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Visible surface determination problems have been studied extensively in computer
graphics research. The problem can be stated as one of finding all the parts of a surface that

are visible given a particular viewpoint The method described in the previous section is
essentially a brute-force ray tracing technique similar to manyothers usedin computer graph

ics.1 Most improvements to the ray trace technique rely on speeding up the ray-polygon inter
section tests or avoiding them altogether. Still the algorithm remains essentially 0(MN) for
the type of surface considered here.

Another approach commonly used in computer graphics is simply to sort all the surface

polygons from back to front, and draw them in that order.2 Only the objects with nothing on
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topof them willbevisible. The sort can be performed using a Quicksort algorithm3 requiring
O (MlogAf) time on average for M triangles. It is easy to imagine sorting all the surface trian
gles according to their distance from an illumination source, projecting the result onto a 2D

plane, and then determining which surface points are covered and which are not Unfor
tunately, the last two steps require additional computation time. The 2D transformation step
requires time O (N) proportional to the number of surface points N. Then each point must be
tested against the transformed polygons to see if it is covered. Computer graphics gets around

this problem by simply drawing over pixels with an exclusive-OR operation. Full shadow
determination however requires a total of M-N point inclusion tests, which is no better than
the brute force ray trace test. Techniques for improving the back-front ordering speed, such as

those using octrees,4 are also of limited use, since they donot reduce the number of 2Dinter
sections that must be tested.

An attractive way to reduce the time spent on intersection tests is to use a bounding

volume whose intersection test is less expensive. Rectangular solids are particularly useful.5
The regular order of rectangular elements, and the ease with which a point can be compared
with the minimum and maximum x,y, and z of a rectangular prismatic element lead to this

efficiency. This observation raises the question: is it possible to represent the surface mesh
with rectangular cells to achieve efficient intra-geometric operations?

5.3. THE SURFACE-CELL HYBRID DATA REPRESENTATION

Surface based topography simulation algorithms have superior accuracy and efficiency

whereas cell based volume removal algorithms offer superior stability. It is also easy to test
whether a point is inside a rectangular prismatic elements. It is natural to conclude that a

proper combination of these representations might yield accurate and efficient process
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simulation. This is the philosophy behind the surface-cellhybrid.

Fig. 5.1 shows a surface advancing through a 3D grid of rectangular prismatic elements

organized in a regular array. As the surface advances, any grid elements behind the surface are

updated to reflect the fact that the surface has past It is easy to find the cell containing any
coordinate within the simulation region by simple arithmetic operations. Given a coordinate
(jc o> ,z), the corresponding cell has an array address as follows:
.

,

i =trunc(

X ~*inin

j =trunc(

v

/!,•)

np
ymuL~ymm

k=trunc( ''^ -nk)

(5.1)

where nitnj, and nk denote the number of elements of i,j, and £ in the simulation region, and
the function trunc means truncateto eliminate the fractional part Once the cell is located, it is
possible to determine whether the coordinateof interest is in front of or behind the advancing
surface.

The specific data representation is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. As the surface advances, the

vertexes between the cells are updated as "material" or "air". To determine the status of any
one cell, it is necessary to consider all eight cell vertexes. If all the vertexes are "material" the
cell is in the bulk. If all the vertexes are "air" the cell is in air. If some of the vertexes are
"material" and some are "air", the cell is a surface cell.

5.4. ALGORITHM FOR UPDATING THE CELLS

It is essential that the cells be correctly identified as bulk, surface or air. The algorithm
making this determination should also be efficient Both of these goals are met by the cell
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"Air"-ce

Surface
"Bulk"-cells

Direction
surface advancement

Fig. 5.1: Surface advancing through a grid of rectangular prismatic elements or
"cells". The cells behind the surface are flagged as "air" cells.

AIR" VERTEX

^MATERIAL"
VERTEX

Fig. 52: The cell-based topography representation. Cell vertexes behind the
surface are labeled "air", and those ahead are labeled "material."
If a cell has both air, and material vertexes, it is a surface cell.

/
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update algorithm described in this section. The concept behind the algorithm is straightfor
ward. To determine whether a grid vertex has been passed by the surface the algorithm checks
whether the vertex is between the current surface and the surface as it was at some previous
time step. If it is between these surfaces the vertex is set to "air", otherwise the cell status is

left unchanged. To test all the grid vertexes that may have been affected, the region between
the two surfaces is divided up into several volume elements. These elements are constructed
by connecting the triangular facets on the previous surface to the corresponding facets on the

current surface as shown in Fig. 5.3. All the grid vertexes of interest are checked by testing the
vertexes in the vicinity of each volume element. The procedure is illustrated schematically in
2D in Fig. 5.4.

The following algorithm is used to determine whether a point is contained in the five-

sided volume element bounded by the two surfaces. First, if the point is outside the box
bounding the inter-surface volume element it need not be tested. This check is implicit in the
operation that determines which cells need to be tested against the volume element Next a

line AB is defined that passes through the point P and the center C of one surface triangle as
shown in Fig. 5.5. The ray from point P along line AB, pointing away from point C is then

tested to see if it intersects any of the other faces of the volume element If it intersects any

face, the point is inside. If it fails to intersect the four other faces, the point is outside the
volume element. The ray-face intersection test canbe performed using a slightly modifiedver
sion of the algorithm described in section 4.6.3.

The surface cells should be updated whenever any facet travels a distance slightly

greater than the length of a cell edge. It may not be necessary to test the cellseverytime step
if the distance traveled is fairly small. However it is better to test the cells somewhat more fre

quently than may appear to be necessary in order to avoid the case shown in Fig. 5.6. In that
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Previous Surface

t%

Current Surface

Fig. S3: Volume elementsused to determine whether a gridvertex hasbeen passed
by the advanceingsurface. They are constructed by connecting the
corresponding surface nodes.

F8\

Test the vertexes in these boxes

Region passed by advancing surface

^

0i

<^\

Fig. 5.4: 2D view of the cell vertexes that need to be tested. The rectangular box
bounding each volume element contains the cell vertexes that must be
tested against that volume element

/
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(a)

Fig. 5.5: Geometry for determining whether a point is contained in the inter-surface
volume element, (a) Point inside, ray PA intersects a face, (b) Point outside,
ray PA does not intersect any faces.
Bad inter-surface
volume element

3D view of bad
volume element

Fig. 5.6: Problem that may occur if grid vertexes are not updated frequently enough.
Some volume elements may not be simple convex polyhedra.

/
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figure, the surface has curved so rapidly that the volume element for the cell update testis not
a simple convex polyhedron. The point inclusion test described above will not work for that
case. It is also important to be sure that no point is converted to air and then back to material.

Once it is determined that a point was passed by the advancing surface, that point becomes an

air point regardless of its inclusion in other volume elements. This restriction also speeds up
the algorithm since it is not necessary to retest a grid point once its status has been set to air.

The cell update described above is designed for etching simulatioa It can be converted

for use in deposition simulation by reversing the roles of material and air grid points. A pro
cess that includes both deposition and etching simultaneously can be modeled by breaking it

up into an etching step followed by a deposition step for each time step and handlingthe cell
update differently for each case.

The CPU time for this algorithm is proportional to the number of grid point inclusion
tests that must be made. Fora fixed grid, this is roughly proportional to the number of surface

facets at a time step. Therefore, the algorithm runs in O(M) time at eachtime step it is called,
where M is the number of surfacetriangles.

The cell update algorithm is easy to test, by simply comparing the boundary of the air

cells with the material surface. Some 2D cross-sections are given in Rg. 5.7. In Fig. 5.7a, the
cells are compared against a Gaussian etch front like thatin section4.7.2.100 time steps were
used, and the 50x50x50 cell array was updated 50 times. The total CPU time was 126 seconds

with 81% of that time spent performing the cell update. Doubling the initial number of sur
face triangles resulted in a total CPU time of 174 seconds with 72% of the time spent in the
update tests. Fig. 5.7b compares the cells with a triangular rate function like that of section

4.7.3. In this figure, the ray-trace algorithm is used showing loop formation. The cell surface
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(a)

-0.5

(b)

Fig. 5.7: Evaluation of cell update algorithm by comparing borderof air-cells
with surface cross-section, (a) Comparison againstgaussian etch rate function,
(b) Comparisonagainsttriangular etch rate function with loop formation.
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does not contain the loop, since those cells were already converted to air before the loop began
forming. Here, there were 100 time steps and 50 cell array updates. The total CPU time was
97 seconds with 82% of the time spent performing the update tests.

The main drawback of the cells is that they require additional memory allocation. For
tunately, the amount of memory required is only on the order of a few bytes per cell, depend
ing on how many variables are maintained in each cell. A 100x100x100 array can be allocated
on most engineering workstations without difficulty. This size is sufficient for most simula
tions, since the cell linear density need not be much more than twice the surface mesh linear

density (i.e., for a 20x20 initial mesh, 50x50x50 cells is sufficient) The cell update also intro
duces a noticeable amount of computational overhead. The important fact however is that this

overhead increases no more than linearly with the surface area. If the surface mesh is very

dense, the cells must also be quite fine, however as the surface area expands, the cell size may
remain constant Abiove all, the updated cells allow very efficient visibility calculation thus
the computational overhead is easily justified.
f%

5.5. CELL BASED GEOMETRIC OPERATIONS

Once the cells are in place, several important geometric operations can be performed

with a minimum of computation time. All of theseoperations derive their efficiency from the
ease with which an (x,y,z)-coordinate can be translated to an array address, which then
allows the program to access information about the cell status.
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5.5.1. Efficient Shadow Test

First, points on facets which are oriented away from the illumination source are selfshadowed. Also, any point on the highest part of the surface cannot be shadowed. To see

whether any other surface point is shadowed requiresnothing more than testing the cells along
a line from the point to a source point as shown in Fig. 5.8. If any of the cells contains
material, the point is shadowed. The longest test occurs when no shadow exists, and every cell
along the line is checked. The very worst case occurs when the surface point is in one corner
of the simulation region and the source point is in the opposite corner. For a KxKxK cell

array, at most a constant ^3K point-in-cell tests are necessary. Thus, for a surface with N
points, all the shadowed points can be found in O (N) time. Points on the top of the surface, or
on nearly flat surfaces may avoid the shadow test entirely, for additional computational
efficiency.

It might be argued that the shadow found by comparing against cells is not as accurate as
one found by tracing rays through the surface mesh triangles. This point is no doubt true, how

ever, the error introduced by the cells is small when compared with the discretization error

introduced by having a finite number of points to describe the surface. Only a relatively small
number of points are close to the shadow border. There may be some inaccuracy in the sha

dow edge, but the number of surface points which are incorrectly determined to be shadowed
is very small, and in no case are those points very far from the actual shadow edge.

5.5.2. Efficient Solid Angle Visibility

The problem of whether a certain patch of sky is visible from a viewing point on the

ground can be reduced to a series of shadow tests. The sky is divided up into several patches
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Source Point

Boundary of
Material Cells

Surface Point

Fig. 5.8: Testing whether a point is shadowed by tracing a line from the point
to an illumination aource and determining whther that line intersects
any material cells.

^♦"^
Visible part of
hemisphere

Boundary of
material cells

Surface Point

Fig. 5.9: Solid angle visibility test: determine how many patches on the hemisphere
above the wafer are visible at a given point by applying multiple shadow tests.

Visible Region

Fig. 5.10: A top view of the hemisphere showing how the number of shadow tests
can be reduced if the solid angle traces out a simple convex polygon on
the hemisphere. Only the border at each A0 strip need be tested.

/
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and a shadow test is made to determine which of those patches arevisible. Fig. 5.9 illustrates
the concept The region above the wafer is described as a hemisphere. A spherical coordinate
system is convenient for identifying points on the hemisphere by a pair of angles $ and 6. The
hemisphere maybe divided up into several patches corresponding to a given A<J> and A6. The
area of each patch is given by
Area (<j>,8) = r cos (<|>)A<|>A8

(5.2)

where r is the distance away from the the origin (which may be normalized to 1.) The origin
of the hemisphere is simply the observation point on the surface. The solid angle visible at any

point is described by the collection ofhemisphere patches visible at that point.

The number of shadow tests required at each point corresponds to the number of patches

in the hemisphere. This number is a constant Hp^^ =(n/(2A<J>))x(27c/(A8)) Therefore, the time

required to find the visibility solid angle for N surface points is proportional to //,***«•#,
which is O(N) time albeit with a fairly large constant. The choice of the number of patches is
one of speed versus accuracy. Typically 45x90 (<J>x8) patches yields high accuracy. For
processes with a dependence on azimuthal angle <|> but which are largely symettric for various
8 directions, 45x10 is sufficient, yielding a factor of 9 runtime improvement

The CPUtime canbe improvedif the solid angle traces out a polygonon the hemisphere

which crosses each A8 stripno more thantwice. In that case, eachstrip corresponding to a A8

increment has only one region of connected visible patches, as depicted in Fig. 5.10. An addi
tional array may be stored with each point indicating which A§ element contains the shadow

border for each A8 strip. Then, at every time step, it is only necessary to test those patches
closest to the previous shadow border until the new shadow border is found. Since the surface

shape changes incrementally, the shadow border only changes a small amount with eachtime
step.Thus, it is likely that the shadow border will move no more than a few A<J> at a time. The
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total number of tests to determine the solid angle at a point is now close to 2n/A6. For a hemi
sphere with 180x90 patches, the CPU time is improved nearly a hundredfold. This short-cut
may not be taken if the solid angle border crosses over a A6 strip three or more times, but it
may be used for the vast majority of structures common to process simulation such as contact
holes, and trenches.

Once the solid angle is known, it can easily be used as a region of integration. For exam
ple, the total flux of material arriving at some surface point, is simply the integral of the flux

distribution over the visible solid angle. The average flux times the area of each visible patch

can be summed. The smallerthe patches, the more accurate the integration as in any Riemann
sum. This operationwill prove extremely useful in both etch and deposition modeling.

5.5.3. Surface Reflection

Sometimes it is necessary to consider the reflection of light or particles off of the sur
face. The reflected particles may land somewhere else on the surface, affecting the local etch
or deposition rate. Fig. 5.11a shows how this effea may be calculated. First, the number of

directly incident particles (or the light intensity) must be calculated for every surface point
Then starting from a point of interest PI, a neighbor point P2 is tested to see if it has a line of
sight to the first point If P2 is visible from PI then the amount of material reflected from P2

back to PI may be calculated. The exact amount is determined based on the length of the line
between the two points and the orientation of the line with respect to the surface at the two
points. In computer graphics, hyper-cosine functions have been used to represent the amount

oflight emanating from anon-perfect reflector.6 In process simulation, the function giving the
amount of material ejected at different directions from a surface pointdepends on the process
and materials. The amount of material ejected is also related to the amount of material
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.11: Surface reflection calculations, (a) P2 reflecting back to PL (b) Two
non-connected regions visible from point PL
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coming into that point via a sticking coefficient.

Only a certain number of surface points will be visible from a given surface point. Obvi

ously, it is desirable to reduce the number of point-to-point visibility test There is no simple
way to do this in general Even for a simply connected surface (i.e. one with no holes or tun

nels) there may be several regions visible from a point which are not connected. This

occurence is illustrated in Fig. 5.11, in which two disconnected regions are visible from point
PL To locate all the visible regions, every surface point must be compared with every other

point, requiring O(N2) time.

The only way to improve the algorithm time is to allocate memory at each point to store

lists of pointers to the borders of visible regions. Only the border need be updated at each
time step resulting in O (NB) time to test the entire surface, where B is the nuber of border

points. Unfortunately, this requires 0(NB) memory. For N = 10,000 points, where B is

approximately Vtf =100, this is 1,000,000 elements of storage, each requiring several (perhaps
10-20) bytes of memory. Also there is the problem of determining when disconnected visible

regions merge, or when connected regions splitup. In any event, the reflection problem can

not be reduced muchbeyond O(N2) or O(N1-5) time (assuming B ~Vtf ), since no matter how
the visibility is determined, the contribution of reflection from all the visible surface points
must still be calculated. One simplification of the problem is to express the amount of

reflected material arriving at a point as dependent only on the non-visible part of the hemi

sphere above the surface. This assumption gives an estimate of the actual reflecting surface
area, and is reasonable if the reflection completely randomizes the direction in which particles
travel. An example of this simplification, which is the only reflection algorithm currently
implemented in SAMPLE-3D, is given in chapter 6.
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5.5.4. Loop Identification

Loop identification was already hinted at in Fig. 5.7b. A loop may be defined as any
region of points on the surface mesh that have traveled back into air cells. Care must be taken

that the valid surface is contained within the air-cell/surface-cell boundary, but this was
already done in the basic cell update algorithm. Loop detection is now simply a matter of
scanning the surface to see which points are in air. The entire surface may be tested in 0(N)
time for AT surface points.

Once the loop is found, like that in Fig. 5.12a, it must be removed. Loop removal is

achieved in SAMPLE-3D by merging all the segments that are contained fully within the

loop, until the loop is reduced to only those triangles that have at least one valid point as
shown in Rg. 5.12b. Unfortunately, this leaves aragged edge, and does not fully eliminate the
loop. To completely restore thesurface, the intersection at the loop edge must bedetermined.

Then all the triangles that have any loop points should be removed as depicted inRg. 5.12c.
Finally, the surface mesh data structure must bereconstructed to close the gap in the surface.
The intersection line which was once the loop boundary is now part of the new surface illus
trated in Rg. 5.12d.

In theory loop removal isnot difficult In practice however, it isvery challenging to find
a way to reconstruct the surface mesh data structure correctly. Rg. 5.13. shows loop removal

for ray-trace lithography simulation using the method of Fig. 5.12b, demonstrating that it can
bedone. Nevertheless, there is still room for more work inthis important topic.
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Points in air

(a)

Loop intersection

(c)

(b)

Reconstructed surface

(d)

Fig. 5.12: Loop identification and removal, (a) Loop location with the cells.
(b) Loop removal by deleting all triangles with three points in air.
(c) Locating the loop intersections, (d) Full 3D loop removal.
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Fig. 5.13: Loop detection and removal inlithography simulation. The above plot
is with no loop removal, below is with loop removal.
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5.6. SHADOW AND SOLID ANGLE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Verification of the algorithms for shadowdetection and solid angle visibility is straight

forward. Rg. 5.14 shows ashadow cast in a1.0x1.0x0.5um3 contact hole. The light source is
directed along <J>=450 and 9=45°. The plot shows all triangles with three shadowed vertexes as
dark, and all other triangles as light The time required to calculate the shadow was less than a
fraction of a second.

Rg 5.15 shows a solid angle calculation for a surface calculated using a Gaussian etch
rate. The example assumes a flux distribution given by cos$. The shading shows the relative
total flux received at each facet, by integrating the flux distribution over the visible angle at

each point, and then averaging over the three triangle vertexes. In the bottom of the feature,
the visibility is most restricted and the shading is darkest.
Table 5.1: Solid Angle Calculation Times

Cells per
Micron
50

#Pts

#Tris

xNe
45x10

# Shadow
Tests

936

1810

118492

Solid Angle
CPUTime(s)

Time(s)

11.4

17.9

Cell

50

45x10

1536

2994

208089

19.8

22.9

50

45x10

3888

7658

559678

53.8

48.6

50

45x90

936

1810

1003227

104.0

17.9

50

45x90

1536

2994

1659490

170.2

22.9

50

45x90

3888

7658

4346601

430.4

48.6

25

45x10

936

1810

105042

7.0

9.5

25

45x10

1536

2994

185181

12.4

14.8

50

10x10

936

1810

36818

5.1

17.9

50

10x10

1536

2994

60420

8.2

22.5

The simulation run times for optimized C code running on an IBM RS6000/530 works

tation are summarized in the above table, which gives CPU times to calculate integrals over

visibility solid angles for square contact holes like that in Fig. 5.14 The solid angle time is that
to integrate over the visible solid angle for all the surface points point at one time step. The
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Fig.5.14: Shadowing of a square contact hole. The light source is along 0=45°, (|>=45c
Triangles with 3 shadowed vertexes are dark.

Fig. 5.15: Relative incoming flux for a surface generated using a gaussian etch rate.
The lightest triangles see the widest visibility solid angle. The darkest
triangles have the most restricted visibility.
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time to set the cells isthe total time to advance an initially flat surface to a 1.0xl.0x0.5m3 hole
and update all the cells. The time to calculate the solid angle is almost exactly 0.013sx(#
Points) for 50x50x50 cells, and 45x10 hemisphere patches. The run time scales almost
linearly with the number of 8 elements. The time to update the cell array while the hole was

created increases more slowly than the rate at which the number of surface triangles increases,
since the total number of cells remains constant This results in fewer cells that need to be

checked for each triangle. Reducing the number of cells per micron reduces the CPU time
since each shadow test is faster. Fewer cells and fewer patches degrades the accuracy of the
calculation, but roughly 50 cells per micron and 45x10 hemisphere patches gives good results
with efficient run times.

5.7. COMMENTARY ON THE SURFACE-CELL HYBRID METHOD

It is difficult to imagine a combination of data structures and algorithms which can per

form the above operations in a time faster than O (N) where N represents the surface area
(points, or triangles). There are also some hidden benefits. For example, the cells may be used

to store material information such as local density, which might vary in deposition as the sur
face orientation changes. However there are a few areas that may yet be improved. The
overall memory usage may be reduced by a clever allocation of the memory used to describe

the surface cells. The greatest density of cells is only needed at the surface. Elsewhere, rela

tively coarse cells are sufficient An octree-based approach comes to mind. With an octree,

the overall storage may be reduced to about O(K2) instead of O(AT3) whereAT is the numberof

cells along one axis of thesimulation region.7 A preliminary implementation in SAMPLE-3D

by J. Helmsen supports this idea.8 The time to perform the individual shadow and solid angle
tests may also be improved by the octree surface representation since a block of air cells
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would be replaced by one octree leaf, thus reducing the number of tests necessary to see if a
point on the shadow line hits a material cell. Improvements here would benefit a variety of
research efforts around the world, since it is not dependent on the cell or surface-based nature

of thetopography representation.9

It may also be desirable to increase the accuracy even further. The cell or octree data
structure could be used to locate the exact triangles casting the shadow. This information
could then be used to insert points in the surface mesh along the shadow boundary. It might

also be possible to keep track of the shadow boundary as it varies with respect to a changing
shadow casting edge.

It is also possible to keep track of the solid angle border seen by each surface point this

is an extension of the method used in section 5.5.2 to improve the solid angle evaluation time.
By maintaining a list describing the actual solid angle border, the restriction that the border

must not cross a A9 strip more than twice is removed. This method has the potential to

preserve the efficiency achieved by the algorithm of section 5.5.2 but with added geometric
generality.

The surface-cell hybrid data representation and algorithms presented in this chapter are

aneffective way to answer several important questions in 3Dtopography simulation. Oneway

of looking atthe surface-cell hybrid data representation combined with the facet-motion algo
rithm is to view the whole thing as a volume removal algorithm for topography simulation
that accurately calculates the amount ofmaterial removed based on the correct surface orienta

tion, hi this way, the advantages of the cell-based approaches described in chapter 3 are
preserved with the added benefit of accuracy and generality provided by the facet-motion
algorithm of chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 6
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ETCH MODELING AND SIMULATION
The old order changeth,
yielding place to the new.
Alfred Lord Tennyson

6.1. GEOMETRIC ETCH MODELING FOR PROCESS SIMULATION

Chapters 4 and 5 present efficient surface evolution algorithms using the motion of tri

angular facets and efficient geometric operations using a surface-cell hybrid data structure.
Until now, only cursory attention has been paid to the physical process models for moving the
facets. This was done deliberately in order not to restrict the algorithms to a narrow class of

physical models. There is still much debate as to the exact physical mechanisms responsible
for observed phenomena. The algorithms and data structures developed thus far support a

wide variety of possible surface evolution mechanisms. This chapter develops mathematical
process models for etching simulation based on postulated and measured physical effects

which have been reported in the IC fabrication processliterature. The algorithms of the previ
ous chapters for directionally dependent surface advancement, shadowing, solid angle visibil

ity, and surface reflection support the coupling of process physics and surface topography and
are used to simulate the time evolution of 3D surfaces with the etch process models.

This chapter discusses etch process simulation from the perspective of physical models

and seeks to address several questions. How do surface geometries and material properties

interact in etch process simulation? How do the surface advancement and geometric visibility

algorithms developed thus far allow the simulation of a given process model? Are there any
additional factors of importance which must be considered? The philosophy is to formulate
geometric etch models in a general way. The models take the form of general mathematical
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expressions, which areindependent of the algorithms used to evaluate the expressions. Physi
cal interactions enter into the models as parameters with a dependence on the surface materi
als and topography. The significant body of literature in etch modeling provides the basis for
the general 3D models presented in this chapter.

Many previous models for surface-orientation dependent etching begin with basic prin
ciples and then proceed to develop mathematical expressions for the continuous time evolu

tion of a 2D surface profile.lf 2*3* *• 5One model also considered 3D ionmilling.6 These for
mulations often depend on an analytic expression of the sputter yield vs. angle or etch rate vs.

angle. A full analytic formulation of the profile evolution has the advantage that predictions
about the formation of comers and certain geometries may be made; however, it has the disad

vantage that it is difficult to introduce new rate vs. angle expressions. It is also difficult to

develop an analytic 3D formulation for general visibility solid angles. Alternatively, simula
tion performs numerical integrations of arbitrary flux distributions over arbitrary visibility
solid angles. A wide range of possible theoretical or empirical physical relationships may be
incorporated into the simulator which can then be applied to evolving surface geometries.
Predictions from fully analytic formulations for certain simple cases may be compared with
simulation results, to verify the simulation validity.

This chapter uses a series of examples to illustrate the development of physical etch pro
cess models and their simulation using surface advancement and visibility algorithms. A gen
eral etch rate formulation based on sputter yield and particle flux distributions at the surface is
presented to model plasma etch processes, including reactive sputter etching and ion milling.

Extensions to the basic model, including considerationof surface kinetics based on the equili

brium between adsorption, desorption and surface diffusion in plasma etching are discussed.
Directionally dependent crystal etching is also considered. Simulation results are presentedto
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demonstrate the applicability of the algorithms to a variety of etch models.

6.2. A BASIC MODEL FOR PLASMA ETCHING AND ION MILLING

6.2.1. Factors of Importance In Glow Discharge Etching

Many factors contribute to the final shape of etched surfaces in glow discharge pattern
transfer processes. These factors have been summarized succinctly by Jurgensen and

Shaqfeh:7 (1) the energy and angular distributions of the energetic particles incident on the
surface, (2) the energy and angle dependences of the sputter yield (which is the ratio of parti

cles removed to incident particles), (3) deposition of polymers and redeposition of sputtered
material, (4) sticking coefficients and reaction probabilities of radicals, (5) glancing angle
reflection of energetic particles, (6) neutral to ion flux ratios, and (7) ion trajectory variation
due to local electric fields in the vicinity of the feature. Work by McVittie et. al. has also rein

forced the importance of remitted particles and redeposited material.8,9 Additionally, a model

for surface diffusion effects in plasma etching of silicon has been reported recently.10

There is still debate as to which physical factors contribute the most to the final profile.

Simulation with various physical assumptions allows the theories to be compared with experi
mental evidence, and possibly validated. One approach to considering most (if not all) of

these possible physical factors is to develop a generalized model with multipletermsthatmay
be included or ignored depending on the particular processing environment One feature that
most dry etching models include is a dependence on the flux distribution of incident ions and

neutral particles. Consideration of flux distributions is a good starting place forbuilding a gen

eralized model. Additional terms and factors may be included given different physical
hypotheses.
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The original etchsimulation work in SAMPLE11 used thevector sumof isotropic, direc
tional, and ion milling etch components. Tazawa et. al. developed a unified model for the 2D

etch simulator DEER12 that built on this approach by considering four main components: (1)
an isotropic rate, (2) directional etching due to directly incident ions, (3) etching due to
directly incident neutral particles, and (4) etching or redeposition due to reflected particles. All
of these effects were then related to the motion of points along the local surface normal vec

tors. Each component contributes to the velocity in the normal direction according to an
angular flux distribution of incident particles /Oj/), and and a reaction velocity function g(Q)

where v and 6 are measured with respect to the wafer normal direction. The velocity along
the surface normal is then expressed as:

v(6)=^J/(V)g(V-e)rfv

(6.1)

For example, in isotropic etching/ = 1, g = 1, andR gives the local etch rate. This expression
is easily generalizable to three dimensions, and can be extended to include additional physical
phenomena.

6.2.2. Theoretical Basis for Etch Velocity Along the Surface Normal

Before developing geometric models for the various etch rate components, the validity
of relating orientation dependent etching to a velocity along the surface normal must be esta

blished. A surface evolution equation from fluid mechanics provides a convenient starting

point13 If asurface isdefined as F(x, 0 =0then the interface evolution may be given as

-|j- +vVF=0

(6.2)

where v is the interface velocity vector. F is a constant in a reference frame moving with the

interface velocity. This equation is valid regardless of the velocity direction with respect to
the surface normal rteVF/lVF I. Therefore, it is acceptable to consider velocity along the
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interface normal.

The argument is further strengthened by considering the seminal paper presented by

Frank in 1958 on crystal growth and dissolution.14 In it Frank proved that for orientation
dependent etching (or deposition) surface points moved along straight line trajectories. If the
etch rate is given along the actual crystal normal then the trajectory of a point is parallelto the
normal to the polar diagram of the reciprocal of the etch rate at the point of corresponding

orientation. The result of this theorem is that the surface orientation will change as the surface

evolves, but considering the growth to follow a path along the surface normal still gives the
correct result since the change in surface orientation will alter the rate. The theorem was

derived using crystal structures as a starting point, but it can be applied to any orientation

dependent process. Barber et. al. showed that Frank's theory couldbe applied equallywell to

ionmilling as to chemical etching.2

Strong mathematical arguments exist to support the hypothesis that etching processes
may be modeled by velocity along a surface normal. It should be noted that the facet-motion

algorithm of chapter 4 does NOT require that the facets be moved along theirnormal direc

tions, however in practice it is easier to properly calculate the intersection of colliding facets
and to locate the fastest and slowest directions of travel at convex and concave surface nodes
if facets move normal to themselves.

6.2.3. The Foundation of the 3D Unified Model

Some basic assumptions are made in order to develop the generalized model: (1) particle

trajectories are assumed to be linear on the length scale of the features being etched, and (2)
the sputter yield is separable into functions of incident angle and energy. The geometry is
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shown in Fig. 6.1 where <|> and 6 are angles in spherical coordinates and (<t>x,©x) gives the sur
face orientation at point x. A unit direction given by the spherical coordinate angles may be
converted to the Cartesian unit directions by:

rtt.e) - IrI(cos0sin<(>l +sinGsin<J)j +cos<J>k)

(6.3)

since the z-axis is perpendicular to the wafer plane. It is also convenient to define an angle a

between an arbitrary direction and the surface normal. The cosine of this angle is given by:
cosot = cosOxSUKJ^xCosdsuKt* + sin9xsin<|>xsin9sin<J> + cos<t>xCos<t>

(6.4a)

which is reducible to:

cosot=cos<(>cos<t>x + sin<t>sin<j)xcos(9 - 9X)

(6.4b)

Equation 6.1 is generalized to three dimensions as follows:

v(x)==/?ff/(4>.e),g((t>,e,<|)JC,ex)sin<M<Me

(6.5)

As in equation 6.1, / is the flux distribution of incident particles and reflected particles arriv
ing at the point x, and g is the function relating the differential rate along (<J>,9) to evolution

along the surface normal, which may also include angular dependent sputter yield effects.

Q(x) is the solid angle to the plasmavisible from point x. The differential solid angle element
area is sm^d^dB. The flux functions / and g aretypically normalized so that R is the etch or
deposition rate on a flat substratewith no shadowing.

At this point no restriction on the functions / and g is made, except that they must be

defined over the 4jc solid angle. As will be seen, most models are independent of 9. Also, <J>

angles greater than a/2 are not generally of interest, since that indicates a direction pointing
below the wafer horizon. Now it is possible to develop specific expressions for the individual
etch rate components.
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<|>X,6X) Surface Normal
(<|>,e)

Direction r

Fig. 6.1: Coordinate system and angle definitions for geometry used in the 3D unified
model for plasma etch simulation.
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6.2.4. Isotropic Etching In Plasma Processing

A glow discharge may produce a chemically reactive species from an inert molecular
gas. This species then interacts chemically with the material surface. No physical momentum
transfer is present so the process is isotropic for materials without orientation dependent pro
perties. This component is included in the unified model as an etch rate along the normal
direction that is independent of surface orientation or solid angle visibility. This component is
expressed as a constant:
v,. =Rb

(6.6)

6.2.5. Directly Incident Ions: Sputtering and Ion Milling

hi reactive sputter etching and ion milling, energetic ions transfer momentum to the sur

face to either enhance the etch rate reactions or physically remove material. The sputter yield
5 (a) is defined as the number of atoms ejected by each ion incident at an angle a from the sur

face normal. The angular dependence of sputter yield was reported by H. Bach for quartz and

other insulators.15 The basic shape of the sputter yield vs. incident ion angle is shown in Fig.
6.2. For normal incidence, a certain sputter yield S0 is observed. As the angle increases, the
sputter yield reaches a peak value and then suddenly drops off.

A theoretical argument for the sputter yield peak has been given by J. Lindhard.16 The
sputter yield is proportional to the energy deposited in the surface layer of a given depth,

which is in turn related to the path length the ion travels in the material. As the angle
increases, the path length increases as shown in Fig. 6.3 resulting in a higher deposited energy
and a higher sputter yield. However, for very steep angles, the incident ion has an increased

probability of reflection from the surface. After a certain critical angle, the yield drops off
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Incident Angle 6
aP
Fig.6.2: Basic shape of the sputter yieldvs. incident angle curve.

increasing Angle of Incidence

Fig. 63: Increasing pathlength ofions in substrate material until critical angle
is reached.

r = dcos a

Fig. 6.4: Relation of depthof material removed along direction of incidence to
etch distance along surface normal.
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rapidly. Lindhard derived the critical angle ap with classical scattering theory on the assump
tion that the ion to surface atom potential follows an inverse square law:

*-2-\H&?wr

(6,7)

where a0 is the Bohr radius 0.53 k , Zx and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the ion and surface
atom, n is the density of atoms per unit volume ER is the Rydberg energy 13.6 eV, and Ex is
the ion energy.
Table 6.1: Sputter Yield Peak Angles: Theory and Experiment
substrate

incident

energy

material

ion

(keV)

measured peak
angle (degrees)

theoretical peak
peak (degrees)

Cu

At

27

83

83

Ni

H

4

85

85

Si

Ar

0.5

52

57

Si

At

1

65

66

Si02
SiO*

At

5.6

78

80

At

32

82

86

hi practice, the Lindhard theory gives a fairly good estimate for the peak angle. Table 6.1 lists

some experimental peak angles for ions incident on various materials5•17,18,19 compared
with theoretical values calculated using equation 6.7.

Sputter yield also has an energy dependence. Jurgensen and Shaqfeh have proposed that

the angle dependence is separable from the energy dependence S(E,^,Q) =S^fi(^,QySE(E).'7
Integrating the energy term over the energy distribution yields an energy independent factor

that may be multiplied with S^Q. This is expressed as:

S(m =Sw(mjh(E;W)SE(E)dE =S^fiySB(i^

(6.8)

where h(E$,Q) is the conditional energy distribution in spherical coordinates. The function h

is determined by the collision processes in the plasma sheath and thus relates the surface evo
lution with the plasma sheath kinetic theory.
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A variety of analytic functions have been proposed to fit the sputter yield curve. 4'5
Most use a series of sines or cosines raised to successive powers, for example:

S(ct)=3>i,cosna

(6.9)

n=l

where an are fitting parameters. For the treatment here, it does not matter what function is
used to describe the sputter yield. All that matters is that the sputter yield function accurately
describe the observed result

The depth d of material removed from a plane surface is related to the sputter yield by:
d = — 5(a)

(6.10)

n

where O is the number of ions per second striking the unit of area normal to the direction of
incidence, n is the number of atoms per unit volume of the target material, and / is the bom

bardment time in seconds. Fig 6.4 shows how the depth along the incident ion direction direc
tion is related to etching along the surface normal. Assuming that the incident ions all come

from the same direction, (in which case the distribution function/ = 8(<J>,9)), the velocity in the

surface normal direction at x is simply:
v(x) = —S(a)cosa

(6.11)

n

If the point is shadowed, the etch rate is 0. For ion milling, the ion mean free path length is
long, and nearly all of the bombarding particles arrive along one direction. Variants of equa

tion 6.11 have been successfully applied to 2D simulation of ion milling.20,21 In RSE
processes some ions arrive from angles other than direct incidence, owing to the presence of

collisions within the plasma. Monte Carlo simulation of ion transport in the plasma has pro

duced plots of the ion flux vs. angle which show that most ofthe ions aredirectly incident, but
some arrive at angles all the way out to about 60° incidence. The shape of the ion flux distri

bution is similar to a Gaussian with a very small standard deviation a.22, ^ Equation 6.11
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should be modified to account forthe angular extent of the distribution.

v<c(x)= -p- jjF,(<)>,9),Si(a)cosasin<}Kf<|)rf9

(6.12)

"* Q(X)

where F,(4»,G) gives the ion flux distribution over the sohd angle of the visible plasma and N£
is a normalizing factor equal to the flux integrated over O^.n/2 and 0£9£2rc. Here, 5, is a nor

malized yield function equal to S/S0. The etch rate for a flat wafer with no shadowing is
J?tf=OSo/n.

For amorphous materials, the sputter yield depends only on the angle of incidence a.

However, for monocrystalline materials, the yield may vary withthe crystal plane exposed.6
The above equations can account for the dependence on 9 and $ as well as aplha,if the sputter
yield curve is known for all planes.

6.2.6. Directly Incident Neutral Particles

Neutral particles do not have a sharp peak in their flux distribution, since they are not

affected by an electric field. Neutral particle distributions have also been derived by Monte

Carlo simulation.22, a Tazawa et. al. used ahypercosine function to fit the distribution:
F(«J>,9)=cosm(|)

(6.13)

If the reaction proceeds in the incident direction, thenthe velocity due to neutral particles is:

Va(x)= -p- JJF„(<|>,9)-cosasin<i>rf<M9

(6.14)

Q(x)

where F„(<|),9) is the neutral flux distribution and NA is anormalization factor equal to the flux

integrated over the entire hemisphere O^rc/2 and Q£9£2rc. R& is a constant giving the etch
rate on a flat waferwith no shadowing. R& is often modified by the presence of incident ions,
surface damage, or passivating materials. Modifications to R& are presented further in section
6.3.
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6.2.7. Indirectly Incident Etchant Flux

Indirectly incident particles include reflected and redeposited particles. Models have

been developed to express these phenomena, for example work by Miiller and Pelka.24 A gen
eral expression to account for this effect is:

vu(x)=Ru jj Ffi((j),9)cosasin<Jw/(|)rf9

(6.15)

where H is the entire hemisphere, Fu(§&) is the flux of particles coming off a surfacepoint in
the ($,9) direction from the point of interest, and Ru relates the fluxes to the actual etch rate.

The surface reflection algorithm of chapter 5 may be applied to solve equation 6.15, but the

time to calculate F^(<j>,9) will be quitelarge, unless simplifyingassumptions are made.

Tazawa et. al. lumped neutral particles and ions into the same component, and assumed

that particles arrive from all directions in which sidewalls exist. With these assumptions, the
3D velocity is:

Vtf(x)=/?fi JJ cosasin<|K*<|x/9

(6.16)

W-Q(X)

where H - Q(x) represents the directions in which the plasma cannot be seen, andRu relates
the flux to the actual etch rate.

Equation 6.16 is strictly valid only in the case where there is no overhang, and all
sidewalls receive directly incident particles as shown in Fig. 6.5a. However for a case like
6.5b a more complete formulation is necessary.

6.2.8. Unifying the Model Terms and Determining Constants

All the individual velocity terms may be summed together to give the etch velocity
along the surface normal. By introducing a step function for thevisibiUty V(x,<|>,9) that is 1 if
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Surface that reflects particles

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.5: Calculating surface reflection, (a) Simple calculation is possible when there
is no overhang, (b) Overhang requires more rigorous reflection calculation.

Passivating Layer

Fig. 6.6: Sidewall passivation due to presence of a thin layer that prevents etching.

/
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the plasma is visible from point x along (<t>,9) and zero elsewhere, the integrals may be com
bined yielding the full unified model for etch velocity along the surface normal:
2RR/2

n

v(x)=** +j f\y&&j£mm(rt +

(6.17)

ViM-TT-FntoM + (1" V(W))RuFu(W)]cQsasmWW9
The rate parameters /?*,/?*, /?<*,, and Ru depend on the substrate materials, the etch gasses,

the ion energies, and the pressure and temperature in the etch chamber. The flux distributions
Fi, Fn, and Fa, are also related to the etch gasses and process conditions. Once the flux distri
butions are given, the normalizing factors N&, and N& may be determined. Finally, the visibil

ity function V and the integrations account for the changing surface topography.

The rate constants and flux functions may be determined by physical derivations, or by
empirical parameter fitting. Full physical models for all the parameters have the advantage

that any material in any system with any combination of plasmas and process conditions could
be simulated. Unfortunately, such models do not exist. Even when derivations from first prin

ciples are possible, they are often limited. For example, Lindhard's formula for sputter yield
only gives the peak angle, and not the entire sputter yield function. Even then, the derivation

is based on many assumptions, including the applicability of classical mechanics, each of

which introduce some error. Instead, an approach combining empirical parameter fits with

hypothesized physical relationships is best for practical simulation. Already, several useful
yield and flux functions have been mentioned. Data also exists giving sputter yield and etch
rates for various materials under various conditions. Additionally, physical models for ion
transport have been subjected to Monte Carlosimulation to produce flux distribution data.

Equation 6.17 can be converted into a practical simulation model by introducing some

well known empirical or semi-empirical functions to describe the flux distributions and sputter
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yield curves. Individual processes and pieces of equipment may be modeled by fitting constant

parameters to the resulting unified model. The flux distribution of directly incident ions is
given as a Gaussian! with a standard deviation as a fitting parameter

Fi(^,Q)=exp[^]

(6.18)

The sputter yield function for directly incident ions is similar to that used in SAMPLE, and

first proposed by Catana et. al.?5,26 and requires three curve fitting parameters:
Si (a) =aicosa+a2cos2a +a3cos4a

(6.19)

hi the above, ai+azHI3=l to yield 5f=l at a=0. The directly incident neutral flux yield distribu
tion function is a hyper-cosine with m as a fitting parameter:
FB(<J>,9) = cosm<>

(6.20)

Finally, the indirectly incident flux distribution is simplified by the assumption that reflection
tends to randomize the path that particles take resulting in a uniform arrival from all direc
tions:

(6.21)

F&=1

Possible model parameters for different types of etching are given in table 6.2 below.
The different model parameters are weighted according to their relative contribution to the

final profile. A blank space indicates an entry of zero.
Table 6.2: Unified Model Parameters for Various Processes
Process

Ris

Plasma Etch

1

Plasma Etch
RSE

Ion Milling

Rtu

a

a\

*2

«3

Rdn
1

1

0.7

1

0.1

2

10°

1.0

0.01

0.2

10°

3.269

13.11

-15.38

1

1°

3.269

13.11

-15.38

m

Rn

A similar approach to modeling the above processes was used by Tazawa et. al.12 who also
f J. McVittie has suggested that a Gaussian may not fall off rapidly enough to describe the true ion flux
distribution, and that a cosine raisedto a high power(such as 10)may provide a better fit.
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showedhow the fitting parameters could be derived from analysis of test structures. They also
demonstrated that the above modeling approach could be applied to ECR planarization and
sputter deposition.

6.3. EXTENSIONS TO THE BASIC MODEL

The unified model presented thus far considers many effects in plasma etching, but

leaves out some important additional mechanisms. Since the exact mechanisms for many
these additional effects are not well known, it is difficult to develop good physical models.
However, the unified ratemodel may be altered to provide an empiricaldescriptionof some of
these effects.

6.3.1. Sidewall Passivation

The deposition of material on chamber walls and trench slopes tends to reduce the etch

rate as depicted in Fig. 6.6. An approach to modeling sidewall passivation has been presented

byPelka et. al.27*28 The model depends on the ratio between local ion and neutral flux 07/<&w.
The effective redeposition rate RNndtp is related to the deposition rate due to the neutral parti
cles RNdep as:

Rsrvup =Rsikp exp(-a—)

(6.22)

where a is a fitting parameter. The etch rate due to the neutral ions is then reduced by the
deposited layer. So the effective etch rate due to the neutrals becomes:

^=^oexp(y)

(6.23)

where / is the thickness of passivating layer and %is a fitting parameter relating / to the actual
etch rate. Pelka et. al. found that a is on the order of 1, and Xis about 10"3|xm. Passivation
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may be included in the unified model by altering the R^ parameter in equation 6.14. The

redeposited layer depth / must be stored in the data structure. The redeposition rate RNredep is
calculated from the neutral and incident ion flux distributions as:

Rnt«up =/?jVdepexp[-a jj **®®snWWW

(6.24)

which is calculated at each time step and used to increment the / variable at x. URNdep =0,
there is no surface passivation effect

6.3.2. Damage and Ion-Enhanced Etching

Energetic ions may damage the wafer surface. Reactive neutrals etch the damaged areas
more vigorously than undamaged areas, as depicted in Fig. 6.7. In fact, it is possible that ener

getic ions contribute to anisotropic etchingvia this mechanism,instead of physical sputtering.
Ion-enhanced etching may be modeled by adjusting the neutrals etch rate R& in equation6.14
according to the number of directly incident ions:

R* =RdnO &+7T JJFtf(<t>,9)sin<M<M9]

(6.25)

"i Q(x)

The above expression is one possible model where the etch rateon a flat wafer is J?*o(l +A).

Simulation results for another similar model have been presented,28 although the exact model
was not fully reported.

6.3.3. Mlcroetectric Field Effects

The build-up of charges on the wafer surface may result in local electric fields which

steer the incoming ions.29 •30 This can result in enhanced etching of inside comers and
grooves, as shown in Fig. 6.8. Charging andits effect on ion trajectories has been simulated31
but models have not been fully developed to describe the effect on local etch rate. One
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Energetic Ions

Normal Etching

T Enhanced Etching

Fig. 6.7: Damage induced etching.

Negative Ions

Fig. 6.8: Microelectric fields due to surfacecharging.
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difficulty with the microelectric field effect is that it violates the assumption that ions travel
linearly in the scale of the feature sizes. Nevertheless, a simple phenomenological model may
be developed that relates the local surface charge to an increase or reduction of incoming ions.

The charge buildup must be stored over the course of the simulation. Sawin et. al. have pro

posed that theetch rate becomes proportional to thecharge density.30 The unified model could
be altered to account for this effect by storing a charging term in the data structure that grows
with incoming ions. The local etch rate is then varied proportionally with the local charge

density. Another more rigorous approach would be to solve the electric fields exactly with a
Laplace equation solver to determine the actual ion flux at each surface point

6.3.4. A Surface Diffusion Model

Gerodolle and Pelletier have suggested that a purely reactive model for plasma etching

of Si by SF6 may be sufficient to model observed phenomena such as barreling, trench size
variation, and enhanced etching of comers and grooves.10 The model is effective since a
variety of observed effects may be reproduced given only simple assumptions aboutthe parti
cle fluxes. It also assumes no reflection of particles, which simplifies the required geometric
calculations. However, the surface diffusion calculation does introduce additional numerical

complexity. The Gerodolle-Pelletier hypotheses can be included in the 3D simulator, demon

strating the flexibility of the surface evolution algorithms in supporting differentphysical phy
sical. 3D simulation may then be used to further test the model. This section describes the

surface diffusion model and develops a three-dimensional extension suitable for implementa
tion in SAMPLE-3D.

The surface diffusion model for plasma etching of Si is based on the balance of the flux

v(y) of atomic flourine adsorbed from the vapor phase and the flux p(y) of flourine desorbed
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from the surface as SiF4, where y represents the flourine coverage, or percentage of the sur
face monolayer that consists of flourine. The fluxes v and p are related by a surface diffusion
equation which is given in steady state as:

ao^P-^)+v(V)-p(V)=0

(6.26)

where a0 is the density of adsorption sites in the surface monolayer, D is the diffusion con
stant, and x is a distance along the curved surface. The etch velocity along the surface normal
is proportional to the flux of desorbed flourine
v=C-pM

(6.27)

where C depends on the density of etched material.

The flux v(y) is equal to the random flux of atoms hitting the surface and their adsorp

tion probability. The probabihty is the product of the sticking coefficient and the fraction of
unoccupied adsorption sites.

V(V) =19,£^L

(6#28)

where k is the adsorption constant, p is the partial pressure of flourine, and s is the saturation
coverage.

The flux of flourine desorbed as SiF4 is derived assuming associative desoiption. For a
flourine coverage less than a threshold value y„ the spontaneous reaction rate is zero, and

etching occurs only due to the physical sputtering of incident ions. Ion bombardment gen

erates SiF2 pairs and introduces the associative desorption of SiF4. The resulting desoiption
rate proportional to the current density of the ions j and the flourine density obY- If the

flourine coverage is greater than the threshold coverage y,, a spontaneous etch rate propor

tional to the coverage of SiF2 pairs may also exist
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The final expression for the adsorption, desorption and surface diffusion balance is given
by Gerodolle and Pelletier as:

c0^(D^)+ty1^ -tUow~~max(v-y,,0)=0

(6.29)

where x is the adsorption lifetime of flourine before spontaneous desorption and r\ is the ion
reaction rate constant Multiplying each term by t/Oq and defining A =Kpx/c0, J =r\jx and

L2-Dx results in an equation with three constant fitting parameter terms (A andJ are dimensionless and L is a diffusion length):

J^2|jr) +A±=2--/V-max(V- y„0)=0

(6.30)

Equation 6.30 is solved numerically for y at each point The etch rate is then given by:
Oo

v = C—[maxOi^-Y,,0) +7\jf]

(6.31)

x

6.3.5. A 3D Extension of the Surface Diffusion Model

To extend the above analysis to 3D, the ion current and neutral flux terms must be

related to the 3D visibility and particle flux distributions, and equations 6.26 and 6.30 must be

generalized to account for 2D surface diffusion. The flux distributions may be incorporated
directly. The ion current term j in equation 6.29 is the flux of directly incident ions directed
alongthe surfacenormal arriving at a point perunit of time. At a point x:

;(x) =-r^ ITFi(W)cosasmWWQ

(6.32)

where /, is the ion currentdensity from the source, a is the angle between the surface normal

and the incoming ions, and N£ is a normalizing factor equal to the flux integrated over the

visible hemisphere seen from a flat wafer. The partial pressure of flourine atoms p in equation
6.28 may be related to the flux of neutral particles:
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POO =TT~ If ^»(<|),e)cosotsin<I>d^9

(6.33)

where P is the partial pressure on a flat wafer, N& is a normalizing factor equal to the flux
seen at a point on a flat wafer, and a is the anglebetween the surfacenormal and incident par

ticles. With equations 6.32 and 6.33, the fluxes v and p are related to the changing surface
geometry.

At each time step in the surface evolution, the incident ion flux and neutral flux at each

surface point will change. If the surface reactions control the etch rate, it is possible to assume
that the surface diffusion occurs much faster than the surface evolution. This allows the sur

face diffusion equation to be solved as a time independent process. To reduce the number of

variables in the following analysis let r2(y)=(u+A/j+/)/L2 and Aty) =[y,u- A]/L2 where u is
a unit step function equal to 1 if y>Vt andequal to 0 if \y£y,. The variables r andA contain

all the physical and geometric information in the previous analysis. The surface diffusion
equation is now:

VV-r2(V)V=A(\|f)

(6.34)

The laplacian operator V2 represents second-order differentiation in a coordinate system
defined on the material surface. The coefficients are functions defined on the on the surface

that are essentially linear in y except for the unit step function dependence on y-v,. Equation
6.34 is thus a piece-wise linear, time-independent diffusion equation.

6.3.6. An Approach to Solving the 2D Surface Diffusion Equation
The solution of thesurface diffusion equation 6.34 gives the flourine coverage y,- ateach

point on the surface. The etch velocity along the surface normal is a simple function of \|ff
exactly as given by equation 6.34, which includes nonew terms. The surface diffusion equa-
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tion may be solved numerically using information contained in the surface mesh. At each
time step r, and A,- must be calculated for each point based on the materials, surface

geometry, and process environment Once the surface constants are defined, equation 6.34

may be solvedby well-known finite-element methods.32,33,34

The spatial discretization of the surface is somewhat complicated by its 3D nature. How

ever, the surface is already defined as a mesh of triangles. Since the triangle edges have been

split and merged during the surface evolution, the mesh is distributed fairly evenly over the
surface. The surface mesh elements may be transformed to finite-element mesh elements

according to principles used in the analysis of thin shells in structural mechanics.35,36 The
problem is simpler than the general shell problem, since the surface diffusion equation does
not require deformation and arbitrary 3D loading terms. Once the elements are defined, the
matrix assignment may proceed.

The boundary condition for the problem is defined atmaterial interfaces. In most simple

etch simulations, the material interface is ata maskedge that is not etching. Thenr, A, and y
are all constant at the interface. If the change of y is constant at every interface node then
Neumann boundary conditions apply.

The time to set up the finite-element matrix is linearly proportional to the number of

meshnodes. For a full matrix, the time to calculate its inverse, necessary to solve the finite-

element problem, is 0(N3) for AT nodes,37 which is actually worse than the time required for
full reflection calculation. By properly ordering thenodes, abanded, sparse matrix will result,
with only a few non-zero elements clustered near the diagonal The matrix inversion then

requires only 0(NB2) for N nodes and B elements giving the width of the band. In practice
B<kN, yielding very efficient computation times.33
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The non-linearity due to the unit step function may be handled by solving successive
linear problems until the threshold is reached, at which point the step function reverts to 0 or
1. This amounts to replacing the r and A values for any point where y exceeds \f,, and then
continuing iterations. The finite-element solution converges when the maximum difference for
y between two successive iteration steps is less than some defined value for any node.

Except at the point where y=yt, T and A are largely independent of y over a small time
step. Thus it is possible to find an approximate solution to equation 6.34 by convolving a dif
fusion length a dependent Gaussian function with the surface points:

Vi-Uvtoe"*"7"3**

(6.35)

s

where S is the surface, s is a surface coordinate, and r is a curvilinear distance on the surface.

The initial value of y before the convolution depends on r and A, which in turn depend on the
ion and neutral flux distributions. At the start of the simulation, y is zero everywhere.

hi order to apply the Gaussian convolution, the curvilinear distance between two points

must be known. Unfortunately, it is not always easy to find the shortest distance between two

points on a curved surface. The problem is how to find the distance between two arbitrary

points given an arbitrary mesh description of the surface. Some approaches to this problem are
described in chapter7, where a similarconvolutionis used for surface migrationcalculations.
Another problem is the time to calculate the convolution integral. In practice, the problem
may be reduced by considering only the surface within a 3a distance of the point of interest
The convolution may be evaluated by applying a fast Fourier transform. This results in

0 (MlogAf) time where M is the number of points within 3ct distance of the point of interest,

yielding O(NM logAf) time for theentire surface.37 Interestingly, thetime to calculate the con
volution is only slightly better than that needed for the finite element solution of the diffusion
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equation. In fact, for a large diffusion length, the finite element solution is likely to be faster.
A finite-difference method may also be applicable, but the irregular distribution of the surface
points does not lend itself easily to an accurate finite-difference solution method

6.4. PLASMA ETCHING AND ION MILLING SIMULATIONS

6.4.1. Coupling The Models and Algorithms

The unified model of the section 6.4 and the surface diffusion model of section 6.5 have

been coupled with the facet-motion algorithm and the surface-cell hybrid data representation
to perform 3D simulation of etching processes. This section presents some discussion of the

computer implementation and the effort to improve computational efficiency. The section
concludes with several simulation results.

It is desirable to reduce the numberof calculations by avoiding redundant operations. On

initialization, the hemisphere above the wafer surface is divided into patches of A<$> and A9.

The differential area, and average values of F, and F„ may be determined foreachpatch. Then
the the solid angle for each node must be determined. The integration for each facet attached

to a triangle must be performed separately, sincecosot may vary. However, the solid angle cal
culation need only be performed once at whichtime a flag on each patchis set to 1 or 0. This

is equivalent to defining the function V in equation 6.17. A total of 37/ integrations must be
performed, where T is the number of surface triangles.

If the integrand is a separable function of differential flux orientation and surface orien

tation, then theconstant surface orientation terms maybe taken outside of the integral. This is
true for all the terms in equation 6.17 which do not have an angle of incidence for the rate
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along the incident direction, i.e. the neutral flux term and the reflected particle term, hi that
case, the etch vector at a point may be determined solely from the incoming flux distribution.
The etch rate at each facet may then be determined by projecting the etch vector onto the facet
normal. The rates along the three Cartesian coordinate directions are:

Vx =/? fl/ (<t>,e)sinesin(t>sin(tM/<M6

(6.36a)

Vj =RJjf (<}>,9)cos9sin<|>sin<jx/<|w*9

(6.36b)

a

v« =i? (J/ (4>,9)cos<J>sin<M<M©

(6.36c)

The rate along the surface normal is then given as:

v(x) =sin<J>xcos9xvx +sin<})xsin9xv> +cos&v,

(6.37)

It is useful to preserve the direction given by equation 6.36 since that is the maximum rate

direction at the point Since the maximum rate direction is derived from the integral over the
visibility sohd angle, it will often be contained within the facet-motion sohd angle, thus

describing the exact location of the new point The computation time is also reduced by cal
culating sin8sin<f>, cosGsiiKf), and cos$ in advance for each hemisphere patch.

The integration must be performed separately for each facet if the rate is dependent on
angle of incidence, as in sputtering by ion bombardment However, it is still necessary to
determine the fastest rate direction to apply the facet-motion algorithm. If the standard devia

tion of the ion flux distribution is small, the directly incident ion component may be assumed
to proceed largely in the direction fjom the source. The maximum rate direction falls on the

angle giving the maximum of $(a)cosa. If $ is given by equation 6.19, the maximum may be
found by solving for 0<a£n/2:

—[a
jco^a+a2C0s3a+a3cos5a] =0
da
Differentiating gives:

(6.38)
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(-2ai - 3a2cosa - 5a3cos3a)cosasina=0

(6.39)

The cubic polynomial factor has the following real root

cosa=t^-It-1
+V —=t +—^t]
5a3 5a3 V 125a33 25fl32

+It-1
+V —^-r +-^l1*
5a3 \ 125a33 25a32

(6.40)
v '

The two parts of the right hand side of equation 6.46 may be complex, but the imaginary parts
cancel each other out if the fitting parameters describe a valid sputter yield curve.

If the various components have equivalent contributions to the overall etch rate, the

maximum rate direction can be found by summing the maximum rate vectors due to each

component If the flux functions arenot known analytically, the maximum direction may still
be found numerically by testing several possible directions in the facet-motion solid angle,
although this step would be more time consuming.

6.4.2. Simulation Examples

The following examples are not meant to fully describe real processes, but rather to

exercise several of the possible etch components described thus far. The specific conditions
areincluded with each figure. The 3D plots arecutawayviews of full 3D simulations.
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Ion Enhanced Plasma Etching: Fig. 6.9 shows the barreling phenomenon which results

in ion enhanced plasma etching. In this example, energetic ions hit the bottom of the trench
resulting in a higher etch rate there. Reactive neutrals can still attack the sidewalls, however,

resulting in a negative profile slope just under the mask. The simulation used 45x10 hemi
sphere patches and 100x100x100 cells and required 923 seconds of CPU time (IBM
RS600/530) to reach the final profile.

gig. 6S: 3D Drv fetch Simulation Model Parameters
Rates

*£,=0.0

/?<c=0.0

**-i-Q

Fluxes

neutral m =1.0

ion 0=0.0

ion

Variations

Rn<up

Sputter Yield

5rt=0.0

A, =6.0

&.=0.0

Fu =0.0

cuirent=0.5mA/cm2
charging=0.0

density=1.0

Q\

A*

I
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RIE Lag: The well known phenomenon of RIE lag is shown in Fig. 6.10. For two dif
ferent size contact holes, a different etch rate results. The larger hole allows a greater number

of particles to contribute to the etch rate, thus resulting in a deeper trench. The simulation
used 45x10 hemisphere patches and 100x100x100 cells and required 1501 seconds ofCPU
time (IBM RS6000/530) to reach the final profile.

Rates

Fie. 6.10:3D Dry Etch Simulation Model Parameters
D„=5.0
^=1.0
**=0.0
/?&=0.0

Fluxes

neutral m =4.0

ion 0=0.0
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Sputter Yield

5n=0.0

density=1.0

fl,

Ru=0.05
F*=1.0

a?

«1
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Reflection: Fig. 6.11 shows the anisotropy which results when the simple reflection
model is added to the simulation. The etch rate at the bottom ofthe trenchis enhanced.

Rates

Fie. 6.11:3D Dry Etch Simulation Model Parameters
/?i,=0.0
/?<c=0.0
Dn=3.0
**.=i.o

Fluxes

neutral m =1.0

ion 0=0.0

ion current=0.5mA/crn2

Sputter Yield

5o=1.0

density=1.0

fli

*?.

Ru=Q5
/W.0
*3
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Dovetail in Reflection: the result of Fig. 6.12. When the ion enhancement term is
removed, the inside comers of thetrench etch faster due to reflection. This results in a convex
taper to the bottomof the trench.

Fig. 6.12:3D Dry Etch Simulation Model Parameters
/?<c=0.0

/U=1.0

Rates
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Oi

Z>„=0.0

Ru=05
F*=1.0

fl7

«l
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Ion Milling: In Fig. 6.13 only energetic ions etch the surface. In the absence of no

reflection orredeposition, very straight sidewalls, and sharp inside comers occur. The effea of
the boundary conditions in the algorithm is also visible at the inside comer. Different models,
may require changing that boundary condition.
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Fig. 6.13:3D Dry Etch Simulation Model Parameters
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6.5. CRYSTAL ETCHING

Monocrystalline materials show different etch rates along different directions.38 The
etch rate dependence on surface orientation is mathematically equivalent to incident angle

dependence in ion milling, but with a different rate versus orientation function. Foote and
Sequin have developed a model for the computation of geometric offset surfaces in crystal

etching.39,40 The model begins by detemiining etch rates for several key crystallographic
planes based on the geometry of the crystal lattice, atomic spacings, and the angles between

bonds. The geometric model is then related to known experimental etch rate data. Finally an

interpolation rule is applied to calculate the etch rates for all possible directions, by assuming
that the etch slowness surface between extrema directions is nearly planar.

Once the rates for all directions are known, it is possible to determine the behavior of

facet formation and collapse at comers and edges. Foote applied Frank's theorems of crystal

dissolution14 to determine the formation or disappearance of faces. The facet-motion algo
rithm is an approximation of the rigorous analysis by Foote, and achieves similar results as

long as as the time step is sufficiently small and new points are added to the surface mesh as
the surface expands.

Fig 6.14 shows wet etching of a masked (001) Si plane. The 3D etch slowness diagram
was structed by denning the etch rates along the {001}, {Oil}, {111}, {112}, {122}, and

{012} directions, yielding 19vectors, and a surface of 24triangles in quadrant I. Locating the
intersection of the surface with a given direction, and finding the inverse of the length from
the origin to the intersection, gives the etch rate for the given direction. In this example the

etch rate along the {001} planes was 100 times greater than along the {111} planes, resulting
in v-shaped grooves oriented 54.7° from the z-axis.
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Fig. 6.14: Wet etching of Si with 100 face exposed. Side view is along plane y=x.
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6.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

There is still much discussion among researchers as to the physical mechanisms respon

sible for etch processes used in integrated circuit fabrication. Work must be done to separate
the dominant effects from those of lesser importance. Simulation has an important role to

play since it allows the testing of hypothesis under controlled conditions. A comparison of
simulation results with experimental evidence may then yield new insight into the fundamen
tal physics. Simulation also has a practical role when a process is well characterized. Even if

all the physical effects are not known in detail, a set of well-chosen fitting parameters is often
enough to describe a process completely. A sufficiently accurate model yields useful simula
tion results at much lower cost than a series of experiments.

Given the greatnumber of etch processes andthe rate at which new models and physical
mechanisms are introduced, process simulation must be amenable to continual improvement,
refinement, and growth. The primary goal of this chapter has been to demonstrate how a well-

chosen set of surface advancement algorithms and geometric operations may be applied to a

large class of models for isotropic etching, plasma etching, ion milling, and crystal etching.

Another goal of this chapter wasto develop process models whichwerenot restricted to a par
ticular set of algorithms. All of the models presented here depend solely on the surface shape,
the surface materials, and the types and distributions of etehants arriving at the surface. The
simulation examples result from a set of algorithms and data structures which allow the

efficient evaluation of mathematical expressions, but which did not depend on the algorithms
to perform the evaluations. In this sense, the models and algorithms are decoupled. This

allows improvements to be madeto individual models or algorithms without having to rebuild
the entire simulator.
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If there are limitations to the generalized approach presented here, they exist in three
areas. First, the models have not explicitly considered fundamental atomic or molecular reac

tions. Instead, more basic phenomena are contained within the etch rate constants, sputter
yield curves, and surface reflection and diffusion models. It is conceivable that models for

more basic physical phenomena could replace the rate constants, so it is possible to build on

the philosophy of this chapter to include atomic level reactions as they become known.
Second, the algorithms for surface advancement and visibility do introduce some numerical
error. Decreasing the time step and increasing the density of information results in more accu
rate simulations, but also in longer simulation times, and more demanding memory require
ments. Practical considerations limit the accuracy which may be achieved. Fortunately,
currently available engineering workstations are sufficiently powerful to produce useful

results as demonstrated by several simulation examples. Furthermore, there is always room for

continued refinement and improvement of the algorithms to further enhance the simulation
capability. Third, the general organization of the algorithms may be slower than implementa

tions focused on simulating a small class of specific process models. For example, it may be

possibleto carryout certain integrals analytically. Fortunately, it is possibleto turn on and off
certainelements of the various algorithms depending on the model constants. For example, it

is not necessary to calculate the full integration over the ion flux distribution if the ion spread
is very narrow. Chapter 8 provides additional discussion of how the algorithms may be organ
ized so that generality does not unduly sacrifice efficiency.

Many of the topics raised in etching simulation also apply to the deposition of thin films
on topographies, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEPOSITION MODELING AND SIMULATION

7.1. GEOMETRIC DEPOSITION MODELING

Deposition simulation encounters manyof the geometric effects already seenin etching
simulation. The global flux distributions and arrival rates of materials depend on process con
ditions, which are independent of the local surface topography. At a point on the surface,
however, shadows and sohd angle visibility restrict the arrival of deposited material. Surface

orientation may also affect how fast and in what direction deposited layers grow. Particles

may migrate along the surface before stopping, ormaybounce off to adhere to some other part
of the surface. All of these processes involve the interaction of material properties with the
surface geometry.

This chapter presents deposition modeling with the algorithms and data structures

described in previous chapters. Basic models assume that all material striking the surface

sticks. Different material flux distributions and the shadowing effects result in evaporation,
and sputter deposition processes. Extensions to the basic models include the effects of surface

migration, changes in film column orientation with surface orientation, variations in film den

sitydue to the topography, and considerations of processes with surface migration ora stick
ing coefficient less than one.

Throughout this chapter, a consideration of results from published Monte Carlo simula
tions of ballistic deposition provides insight into surface advancement models for thin film

growth overtopographies.1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9.10
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7.2. BASIC PHYSICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION

A method for constructing two-dimensional profiles of evaporated films over steps,

developed by Blech in 1970,11 has been used successfully in several simulators.12,13 The
method is directly applicable to three-dimensional simulation. The construction method
begins with some assumptions, which are applicable to many cases. The following are similar
to Blech's original assumptions but allow an arbitrary flux distribution. 1) Hie mean free path
of incident particles is larger than the source to substrate distance. 2) The source to substrate
distance is larger than the step height. 3) The sticking coefficient is 1.0 throughout the eva

poration. 4) The film grows towards the the direction of the vapor stream, and no roughening
effects due to large incident angles are considered. 5) The rate of material arriving is a func
tion of incident direction and is proportional to the inverse-square of the distance to the eva

poration source.

In three-dimensions, the direction and rate of growth for a point on the surface depend

on flux contributions arriving from several directions.14 The following integrals express the
three components of the growth vector (the angles and coordinate directions are the same as
those shown in Fig. 6.1):

vx=-^fJF<f(<|>,e)sinesin<|)sin(i)rf<|)rfe

(7.1a)

vy =rj^j\Fd($,Q)cosesmtysmtyi$dQ

(7.1b)

Vx =•jj-jJFd(W)cos$sin$d$dQ

(7.1c)

where Rd is the deposition rateon a flat surfaceperpendicular to the z -axis with no shadowing,
Fd is the flux distribution of arriving particles, Nd is a normalizing factor of the flux distribu

tion over the hemisphere, and Q is the visible part of the vapor stream. Each differential flux

element contributes to growth along the direction toward that element The overall growth
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depends on the relative contribution of each flux element to the whole.

Simple unidirectional evaporation corresponds to replacing Fd($,Q) with a delta function
along a given direction. The end result is that the film grows only in one direction. If a point is
shadowed, the deposition rate there is zero. Fig. 7.1 shows unidirectional evaporation in a
contact hole for various source orientations. For 1810 initial triangles, CPU times were
approximately 240 seconds in these examples.

Many evaporation processes show flux distributions distributed over a wide area.

Blech's original work assumedthe incident particles to arrive equally from all directions. Sub

sequent work for sputter deposition systems showed a cosine dependence on $,13variations of

which have been used by other researchers.6 A general cosine-based flux distribution function
may be expressed as:
Fd($) = cos"(A<|>) for <J><jc/2A, otherwise0

(7.2)

The parameter A leads to a limiting angle, beyond which no flux arrives. The parameter n

allows over-cosine and under-cosine distributions. Figure 7.2 shows sputter deposition in a
contact hole forvarious n and A values. For 1810 initial triangles and 45x10 hemisphere ele
ments, run times were approximately 630 seconds. There is almost no difference when 45x90

hemispherepatchesare used, requiring nearly2 hours!

Recent work has demonstrated flux distributions in sputter deposition systems whichdo
not follow cosine distributions. For example, Park et. al. presented a flux distribution for
magnetron sputtering of aluminum which showed a strong preferential direction along <|>=40o.

15 It is thus highly probable that many situations exist where equation 12 does not apply.
However, equation 7.1 is valid any time the conditions hsted at the beginning of this section
apply, for any arbitrary flux distribution.
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Fig. 7.1: Evaporation simulation on a cold substrate, (a) cutaway 3D view $=30e
(b) Cross-section 4>=30°, (c) Cross-section <J>=75°
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Fig. 7.2: Sputter deposition simulation, flux=cosn(A<|>).(a) cutaway 3D view, A=1.2,n =1.
(b) Cross-section A=1.2, n=l, (c) Cross-section A=1.2, n=2,
(d) Cross-section A=1.2, n=0.5, (e) Cross-section A=0,n =1.
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7.3. EXTENSIONS TO THE BASIC MODELS

Unfortunately, there are many cases in which simple assumptions are not sufficient to
model thin film deposition. For example, it has been suggested that many films do not grow
towards the vapor stream, but instead follow a tangent dependence on the angle between the

vapor stream and the surface normal.16 Furthermore, the simple theory does not account for
density variation with incident angle nor surface migration effects on heated substrates. For
tunately, it is possible to extend and improve the basic models to include additional observed
phenomena.

7.3.1. Column Orientation

Microfractography of evaporated thin films has demonstrated columnar microstructures

by Nieuwenhuizen and Haanstra.16 The columns are notoriented in thedirection of the vapor
stream for off-normal incidence but instead follow a half tangent rule. According to work by
Nakhodkin and Shaldervan, this trend holds true for low temperature substrates where the sur

face mobility of atoms is limited.17 For the geometry shown in Fig. 7.3, a vapor stream with
angle ofincidence a results in column growth along direction p, where a and p arerelatedby:
tanp= xto"01

(7.3)

Dirks and Leamy observed similar results and demonstrated, that although many physical
mechanisms appearto contribute to column formation, a simple geometric argument based on

local shadowing of the vapor streamis sufficientto explain the observed "tangent rule" colum

nar growth.18 Two-dimensional simulations based on the packing ofhard discs supported their
hypothesis.
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Incident Vapor Stream

Fig. 73: Film columns grow along adifferent direction than theincident vapor stream
for evaporation on cold substrates.
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Recently, the simple tangent rule has been challenged.19 Work by Tait, Smy and Brett
using the ballistic deposition simulator SIMBAD and experimental evidence for MgF2 thin
films showed that p may be less than the value predicted by equation 7.3 for some cases.7
Dirks and Leamy reported that the tangent rule appears to overestimate p when a >60°. This is
in agreement with the SIMBAD simulations which show columns within a few degrees of the

tangent rule for ct=41°, but deviate significantly from the tangent rule for ot=78°. An extension

to the simple tangent rule allows an empirical fit to experimental data. Fig. 7.4 shows plots of
Pversus a using the following modified tangent rule:

tanfi

tanBlana

(7.4)

A

where A and B and C are fitting parameters. The original factor (1/2) is now given by A,
which describes the curvature of the model forlow values of a. The parameter B is the max

imum value of angle p. The parameter C determines how slowly the plot deviates from the
original model. The original model is retrieved if A=l/2, B=k/2 and C=l.

Including the column orientation variation in the 3D simulation requires a determination

of the actual direction corresponding to p for a given surface orientation. Rotating the coordi
nate system so the z-axislines up with the surface normal gives a and p as directions with dif

ferent <|>, but constant 6values. Equation 7.3 or 7.4 isused to find (<J>p,9p) inthe new coordinate
system. A reverse transformation back to the original coordinate system gives the p direction
in the original system.

Blech has suggested that the column orientation phenomenon is notseen when thevapor

flux is distributed over awide area.20 This is plausible since particles arriving randomly from
several directions will not encounter well defined local shadows. There is thus no reason to

expect that the geometric effects leading to the tangent rale play a role in anything but low
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Fig. 7.5: Examples of depositionsimulation with column variation <$>=25°. (a)novariation,
(b) A=0.5, B=90°, C=1.0, (c) A=0.5, B=45°, C=2.0. Cross-section views of
line edge profile - columns themselves are not returnedby the simulation.
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temperature, point source evaporation. Given the limits of validity of the model, three cross-

sections of simulations, using equation 7.4 are depicted in Fig. 7.5.

7.3.2. Variable Film Density

The same microshadowing effects which lead to variations in columnar orientation also

lead to variations in film density. It is thus not surprising that density also follows a depen

dence on the tangent of the angle of incidence.6,7*9f Density variation is also apparent in
sputter deposition and uniform evaporation, even when column formation does not follow a

tangent rule. In those cases, it is not clear that density variation still follows a tangent rule. A
more likely explanation is depicted in Rg. 7.6 In regions such as concave comers, the inside

of the comer has a more restricted view of the incoming flux than surface points slightly
removed from the comer. The inside comer is continually shadowed by the faster growing

neighboring regions. This results in the continuous formation of regions with low density.
This simple geometric argument demonstrates how cracks may form at inside comers. Two

problems remain for simulation: 1) how is the film thickness affected by density variation, and
2)how does thevisibility angle at apoint affect the local density?
A first-order model for these effects proceeds as follows. First, the growth rate is taken

to be inversely proportional to the film density, although never greater than some maximum

rate. The local density is taken to be proportional to the local concavity. Convex corners

achieve the maximum possible density. In the case of evaporation, the local density on flat

surfaces is proportional to the tangent of angle between the surface normal and the vapor
stream. These simple models are implemented using the concavity tests in the facet-motion
algorithm. As the surface advances, cells are updated as material. Each time a new cell is

updated, it is assigned adensity depending on the orientation and concavity of the surface in
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Fig. 7.7: Examples of deposition simulation with density variation, (a) Evaporation,
(b) sputter deposition.
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the vicinity of that cell. Rg. 7.7 shows some grey scale plots of contact hole cross-sections
for both evaporation and sputter deposition. A low density appears at the bottom of the
feature in Rg. 7.7b, due to the microvoids when columns grow towards each other.

7.3.3. Surface Migration

Up to now it has been assumed that particles have a very low mobility when they hit the
surface. Unfortunately, this leads to cracks, poor step coverage, and other phenomena which
do not lead to reliable integrated circuits. However, raising the substrate temperature often
dramatically increases the mobility of surface particles. For example, heating an Al-Ge alloy

to 424°C has allowed 0.25uxn 4:1 aspect ration contact holes to be filled completely.21 This
effect, in the absence of viscous flow or recrystallization, can be modeled by considering sim
ple surface migration.t

Particles hitting the surface of a heated substrate may wander a distance of many atomic
widths before finally settling down. The process is random, with some particles sticking
immediately and others wandering over a considerable distance. A simple Gaussian distribu

tion may be assumed with a characteristic migration length. From the point of view of a point
on the wafer, the important parameter is the growth rate. This is directly related to the number

of particles arriving at that point Unlike the previous models assuming no surface migration,
it is now possible for some of the particles to arrive from other parts of the surface. If the sur
face migration length is not too large (e.g. a fraction of a micron), the growth direction may
be assumed to be the same as for the case with no surface migration. However, if the surface
t Similareffects areseen in some oxide deposition systems, although it is not clearmat this is due to mi
gration of oxide, or some othercatalystspecies. Only surface migration in metal thin films will be considered
here.
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migration length is large, the film will tend towards isotropic growth.

Basic surface migration may be simulated by means of a simple two-step model First,
the flux arrival for every surface point is made using equation 7.2. Then the redistribution is
calculated by applying an equation of the form:

^^^iexpt-^-lv.M,

(7.5)

The above equation is a simple discretization of Gaussian convolution where st is the distance

on the surface from node i to the node of interest, a expresses the surface migration charac

teristic length, n is the number of surfacepoints, and AA,- is an area element giving a region of

influence for v,. N is a normalization factor, which should be calculated separately for each
point, to compensate for numerical inaccuracy. The vectors represent length only. Growth is
assumed to continue along the original direction, but at a different rate.

In practice, it is not neccessary to average over all the surfacemesh nodes, but only over

those that are within 3a of the node of interest. For a characteristic migration length greater
than the minimum segment length, determining the range of points within 3a is complicated
by the difficulty of calculating the distance along the curved surface between any two points.

For the purposes here, the problem is howto find allthe points within a 3a distance of a point
of interest, and the distances to each point An approach to this problem is to construct a circu

lar front emanating outwards along the surface from the point of interest, as shownin Rg. 7.8.
As it passes by a mesh node, the radius of the circle is stored in the node. When the radius

reaches 3a, all the nodes of interest will have been found and the evaluation of equation 7.5
may proceed. The etch front may be represented as a series of intersections of the front with

mesh triangle edges and the front orientations atthose intersections. The propagation must be

performed iteratively, incrementing a distance no greater than that to the next nodeatany one
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Fig.7.8: A method forlocating nodeswithin3o distance from anode of interest.
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step. The number of required iterations equals the number of nodes within a 3a radius of the

point of interest Care must be taken to calculate the correct advancement distance along the
mesh edges, so the polygon correctly approximates a circular etch front Some error is intro
duced by this method, but for well-behaved surfaceswithin a 3a distance, this erroris likely to
be within acceptable limits.

Another approach for calculating the surface distance between two points, may be used
if the surface is not too rugged. An algorithm for this calulation relies on traversing the path
between an initial node P and a final node Q, and measuring the distance. From the initial
point P, shown in Fig. 7.9, locate the two neighbor nodes, A and B, which have a minimum
absolute distance to the final point Then locate the point R along the segment AB, which

minimizes both PR and RQ. From this new point R, find a point S on one of the other seg
ments of the triangle containing R but not containing Q, such that RS and SQ are minimized.
Continue until node Q is reached. The sum of the distances of line segments spanning the tri
angles from P to Q gives an accurate measure of the surface distance. This procedure must be

performed for every mesh node within a 3a distance of the point of interest Unfortunately,
cases may arise where the shortest path is not the one taken by the algorithm, however these
cases do not occure frequently in practice. For comphcated surfaces however, a better surface

distance algorithm is needed. Perhaps a Monte Carlo random walk approach would be best

Results for sputter deposition with surface migration are shown in Fig. 7.10, for several
different values of a. The step coverage improves with an increasing a. Crude approximations

of the areaelements and surface distances were used to generate the examples. The CPU time
for 1810 initial triangles,45x10 hemisphere elements and a = 0.2pm was 1948 seconds.
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Fig. 7.9: A method for calculatingthe surfacedistance between two nodes.
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A model for surface migration in physical vapor deposition has been proposed by Cale

et. al.,22 which uses a diffusion equation very similar in form to that used by Gerodolle and
Pelletier for plasma etching simulation, althoughwith different physical constants.

J>0+ti-*C=O

(7.6)

The variable £ is the surface concentration of mobile adatoms, n. is the incoming flux, k is a
rate constant, D is the diffusion constant, and s is a length along the surface. The diffusion

equation gives the surface concentration of mobile atoms as a function of position at any time
in the simulation process. Although the model provides a physical framework for physical

vapor deposition, k,D, and the relationship of £ to deposition rate are not known. The model
also does not account for column orientation or density variation effects when the diffusivity

is low, and does not indicate the degree to which a deposition process is isotropic or direc
tional. Nevertheless, the model may be extended into three dimensions following a develop
ment similar to that used in chapter 6 for plasma etching. It might also be possible to consider
local temperature variations due to shadow effects with extensions of the above model.

7.3.4. Reflection, and CVD Models

If particles reflect off of the surface before becoming part of the film, then equation 7.2
must be extended to include this effect Chemical vapor deposition processes appear to

include this phenomenon, and McVittie et. al. have demonstrated 2D LPCVD simulations by

including reflection and a variable sticking coefficient in their models.23 For a sticking
coefficient less than one, particles may hit and reflect several times before settling down. This

may be calculated by first determining the directly incident flux arriving at each surface point

for a time step. Then all the surface points visible from each point must be determined. Each
surface point is now a source which emits a certain amount of material depending on the
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Fig. 7.11: Isotropic deposition to simulate a CVD process.
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sticking coefficient and the amount of material received. For a small sticking coefficient, this
step must be repeated several times until the etch rate difference between iterations at any

point is less than some threshold value, this is a very computationally intensive problem in
3D.

In the limit of an infinitesimally small sticking coefficient, the deposition process

becomes almost perfectly isotropic, hi this case it is not necessary to calculate the full 3D
reflection. Instead, simple isotropic deposition gives results as shown in Fig. 7.11.

7.4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Topography simulation of thin film deposition is possible with a relatively small set of
surface advancement algorithms and visibility functions. The main difficulty is in the model

ing of phenomena which are directly related to the microstructure of thin films, since tiie sur

face representation does not contain that information. The cells may be used to record infor
mation such as density variation, but only in the presence of a suitable model relating the sur

face topography, flux distributions, and materialsto changes in microscopic properties.

Monte Carlo ballistic deposition can answer many of the questions which surface

advancement algorithms do not address directiy. M. Brett and colleagues at the University of

Alberta,have demonstrated good agreement with simulation andexperiment formany deposi
tion processes using SIMBAD. One might ask, why bother with surface advancement simula
tion at all? The surface advancement algorithms used here have some useful advantages.

First, they are much faster than full 3D ballistic simulation models. Second,they directly pro
vide information about the overall surface shape, which is of interest to IC technologists.

Third, they allow phenomenological and empirical models to be incorporated into 3D
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simulation, even if those models do not contain microscopic information.

Perhaps the interaction of ballistic models and surface advancement simulations should

be seen in analogy to the interaction of device and circuit simulation. Device simulators allow

the solution of fundamental relationships in semiconductor physics, although at the expense of
significant computation time. The result is a collection of current versus voltage data for the
device. This data is then converted to compact analytic models for use in circuit simulation.

The device model may be used thousands of times in a circuit simulator, thus it is important
not to have to run the device simulator each time information about the device is needed. In a

similar way, a ballistic deposition simulator may provide insight into specific modes of film

growth. Fromthis insight, more compactandgeneralized models may be developed for use in

surface advancement simulation. Indeed, the many published simulation examples from the

University of Alberta using SIMBAD, havebeena particular source of inspiration forthe sim
ple deposition models implemented in this work.

Another problem raised in this chapter is the issue of surface migration on a curved sur

face, which is mathematically and geometrically related to the surface diffusion problem in
plasma etching simulation. Given the difficulty of implementing an accurate surface diffusion

algorithm using Gaussian convolution, it may be worthwhile to perform a full finite element
calculation of the diffusion equation. Although SAMPLE-3D does not at this time include a

finite element solver, it may prove a worthwhile addition since it can be applied to both etch
ing and deposition simulation.
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CHAPTER 8

SYSTEM ORGANIZATION, USER-INTERFACE, & INTEGRATION

8.1. TOPOGRAPHY SIMULATION SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION

Practical 3D topography simulation must bring together algorithms, data structures, phy
sicalmodels, and a user interface in a coherent andconsistentmanner. Describing the software

as a hierarchical organization of operations leads to a clear understanding of the program
structure. The highest level view considers topography simulation in a general form consisting
of a wafer state, modelsto change the wafer state, and algorithms to implement the models.

At the lowest level, the program consists of several operations, classified by functionality.
SAMPLE-3D is organized in ahierarchical and modular way. This organization lends itselfto

modification and continued development, so that SAMPLE-3D provides a software platform
for exploring new algorithms and physical models. A user interface exists as a separate, addi
tional module.

This chapter first gives the organization of SAMPLE-3D by describing the overaU pro
gram flow, showing howK.K.H. Ton's ray-trace lithography simulation is included, by listing
the operations classified by functionatity, and by describing data structure and global variable

requirements to support the operations. The procedures for implementing new physical
models and algorithms, and for estimating CPU and memory requirements forvarious models

foUow. The chapter continues with user interface issues, considered from the perspective of

both programmers and users. Suggestions for future integration with other technology CAD
software, discussions of the relationship of SAMPLE-3D to the CAD Frameworks Initiative

TCAD Semiconductor Wafer Representation effort, and proposals for the continued
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development of SAMPLE-3D as a functional library are also presented.

8.2. SAMPLE-3D ORGANIZATION

SAMPLE-3D can be viewed at three levels of abstraction. From most general to most

specific: 1) SAMPLE-3D maintains a wafer state representation and alters it according to pro
cess models. 2) SAMPLE-3D consists of a weU-defined program flow for executing operations

on a wafer state representation. 3) SAMPLE-3D is a collection of surface evolution, visibiUty,
and geometric operations for coupling process models to the advancement of a topography
representation. These views, taken together with details on the data structure, provide a com

plete description of the software. The program organization provides the context for imple
menting physical models and estimating CPU and memory requirements for specific cases.

8.2.1. A High Level View

Fig. 8.1 represents a general view of etching and deposition simulation and compares it

with lithography simulation, as organized by K.K.H. Toh and others.1 The paraUels are evi
dent. Lithography simulation begins with an aerial image which exposes a photoresist. Rate
models convert the exposed photoresist to an array of etch rates distributed in space, which are

available as input to a development (wet-etching) simulator. Instead of an image, general
dry-eteh and deposition simulation uses distributions of particle fluxes. Instead of an exposure
model, information about materials and surface topography relates the fluxes to the etch rates.
The etching and deposition surface advancement module is analogous to the development
simulator in lithography.
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The flux distributions and material information are external to the SAMPLE-3D etching
and deposition simulator. These are given by experimental data, physical hypotheses, or the

results of other simulation models. As was demonstrated in chapters 6 and 7, it is often possi

ble to represent the information as a collection of etch rates, and model parameters. Constants
may be fit to defined functions, or the functions may be expressedas tables of values. Fig. 8.1

also depicts the scope of this work, the scope of the combined hthography, etching and depo

sition simulation including Dr. Ton's work, and the scope of the entire system brought
together by the graphical user interface described in section 8.3.

Another generalized view is shown in Fig. 8.2. Here, SAMPLE-3D is presented as a
collection of functions operating on data structures. Model developers stringthe the functions

together in various waysto implement process simulation capability. In the current implemen

tation of SAMPLE-3D, the flow of information is decided before compilation and general
users can only affect the models by entering parameters

8.2.2. Overall SAMPLE-3D Program Flow

The basic program flow is shown in Fig. 8.3a After initialization, the program parses

input commands. Depending on the commands, different operations are performed. Many of
the operations initialize model parameters or the topography representation. Once the models
are entered, the program may execute a "run" command. Three different run operations are

possible: 1) a ray-trace algorithm forUtiiography development (developed by K.K.H. Toh), 2)
a facet-motion algorithm for general etching and deposition simulation, or 3) a ceU-removal

algorithm for Uthography development (from chapter 3). The particular run operation is
chosen by the user, although the ray-trace and ceU removal algorithms are only vaUd for
Uthography development simulation. Fig. 8.3b presents the three branches in greater detail.
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Eachconsistsof a loop whereinrates are derived from a process model and applied to a topog
raphy deformation algorithm. Each also includes modules for refining and updating the topog
raphy representation. Many of the modules in the ray-trace and facet branch are the same,

indicating how common functions are re-used to support various algorithms.

The physical models are connected with the algorithms in the step in which the rate for

each surface element node is set In- the ray-trace and cell-removal algorithms, setting the
rates is simply a matter of locating the etch rate at each surface element The facet-motion

algorithm allows a more general description of the node movement At each time step, each
node requires a rate, each facet requires a direction, and the rate along the facet direction must

be related to the rate at tiie node. In some simple cases, it is possible to ignore the facets and
only supply the rate and direction at each node.

Once the rate information is fully specified, the facets are advanced and the surface is

reconstructed. In the generalcase, the full surfacemotion algorithm must be applied to recon
struct the surface. For the isotropic or simple directional case, a subset of the full facet-

motion algorithm is all that is needed. In the simple case, where the node velocity is given
directiy, the new surface is already properlyconstructed.

8.2.3. Operations In SAMPLE-3D

Operations are organized according to functionality and complexity. SAMPLE-3D
includes 6 major classes of operations.

High Level Geometric Operations: These include shadow calculation, visibility determination,
integrals overvisible solid angles, Gaussian convolution, and simple reflection.
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Mesh and Cell Operations: These are operations for advancing and mamtaining the surface
mesh, including, ray-trace surface advancement, facet-motion surface advancement (for sim

ple, isotropic, directional, and general advancement), segment splitting and merging, clip at
boundary, basic deloop, andupdatecells with advancing surface, (ray-trace, and basis for seg
ment splitting, merging, and clipping developed by K.K.H. Toh).

Low Level Geometric Operations: The high level operations are built out of more basic opera

tions such as, triangle-triangle intersection, line-triangle intersection, point in triangle (on a

plan), point in volume test, cell containing point, layer containing point, distance along sur
face, and direction contained in solid angle.

Vector Operations: These include dot product, cross product length of a vector, vector sum,
vector difference, scalar multiplication, advance along a direction (multiply and add), normal

ize vector, test if two vectors are equal, equate vectors, midpoint of two points, and angle
between two vectors.

Plotting: Routines to generate plots read the data representation and provide information to

plotting programs. SAMPLE-3D has 3D plots, 2D slices, 3D and 2D plots of the cell array,
and plots of shadowor solid angle flux as grey scalevalueson the surface.

Initialization andManagement. These include data structure initialization, mask initialization,

model initialization, error-checking, data structure and memory management input command
parsing, simulation flow management, and other miscellaneous commands.

Physical models apply low and high level operations to external and topography infor
mation in order to describe the surface evolution over a small time step. SAMPLE-3D has

models for isotropic etching, plasma etching and ion milling, and deposition including many
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second-order effects.

The operations themselves have specific implementations built around the data struc
tures in SAMPLE-3D. Low level routines tend to be completely modularized, in that they

only act on explicitly provided arguments. The high level operations generally require access
to many global variables, not the least of which is the surface mesh itself. In the course of

developing SAMPLE-3D, many functions have been written which are specific to a particular
model or particular task. Some functions may also fit more than one of the seven classes
above. Conversely there are also multiple functions which perform similar operations in some

cases. This redundancy has resulted primarily from the evolution of SAMPLE-3D as a merger
of K.K.H. Ton's development simulator and the initial version of the facet-motion algorithm.

8.2.4. Data Structure Organization

Four major data structures are required to support the operations and algorithms in

SAMPLE-3D: 1) A surface mesh consists of nodes, edges, and triangular faces. Each element

contains connectivity information about neighborelements (as described in chapter 4). Each

node and triangle also stores rate and direction information. Multiple surfacelayers are also
supported. 2) A rate array and material layer arrays store information about layer thicknesses,

layer etch rates, and inhomogeneous material properties (including inhomogeneous etch
rates). 3) An additional cell array provides an additional topography representation. Its use is

described in chapter 5.. 4) The visibility hemisphere above the wafer is given as an array of
N+xMq patches. Each patch contains its location, its area, fluxes at that point and additional
flags to assistin efficient visibility and flux integral calculations.
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There are also several global variables and flags which areused throughout the program.
They are classified as follows: 1) The simulation region is specified by minimum and max
imum x, y, and z coordinates, cell sizes, and maximum array dimensions. 2) Model informa

tion includes the etch or deposition model type, etch and deposition source orientations, and
the surface advancement mode. 3) Simulation control options consist largely of several logi

cal flags controlling whether deloop routines arecalled, what type ofmesh control routines are
used, etc. 4) User and debug information consists largely of counters and other variables to
keep track of the current time step, the size of the surface mesh, the names of external files,
etc.

The material layers, cell array, and hemisphere array dimensions are set when

SAMPLE-3D is compiled. The rate array is dynamically allocated according to the informa
tion contained in an external rate file. The surface mesh is also dynamically allocated,
although the element sizes are set when SAMPLE-3D is compiled. The global variables and
flags are set to default values when SAMPLE-3D is executed. User commands (described in

the next sectionon user interfaces) update the various variables for specific simulation cases.

8.2.5. Implementing Specific Models

To connect a physical process model to the facet-motion algorithm requires: 1) the

determination of the rate at each node, 2) the determination of the direction at each facet, 3)
the specification of the relationship betweenthe node rate and the facet direction, and 4) the
specification of the level of generality which the facet-motion algorithm must handle. The

possible levels of generality are: simple (S), isotropic (I), cosine-directional (D), or general

(G). The general case can also handle the result when different vector components are
summed together. Nodes at the simulation boundary, or atthe edge of a mask are handled as
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special cases.

The rate and direction at each node are determined by the location in the simulation
region (i. e. the material), the visibility and distribution of incident flux, and surface
phenomenon (e. g. surface migration or surface diffusion).

To handle the different requirements of different models it is convenient to use a large
case statement in the function which sets the node rates. Each deposition or etch model is a

separate case. The most general model requires a series of C functions proceeding according
to the following outline:
case MODEL:

initial!ze__or_reset_flags ();
set_motion_type (MODEL);
set_shadows();
set_visibility();

for (pt=node_listhead[surface] ;pt!=NULL;pt=pt->next) {
get_material_information(pt); /*rate from location*/

integrate_f luxes_over__visibility (pt);
}

for (pt=node_listhead[surface] ;pt!=NULL;pt=pt->next) {
do_surface_diffusion_or_migration(pt);
do_reflection(pt);
}

for(tr=tria_listhead[surface];tr!=NULL;tr=tr->next){
set_facet_direction(tr);
}

find_maximum_rate(&max_rate);
break;

The various functions set variablescontained within the surface data structure, or certain glo

bal variables such as the surface advancement type. For specific models, eliminating some of
the above lines, or altering their order may result in improved computation times. Also,
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within some of the above functions, time saving tests may be made. Forexample, if the etch
rate at a particular layer is zero, no integrations are necessary for that point. The following
table indicates which operations must be included for several different process models. Hie
advancement modes are as before: simple (S), isotropic (I), directional including isotropic
component (D), and general (G). A different number of fluxes is possible, depending on the

number of particle types of interest (ions, neutrals or both).

Table 8.1: Required Operations for Various Models
Model
Advance
Fluxes
Shadow
Solid Angle
Gaussian
Mode
Visibility
Convolution
isotropic etch
I
directional etch

D

ion milling

G

1

X

(X)

plasma etch

S

1

X

X

RSE/RJE

G

2

X

X

X

isotropic depo

I

evaporation
sputter depo.

S
S

1

X

X

surface migration

S

1

X

X

X

X

Turning off certain operations can lead to considerable improvement in CPU time. Forexam
ple, full visibility calculations are generally hundreds of times longerthan shadow tests.Thus,

if anion beam closely resembles a delta-function distribution, a simple shadow test is allthat

is needed. In the current implementation, operations are turned off based on the type of
model, or in some cases, based on user commands.

It is possible that certainmodels might introduce new modes of surface advancement In
that case, it is necessary to alter the C function which reconstructs the surface mesh from the

advanced facets, or bypass it completely in favor of a new function. Suggestions for future
SAMPLE-3D functional organization is given in section 8.5.
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8.2.6. Estimating CPU Requirements

A theoretical estimate for the order of the CPU time required for a given problem is
easily derived from the analysis of previous chapters. In this section, N is the number of sur

face nodes, N& is the average number of nodes within a 3a distance of any node, T is the

number ofsurface triangles, f is the average number oftriangles attached to any node, H^ and
He are the numberof patches for each A<j> and AG stripin the hemisphere abovethe wafer, K is
the totalnumberof cells in the surface-cell hybrid cell array, andKT is the worst casenumber
of cells in the vicinity of one triangle.

The total time for one time step is the sum of the time to apply the facet motion algo
rithm, to set the surface-cell hybrid, to set shadows, to set visibility, to perform flux integra
tions, and to perform reflection, diffusion, orconvolution operations. In chapter 4, the time to

set the facet-motion algorithm was 0(N) for the simple case, OiNiF+T)) for the isotropic

and directional cases, and 0 (N(f2+f +logf)) for the general case. From chapter 5, the time
to update the surface-cell hybrid cell array is 0(TKT) and is performed every several time
steps. Test cases in chapter 5 showed that up to 75% of the time to advance the surface is
spent updatingthe cells. Once the cells are in place, all the shadowed nodes can be found in

worst case 0(N-^3Km) time, and the visibility at each node can be found in 0{NH9<lKm)
time, using the method that updates the shadow border along each A8 strip. Each integration
for all the surface nodes requires 0(NH^HQ) time. Full reflection calculations require OiN2)

time. From chapter 6 and 7, a finite element surface diffusion calculation requires approxi

mately O(N-f2) time, and aconvolution calculation requires approximately O(N-N*,) time.
The total run time for asimulation is the sum of the CPU time for each step over all the
time steps. The time step is in turn related to the minimum segment length. For a constant
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maximum rate, doubling the number of nodes per micron, will double the number of time

steps required, in addition to quadrupling the number of surfacenodes. Thus a problem run
ning in 0(N) time with 10 nodes per micron and requiring 1 second, will require (4x2) = 8

seconds for 20 nodes per micron. A problem with four times as much area, but the same
number of nodes per micron will require only 4 seconds.

The exact CPU time is hardware dependent and includes the mesh control time (includ
ing deloop). With the above analysis however, it is clear that reflection and convolution cal
culations are likely to dominate large problems. Full visibility and flux integrations are the

next most dominant operations, although these may be controlled by choosing the density of

patches in the hemisphere above the surface. The cell update and shadow tests are less dom
inant, and the facet-motion algorithm is the least time consuming step. As an approximate

benchmark for further estimates, the following runtimes are typical for a l.Oxl.Oum2 problem
with 20 nodes/micron initially on an IBM Powerstation 530. Photoresist development over
300 time steps requires about 5 minutes. Plasma etching with a distributed flux and 45x90

patches, requires about 60 minutes to reach a depth of 1 um for a 0.5um diameter contact

hole. For 45x10 patches this is reduced to less than 8 minutes. Including full reflection
results in over 300 minutes CPU time.

8.2.7. Estimating Memory Requirements

The memory required for a given simulationis related to the problem size, the density of

surface information, and the density of cell information. On typical workstations such as a

DECstation 3100, or IBM Powerstation 530,SAMPLE-3D has the following memoryrequire
ments:
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Node element : 292 + (4x90) = 652 bytes
Edge element : 44 bytes
Triangle
: 268 bytes
Segment at node: 12 bytes
Triangle at node: 12 bytes

Hemisphere Patch: 100 bytes
Cell Element : 16 bytes
Rate Element : 8 bytes

Aninitial surface for a l.Oxl.Oum2 region with 20 nodes per micron has 20x20+(20-l)x(20-l)
= 761 initial nodes, 2204 initial edges, and 1444 initial triangles. Each node is attached to

from 2 to 6 edges and from 1 to 6 triangles. The total surface requires about 1.073MBytes of
memory. A hemisphere array with 45x90 patches requires 405Kbytes. A 100x100x100 cell

array requires 8 Mbytes, and a similar size rate array requires 2 Mbytes. The executable code

itself is roughly 500Kbytesto IMbytes depending on the compilerandthe optimization. Thus
the total memory needed is on the order of 12 Mbytes forthis case. Increasing the mesh den
sity or initial surface region will also increase the numberof cells required for accurate simu

lation. For example, doubling the surface area requires twice asmanycells. Thus the cell array

requirements ultimately limit the size of the problem. Reducing the number of hemisphere
patches reduces the node size, thus using 45x10 patches results in significant memory savings
over 45x90 patches.

8.3. USER INTERFACE

The purpose of a user interface is to allow people to interact with a computer program.
This concept is so obvious that it is often forgotten. Indeed the formal study of userinterfaces
and human computer interaction is a relatively new endeavor.2,3 Before human factors

research could begin, computers first had to work. The development of SAMPLE-3D follows

a similar evolution in that most of the effort was concentrated on developing topography
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simulation models and algorithms, and less attention was paid to user interface issues. How
ever, it was still necessary to develop an input command language and take advantage of 3D
plotting facilities to develop and test the topography simulation software. Once the basic user
interaction capability was in place it was possible to develop a graphical user interface build
ing on existing software libraries. This section discusses the SAMPLE-3D command inter

preter, plotting capabilities, and the design and development of a basic graphical user interface
taking the perspective of both the software developer and the user.

8.3.1. A Command Interpreter

SAMPLE-3D supports nearly fifty commands. The command parser is fairly limited,

following a strict syntax. The commands take the form of a trial statement followed by a list
of argumentsterminated by a semicolon. SAMPLE-3D also accepts some command line argu
ments, in the manner of typical unix programs, to allow or suppress certain features, or read
certain files.

Command languages are among the least attractive forms of user interfaces from a user's

point of view since they are hard to learn, prone to error, and time-consuming to use.4
Nevertheless, they areamong the easiestto develop andmaintain, and simple modifications to
a list of input commands are easy to make.

Implementing a new command in SAMPLE-3D requires nothing more than adding a

keyword to the list of recognized commands in the command parser, and specifying the opera
tion to be performed when that command is reached. The operation canbe something as sim

ple as setting a global variable or flag, orit may call anew function. The command interpreter
executes instructions in the order they are entered.
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8.3.2. Using the Command Interpreter.

Care must be taken to enter the necessary information in order, i.e., initialization com

mands must be entered before execution commands. Most initialization commands may be
entered in any order, except the etch model or deposition model command must be entered
before the rate information is specified. The advancement method must also be set before the
etch or deposition time. It is possible to reset most initialization commands after a simulation

has beenperformed with the exception of the meshdensity and simulation region parameters.
The data structures, including the surface mesh, are not fully initialized until the first run com
mand is executed.Thus, a plot commandwill not produce anythinguntil afterthe first simula

tion is performed. Some limited error checking is implemented, for example if any argument
is out of bounds, the entire lineis ignored. Entering the wrong number of arguments or enter
ing commands out oforder will yieldunpredictable results.

An example of an inputcommand file and the result are shownin Fig. 8.4. The first line

loads a binary rate matrix called MrvaLohN. The nextline causes the surface-cell hybrid to be

activated. Line 3 to 6 specify no clipping of the mesh, set the advancement method to raytrace, setisotropic etching, and setthemesh density to 7 nodes per micron. Line7 sets the run
time to 20 seconds, with 0.1 second time steps and line 8 runs the simulation. The next two

lines turn off the noclipping flag, and initialize anew layer directly ontop of theold one. This
new layer becomes the active layer. Line 11 specifies a deposition model for unidirectional
evaporation, an etch rate of -0.002um per second, normal incidence, and no column effects.

The advancement method is set tothe facet-motion algorithm with an adaptive time step. The
deposition time is 100 seconds withthe time step set so no nodetravels morethan 20% of the

minimum segment length. Line 14 executes the deposition simulation. Line 15 writes the

surface data structure to the file "depo.plot" and invokes the PDRAW program to display the
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loadrate 0 rval.oh;
meshaccur 0 0 0 2;
noclip 1;

adv_method 1;
etchmodel 0;

meshdensity 7;
etchtime 20.0 0.1;
run;

noclip 0;
setnewlayer;

depomodel 1 -0.002 0.0 0.0 0;
adv__method 3;
depotime 100.0 0.2;
run;

plot3D depo.plot;
quit;

2.62

2.26

Fig. 8.4: SAMPLE-3D command input file and result.
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result. Line 16 ends the simulation. A complete listing of SAMPLE-3D trial statements and
required arguments is given in the appendix.

8.3.3. Graphics and Visualization

Throughout this dissertation, many 2D and 3D plots have been presented. These were

created by extracting information from the SAMPLE-3D data structure, and writinginto a file

format usedby anexternal plotter. Most of the 2D and 3D plots were generated with the pro

grams PDRAW and DRAWPLOT by K.K.H. Toh.1 Some extensions to the 3D drawing pro
gram were made to allow additional visualization capability.

PDRAW already had a hidden-line sort algorithm to draw triangles from back to front,

according to the distance from the viewpoint to the triangle center. The run time was

improved by implementing abetter sort algorithm, capable of sorting thousands of triangles in
less than a few minutes. The hidden-line algorithm does not properly handle many cases of
overlapping triangles, but is sufficient for mostsurfaces generated by SAMPLE-3D.

A simple illumination algorithm was added which shades triangles according to their
orientation with respect to a light source. The shading is proportional to the cosine of the

angle between the surface normal and thelight ray. This simple shading reveals some interest

ing features. As seen in Fig. 8.5, the feature with shading reveals acorrugated edge, which is
not apparent in the plot without shading.

Another addition was the capability to add a grey scale value to each polygon in the

PDRAW input file. Shading was used to generate figures 5.14 and 5.15, showing shadows and
solid angle visibility as calculated internally in SAMPLE-3D.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.5: 3D visualization for SAMPLE-3D. (a) Pdraw with hidden-line removal,
(b) Pdraw with illumination, revealing "corrugated" edge.
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Finally, a file converter program was developed to translate PDRAW input files into a

format readable by Mathematica™. All of these modifications are listed in the appendixes.

8.3.4. A Graphical User Interface

Previous work at UC-Berkeley in developing a graphical user interfaces for 2D topogra

phy simulation hasdemonstrated the power and applicability of such software.5,6'7 SIMPL-

DIX8 in particular, offers several functions directly applicable to a user interface for 3D
topography simulatioa SIMPL-DIX reads a layout description in CIF format,9 provides
dialogue boxes and command menus, and is written using the X-Window System.10 Exten
sions to SIMPL-DIX, by J.R. Camagna, allow regions of a mask to be selected and

represented asconstituent rectangles asusedby SPLAT.11

A graphical user interface was developed using many of the functions already provided

in SIMPL-DIX. The matrix transformation and 3D plotting capabilities of PDRAW were
ported into the user interface. Finally, two modes of communication between the user inter

face and external programs were developed. In one mode of operation, the interface writes a
command file and then makes a system call to the extemal program. This is similar to how
SIMPL-DIX has been used previously to call other software.12 The user interface also uses

sockets to open a data path to anextemal program, in much the same way SIMPL-DIX com

municates with SIMPL-2.13 Sockets are the preferred mode of communication when an exter
nal data structure must be kept active, and is well suited to sending interpreter commands
from the user interface to SAMPLE-3D.

It is more difficult to add menu options tothe graphical user interface than to update the
command interpreter in SAMPLE-3D since more code must be changed. The procedure for
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adding new menu operations consists of 1) updating header files describing menu sizes and
displays, 2) adding a function to perform the operation when a menu option is selected, and 3)
ensuring that the new menu operation is placed in the appropriate location. The procedure is
very similar to that described by H.C. Wu for SIMPL-DIX.

The basic menu structure and prompt-response operation of SIMPL-DIX is adequate for
many simple queries, but is ineffective for entering large amounts of information. An alternate
approach is to invoke a form fill when large amounts of data are needed. Fig. 8.6 is an exam

ple of a particularly complex form for entering photoresist exposure information. The form

was created using the AthenaWidget set available in the XI1 libraries.14 The form is invoked
as a separate program. Model libraries my be loaded from external files, and the variable field
may be edited. When the user is satisfied with the data entries, the ACCEPT button causes the

form data to be written to a command file and sent to the appropriate simulation module.
Forms are quite easy to build using widget sets, for example the form in Fig. 8.6 was coded
and debugged in 4 hours.

8.3.5. Using the Graphical User Interface

The user interface prompts the user for information (when possible with forms), and

translates the responses into the strict syntax understood by the command interpreters of

SAMPLE-3D, SPLAT and BLEACH. To some extent the userinterface limits the possible
choices to valid operations.

The user interface is organized to allow access to lithography, etching and deposition

simulation, aswell as to external plotters and the HUNCH and WORST utilities of the origi
nal SIMPL-DIX program. Selecting the lithography button results in a new command menu
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I

ExposeForm

Photoresist Exposure Fom - E.H. Scheckler 10/22/91
Select Photoresist

Develop Hodel:
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Layers
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Fig. 8.6: A form for entering photoresist exposure model data.

add layer

remove layer
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which allows a userto call software to simulate an aerial image, calculate the resist exposure,
load an external rate file, run photoresist development simulation or display the result Simi
larly, selecting the etching or deposition buttons allows models to be initialized, simulation

parameters to be entered, and simulations to be executed. The user is guided through the

simulation session without having to know the SAMPLE-3D command interpreter language
or syntax. However, some knowledge of the meaning of model parameters is assumed. Fig.

8.7 shows the user interface window with the highest level command menu, the mask layout
and the end result of a simulation session.

Formany operations, SAMPLE-3D is still too slowto be a fully interactive program. In

those cases, it is better to generate input command files and run SAMPLE-3D as a batch job.
SAMPLE-3D also doesnot yet fully behave like a piece of processing equipment. This fact is

a result of the limits of the models, which are not yet sophisticated enough to translate tem
peratures, pressures, gas concentrations, and the like into etch rates. Some specification of

intermediate model parameters is still required. In the future, it might be desirable to incor

porate libraries relating physical information to process model parameters. One promising
approach, which has been implemented in SIMPL-IPX by T. Luan, is to use manufacturing
based models to generate input parameters for simulation from process recipe specifications.15
A user interface by itself cannot address all the issues involved in coordinating process flow

information, physical models, and the flow of information among different simulation pro
grams. This task is properly the role of more sophisticated technology CAD integration sys
tems.
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H

SAMPLE-3D v0.7: UC-Beikeley

3D

3D

3D

DISPLAY

WORST

HUHCH

ABORT

LITHOGR ETCHING DEPOSIT

Fig. 8.7: X-Window graphical user interface for SAMPLE-3D at end of session.
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8.4. TECHNOLOGY CAD INTEGRATION

Initially, process simulation capability consisted of individual programs specific to par
ticular applications. Some programs eventually encompassed multiple processes. Neverthe
less many simulation users wished to integrate a wide range of capabilities into a single

software framework, so that entire process flows could be simulated. Many solutions to this

problem have been presented, including SIMPL-IPX n which integrates such disparate simu

lators as SAMPLE, SUPREM-IV16 and CREEP.17 Other work has proceeded in both Europe
and Japan.18,19,2a 21, ^ Many of the reported systems either integrate different simulators by
translating information among the programs, or put all of the modeling capability together in
one large monolithic structure. While this has been useful in achieving many of the goals of

TCAD integration, it has resulted in systems which are difficult to develop and maintain.

Standardized profile interchange formats23 address some of the problems, but also introduce
others such as the issue of maintaining compatibility as formats evolve. These problems are
only increased when 3D simulation is considered.

An improved approach is to introduce toolkits of functions which operate on data

objects. SIMPL-IPX attempted this using the 2D data structure provide in SIMPL-2.24 This
approach has been further developed into a library of utilities well suited to integrating 2D

topography and impurity simulators.25 Another advance has been to further develop and
extend this approach to generalized data objects based on the PIF wafer representation, includ

ing work attheUniversity of California atBerkeley,26 Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

27 and the Technical University of Vienna.28 The most advance stage on this evolutionary
path (and at the moment the most theoretical) is to envision a framework based on a

client/server modeL29 The wafer state is maintained as an active data object by a server. The
server provides functions for maintaining and altering the wafer state. Simulation tools are
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clients, developed using the server functions, which communicate with the server to alter the
wafer state. Extemal tools could also be incorporated in the system by providing a "wrapper"
function to handle communication between the extemal tool and the server. A prototype sys
tem using this approach, and integrating new and existing 2D tools from several industry and

university groups on two continents has already been demonstrated at Stanford University on
August 9,1991.

In a broad sense, SAMPLE-3D is a rudimentary geometry server, with physical models
acting as clients which describe the surface deformation. The difference is that SAMPLE-3D

is not completely general, nor are the server functions completely defined as a library of

operations. Furthermore, the delineation between server and client is not as "clean" as might
be expected for a robust framework. The models developed in chapters 6 and 7 may be
applied to topography simulation with other geometry servers, just as other models may be
incorporated in SAMPLE-3D.

The experience of developing SAMPLE-3D does raise an important issue for a full 3D

server. It is by no means clear that the best algorithms for performing 3D topography evolu
tion are known in general. Indeed the great variety of 3D simulation algorithms (cell based,

diffusion equation based, network model, ray-trace, facet-motion) point to the complexity of
issues involved. There are many variations on surface advancement algorithms which arebest

applied in certain cases. For example, a ray-trace algorithm with an efficient deloopcapability
is well suitedto isotropic etchingin photoresist development, but a more general caselike ion
milling requires the capability provided by the facet-motion algorithm. The ability to activate

and deactivate certain aspects of the surface deformation algorithm, based on the process phy
sics, is important to achieve the best accuracy and efficiency for practical simulation.

Developers must also have access to primitive server functions to create new geometric
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operations should they be necessary. It may also be necessary to add new data elements to the

server data structure in order to improve certain operations. SAMPLE-3D has evolved along
both the algorithmic and modeling fronts. There is every reason to expect that the future evo

lution of SAMPLE-3D will continue along both fronts. General client/server frameworks
should expect to do the same. Failure to fully consider the complexity of 3D geometric algo
rithms, or to provide an open architecture for improving the server, will seriously limit the
progress which the TCAD SWR initiative is well positioned to achieve.

8.5. ORGANIZING SAMPLE-3D AS A FUNCTIONAL LIBRARY

S AMPLE-3D is already organized as a hierarchy of modules which perform operations
on data structures. The current implementation however lacks rigorous adherence to the rules
of strict modularity. This is a direct result of the evolutionary path towards the development

of SAMPLE-3D. This section is an attempt to provide an outline architecture for the reorgani
zation and continued development of SAMPLE-3D as a library of functions working on data

objects. The emphasis here is on the facet-motion algorithm acting on a single surface mesh,

with code written in the C language. Future work may employ an object oriented language
like C++ and use more complex data representations, but the simpler approach provides a
clearer connection with the rest of this work.

The general high level simulation function has the form:

do_simulation (surface, Cells,model, flags,max_time)
struct .SurfaceMesh surface;

struct CellArray cells;
struct Model model;

struct SimulationFlags flags;
double max time;
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double dt,time=0.0;

initialize_geometry(surface,cells);
initialize_model_parameters(model);
while (time <= max_time) {
set_rate_vectors (surface, cells,model, flags, &dt);
advance_mesh_and_modify (surface, cells,model, flags, dt);
time += dt;

}

After initialization, the rate vectors are set and the time step is determined from the maximum

rate and minimum allowed segment length. The mesh advances using the facet-motion (or
any other) algorithm. Finally, the mesh is modified by merging and splitting segments and

eliminating loops, and the cells are updated. The time counter increments beforeproceeding.

All the necessary information is contained in the two geometry data structures"surface",
and "cells". All the parameters for the physical models are contained in the data structure
"model". The "flags" structure contains any other variables which control the simulation.

Each function has an argument list containing data structures whichare used asinput and may
also be altered, data structures which are used only as input, and variableswhich contain data
returned by the function.

As described in previous sections, the models are connected to the simulation by speci
fying the rate and direction at every facet node. The specific operations neededto set the rates

depend on the specific model and are built outof lower level functions. The visibility opera
tions are:
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set_shadow_by_source_direction (surface,
cells,flags,phi,theta)

set_shadow_point_source(surface,
cells,flags,location,extent)

set__visibility(surface, cells, flags)
Before the rates can be set, the material and related information at each surface node must be
set:

get_material_type(nd,model,flags,Smaterial)
get_sputter__yield (material, alpha,model, flags, fiyield)
get_crystal_rate(material,alpha,model,flags,firate)
get_inhomogeneous_rate (nd,model, flags, firate)
set__rates (surface,model, flags)

Oncethe visibility and rates areknown, integrations may be performed:
integrate_flux_at_node (nd, flux__function,
flags,fimagnitude,&direction)

integrate__flux(surface, flux__function, flags)

It is sometimes necessary to include direction dependent rate information inside the flux

integrations. In thatcase, the rate functions must be used inside the flux integration functions.
Also, otheroperations suchas reflection and convolution may require the initial rates to be set
prior to invocation.

integrate_flux_with_yield (surface, flux_function, model, flags)
reset_rates_given_reflection(surface, refl_func, model,flags)
convolve__rates (surface,model, flags);

Oncethe rate vectors are completely specified, the mesh advancement proceeds:
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advance_mesh_and_modify (surface, cells,model, flags, dt) ;
struct SurfaceMesh surface;

struct CellArray cells;
struct Model model;

struct SimulationFlags flags;
double dt;

{
int mode;

find_mode_from_model (model, flags, fimode) ;
move_facets(surface,dt,mode,flags);
reset_nodes(surface,mode,flags);
update_cells(surface,cells,flags) ;
remove_loops(surface,cells,flags);
modify_mesh(surface,flags);

The mode simply gives a flag telling whether the surface motion is simple, isotropic, direc

tional, or general The flags data structure contains variables controlling whether deloop will
be performed and how the mesh is to be modified, etc. The facet motion algorithm is con

tained in the first three functions above, and the mesh control, surface-cell hybrid control and
deloop operations are contained in the last three functions.

Eachof the above functions is made up of even more basicoperations. Also, each func

tion mustcheck the various relevant data structures and flags to ensure that the proper opera

tion is performed. This point is also where time saving checks are made, for example querying
the rate before integrating over thevisibility. Anynew function must check that the input data
is valid, and that it updates the correct output data. This operation may involve fairly
comprehensive internal parameter evaluation. Additionally, several variations on a single
operation may be necessary for optimum performance, depending on the status of existing

input data. It is precisely because of this complex data manipulation, that an implementation
using C++ should be investigated for the next phase of SAMPLE-3D.
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8.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

SAMPLE-3D provides a platform for easily including new models and new algorithms
to support multiple applications. The currentimplementation may be viewed as a hierarchy of
operations for connecting process models to the evolution of a surface topography. From a
theoretical point of view, SAMPLE-3D mirrors the ambitions of the CAD Framework Initia

tive TCAD SemiconductorWafer Representation. SAMPLE-3Dis smallerin scope and ambi
tion, but does include a basic data representation, functions for performing deformation, visi
bility, and surface diffusion operations. The organization allows new models to be included,

building on the existing framework. SAMPLE-3D also has a basic userinterface capability,

including an X-Windows based graphical user interface linking CIF layout files, and image
and exposure simulation with 3D etching and depositioa The user interface can also be
expanded as the program evolves.

As it stands, changes to the models in SAMPLE-3D require modifications to the

software and recompilatioa It is not possible to build new models by sitting at the userinter
face and putting equations together. Although such a system would be possible, current
workstation capability does not yet make such a goal practical, since the run times for sucha

general system would be quite slow. For the moment, it is better to code the models directly,

and compile a 3D simulator optimized for those models. SAMPLE-3D as currently imple
mented is applicable to a variety of problems in integrated circuit fabrication, some of which
are demonstrated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 9
APPLIED SIMULATION

9.1. INTRODUCTION

General three-dimensional topography simulation capability is applicable to many
interesting issues in advanced IC process technology. Successful simulation, however,
requires adequately characterized process models. Such models do not exist in general.

Nevertheless, plausible physical models may be proposed for individual cases. This chapter
demonstrates how the models and algorithms of SAMPLE-3D may be applied to specific tech

nology examples. It was not possible in this work to provide rigorous comparisons with

experimental results; however, the examples should prove in agreement with similar published
results familiar to IC process technologists.

A collection of simulation examples were chosen to demonstrate many of the unique

features of SAMPLE-3D. A pattern transfer example describes how deep-UV lithography
simulation is coupled with plasma etching. A photoresist silylation example demonstrates

plasma etching of a material with an inhomogeneous directional etch rate. Ion milling of a
rotating wafer shows how the complex interaction of a moving shadow and changing anglesof

incidence create features suitable for continuous phase transitions on advanced phase shift
masks. Phase-shift lithography with standing waves demonstrates the use of the surface-cell

hybrid based deloop function. Deposition followed by etching with density variation shows

how inhomogeneous material properties may be considered in a multistep process simulation.
A simulation involving wet etching, dry etching, and metal deposition demonstrates a mul

tistep example whichmay be compared with a similar simulation presented by Fujinaga et. al.
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using 3D-MULSS.1 Finally, a simulation comparing surface advancement development algo
rithms with the cell-removal algorithm of chapter 3 is presented to address some of the pros
and cons ofthe alternate approaches.

9.2. DEEP-UV LITHOGRAPHY AND PATTERN TRANSFER

Fig. 9.1 is the result of deep-UV lithography simulation of a chemical amplification pho
toresist followed by a dry etch pattern transfer step into a silicon substrate.

The aerial image simulation with SPLAT2 assumed a light wavelength of X=248nm, a
numerical aperture N.A.=0.4, a partial coherence cM).5, and 0.4um clear opaque elbows on a

clear field. The exposure simulation used a model for Shipley SNR-248 negative tone, chemi

cal amplification photoresist The Dill model bleaching parameters3 in the simulation were
A=-0.712, B=1.157, and C=0.00229. The refractive index was 1.79 - 0.0088i for the pho

toresist and 1.70 - 3.38i for the silicon. The exposure dose was 25.2 mJ/cm2. The post expo
sure bake simulation used an analytic model derived from 2D solutions of the reaction kinet

ics4 and assumed abake of 140°C for 60 seconds. The development model relating the etch
rate to the exposure matrix M(xyj) was:

R(xy*y=R0[l-^]a

(9.1)

with R0=6.5um/s, C0=0.035, a=6.3, and C, given by:

C,=Af6-6Af5+15M4-20M3+15M2

(9.2)

The etch rateis zero if C, exceeds C0. The development proceeded for 40 seconds.

After the development simulation, parameters were set to define the photoresist as a

mask. The plasma etch model parameters do not describe an experimental process, but
nevertheless approximate a possible etch mechanism. The photoresist was defined as a
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Fig. 9.1: Deep-UV lithography of 0.4um elbows in SNR-248 resist followed by
plasma-etching of underlying material.
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material with zero etch rate for all plasma etch components (Le. a perfect mask.) The silicon
assumed a neutral flux distribution of F& =cos(J>, and a delta function for directly incident
ions. The etch rate on a flat wafer was defined as 0.1urn/minute for the neutrals alone, and

0.4umMinute in the presence of ions. Reflected ions and neutrals were assumed to arrive uni

formly from all directions which were not visible to the plasmaand contribute 0.05um/minute

to the etch rate in the direction already determined by the directly incident neutral flux. The

etch time was for 40 minutes, resulting in a final profile of over 6000triangles. The surface-

cell hybrid used 50x50x200 cells. Using 45x90 hemisphere elements, the simulation required
3 hours and 15Megabytes of physical RAM, on an IBM Powerstation 530.

With this simulation 3Dissues in pattern transfer may be studied. The slight widening
of the trench due to the flux distribution is apparent. Since visibility plays animortant role in

the final structure, a relatively dense 45x90 patch hemisphere was used. This, however, puts a
significant burden on the CPUspeed requirements. To reduce mis burder, the number of mesh
nodes was held to 7/um.

The etched pattern closely follows the developed resist contour. The etching due to
reflected particles tends to correct for the difference in visibility at the elbow's inside corner.
A similar simulation, with the reflected etch rate component reduced to 0.001 um/min, is

shown from the bottom inFig. 9.2. In this case, the etched pattem deviates from the developed
resist pattem due to the change in visibility at the inside elbow. The above examples show
that investigation of the relationship of the etched pattem to changes in the relative strengths

of the various etch components requires full three-dimensional simulation for inherently
three-dimensional structures.

(9l
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Fig. 9.2: Deep-UV pattem transfer revealing 3D effects at inside elbow. Plot shows
view from below the trenches. Original resist pattem, and widest part of
trench are highlighted to better illustrate the effect.
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9.3. SILYLATION

Silylation of photoresists is a surface-imaging dry development technology for fine pat

terning.5, ^ 7The process consists ofthree parts. First, the photoresist isexposed. Second, sil
icon is incorporated into the exposed regions. Third, the silylated photoresist is etched in an
oxygen plasma. The etch rate is greatly influenced by the Si concentration.

Silylation of resists consisting of styrene and para (t-BOC) styrene copolymers, with tri-

phenyl sulfonium hexa-fiuoro-arsenate as a photosensitizer, and with hexa-methyl-disilazane

(HMDS) asthe silylating agent has beenstudied by Spence et. al. 8The amount of silicon in
the resist is directly related to the numberof sites available for siliconuptake. In the tertiarybutyloxycarbonal (t-BOC) resist, available sites are generated when a photo-produced acid

catalyzes theremoval of at-BOC protecting group from theresin.9

Combining an exposure dependent Si uptake model with etch rate vs. Si content data

yields a quantitative t-BOC silylation model. First, exposure in the resist is simulated using

Dill's model10 The normalized concentration ofchemical sites for Si uptake C„ are related to
the M values in the resist and the post exposure bake, by solving the reaction kinetics and

fitting to experimental data. Ferguson has derived the following expression to model this

step:4

C^l-exp [-(1-Af )m(-r)(l-e'm*,r)]
fnk2

(9.3)

where t is the bake time, and klt and k2 are rate coefficients for the deprotection and acid loss

reactions in the photoresist The rate coefficients are related to an activation energy £„-, the
bake temperature T andthe Boltzman constant kB by

ki=k'u,exp{'^f)

(9*4)
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The parameter m indicates the orderof the deprotection and acid-lossreactions. Experimental

measurements were used to derive^=23As'1 andk2=O.03^s~1 for post exposure bake at 90° for
60 seconds. The m parameter was 1.00 indicating first order reaction kinetics.

Experimental evidence of the diffusion of Si in this photoresist system support the
hypothesis that all available chemical sites become filled with Si. A proposed mechanism for

the reaction is shown inFig. 9.3.8 This mechanism relates the weight percent Sitothe concen
tration of available sites C„,:

U ^o»)wnoiuifylatcd + ^as "nfytaud

where Wit=28a.u., W^),teft/=192a.u., W«wlTyta«f=120a.u. The directional etch rate in an oxygen

plasma is linearly related to the weight percent Si for large Si concentrations.11 However, for

Si concentrations less than a few weight percent, the etch rate increases rapidly.12 A simple
two-piece linearmodel can be used to fit experimental data forthe two regions. Fig. 9.4 shows

the etch rate in the vertical direction vs. weightpercent usingthis approach. The simple model
assumes etching in the vertical direction only.

A simulation for 0.4um elbows is shown in Fig 9.5. The simulation assumed deep-UV

optical lithography at k=248nm, N.A.=0.42, and o=0.5. The exposure used Dill's model10
and vertical propagation with A=-0.24, B=3.77, and 00.0011. The relatively high B value

indicates that the resist absorbs mostof the incident energy, giving a surface-imaging process.

The exposure dose was 3.5mJ/cm2. Experimental data for top loss in dry development in an
REE system at 100 watts, 50 mTorr yielded pl=10%, p2=3%, rl=0.7 and r2=4.2. 5 The etch
rates are in normalized units. The conversion to rates in micrometers per seconddepends on
the nominal etch rate for unsilylated resist.
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The simple model does not use a full calculation of the flux distribution over the visibil

ity solid angle, and thus is very fast in comparison with the example of the previous section
The full dry-etch simulation required only 4 minutes on an IBM Powerstation 530, for a mesh

density of 10 nodes/um. The final profile contains 4117 triangles. More information on the
relationship of ion and neutral flux distributions on the etch rate for various Si concentrations

is needed to develop a more complete model. Nevertheless, the simple model does yield
profiles that showmany features similar to thoseobserved experimentally.

9.4. ION MILLING WITH A ROTATING WAFER

A technique for creating masks with continuous slope phase shifters has been demon

strated using ion milling with a slowly rotating wafer.13 This process allows the creation of
smooth transitions between adjacent 0° and 180° phase-shift regions in masks created on

quartz wafers. The process proceeds as shown in Fig. 9.6. A layer of CVD oxide is covered

with pattemed photoresist As the wafer is rotated, the shadow cast by the photoresist moves

along the wafer. Shadowed regions do not etch, and unshadowed regions etch according to the
angle of incidence. Simulation of this process requires a schedule for the wafer rotation,

whichmay be givenasparametric functions for thevariation of <}> and 9 withtime. Simulation

is useful since analytic equations giving the time evolution of the surface are made particu
larly unwieldy by the rotating angle of incidence. The source orientation may beupdated with
each time step to provide an effective simulation.

Simulation of ion milling of a CVD silicon dioxide layer using a rotating source is

shown inRg 9.7. The Si02 layer iscovered by2.0 of photoresist which is pattemed toreveal
a strip of oxide, 4.0um wide and 8.0um long. The sputter yield curve for oxide assumes

5(a)=10.7cosa- 11.7cos2a+ Z0cos4a, and the etch rate at normal incidence is 0.00027um/s.
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Fig 9.5: Simulation of dry-etched silylated t-BOC
resist.

Orientation of source
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Fig 9.6: Schematic of rotating source used to create a sloped taper on a substrate.
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There is significant mask erosion since the resist etch rate is nearly equal to the oxide etch
rate, but to emphasize the effect of the rotation on the end result, the simulation assumes no
resist loss and no material redeposition. For an oxide etched to a depth of less than about
0.3pm, the resist loss has only a small effect on the final oxide slope. The ion beam starts at
normal incidence, and rotates so that <j> decreases to -90° after 40 minutes. Fig. 9.7a shows a

3D view and Fig. 9.7b shows the cross sections at 10 minute intervals. Fig. 9.7c shows the
cross sections that result when <J> varies in the opposite direction, from -90° to 0°. A simula

tion with <(> and 0 both varying from 0° to -90° over a 40 minute interval is shown in Fig. 9.7d.
The simulations required approximately 1 minute each on an IBM Powerstation 530.

9.5. PHASE-SHIFT LITHOGRAPHY WITH SIMPLE DELOOP

SAMPLE-3D has a simple deloop routine which identifies non-physical parts of the sur
face as all those mesh vertexes which have entered non-material cells. The loop is removed

by collapsing all the triangles which contain three vertexes in non-material cells. A lithogra

phy development simulation with standing waves demonstrates the application of the simple

deloop function. Fig. 9.8a shows an aerial image simulation with SPLAT of a phase shift
mask. The bottom half of the mask is opaque. The top half has, from left to right, a 180°
clear feature, a 90° clear feature and a 0° clear feature. The aerial image simulation assumes a

wavelength k=436nm, partial coherence o^0.7, and numerical aperture 0.5. The exposure

does in 0.713um thick KTI 820 photoresist was 180 mJ/cm2. The resist development used
Dill's Model10 with Ex =5.63, E2 =7.43, and E3 =-12.6.
The development simulation after 6 and 12 seconds is shown in Figs. 9.8a and 9.8b. The

simulation used a ray-trace method, which would normally give large loops at the standing
wave edges in the resist profile. Instead, these loops were removed as they occurred. Theloop
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Fig. 9.7: Ionmillingwith a rotating source, (a) 3Dview with decreasing angle.
(b) Cross-section for decreasing angle, (c) Cross-section for increasing angle,
(d) 3D view for both § and 9 decreasing.
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MINIMUM
0.0053

MAXIMUM
1.5

(a)

Fig. 9.8: KTI-820 resist in g-line hthography with a phase-shift mask. Standing waves
resulted in loops which were removed using surface-cell hybrid,
(a) 6 seconds development, (b) 12 seconds development.
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removal does not calculate the exacttriangle intersections atthe start of the loop, but instead
leaves a ragged edge. Still, since the ray-trace algorithm depends only on the mesh vertex
position, acceptable results are achieved. The total CPU time required for 12.0 seconds

development (starting with 1000 triangles, 10 nodes per urn) was approximately 3 minutes on
an IBM Powerstation530, with about 70% of the time spent in updating the cell array.

9.6. DEPOSITION AND ETCHING WITH DENSITY VARIATIONS

Density variation of thin films has a strong effect on subsequent process steps. The den

sity of copperdeposited on a sloped sidewall was assumed proportional to the tangent of the

angle of incidence withrespect to the surface normal.14 Fig. 9.9a is across-section viewof the
density variation of copper evaporated in a tapered contact The grey scale plot reveals the
underlyingcell structure used to maintainthe density information

To generate the etch back simulation shown in Fig. 9.9b, the etch rate was assumed

inversely proportional to the material density. A short etch, which removes a fraction of a
micron from the dense regions,nearly eliminates the metal on the contacthole sidewalls. The
full simulation required about one minute of CPU time.

9.7. LITHOGRAPHY, ETCHING, AND DEPOSITION

The simulation of Rg. 9.10 began withacircular mask opening to represent theresult of
a l.Oum diameter contact hole lithography step (note the scales give one unit for every half

micron.) A wetetch step attacked the substrate isotropically to adepth of 0.5pm. This was fol

lowed by asimple directional etch simulation for 0.5um additional material removal. Finally,
0.4 of metal was deposited assuming surface migration with o*=0.5um, and a cosine
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MINIMUM
0.001

-0.025

-0.35

-0.675
MAXIMUM
1

(a)

0.30

-0.02

-0.35

2.00

(b)

Fig. 9.9: Evaporation of copper with orientation dependent density variation.
(a) Cross-section of depQsited film, (b) Line edge profile after wet etch.
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(a)

0.76

'

(b)

Fig. 9.10: Multistep example: Wet etch, dry etch, sputter deposition, (a) Cutaway of
3D simulation, (b) 2D cross-section view.
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distribution of the incoming metal flux.

The parameters and dimensions are similar to those used by Fujinaga et. al. an published

at IEDM 1990 for amultistep processes simulated with 3D-MULSS15 There are several simi
larities but also some differences. First, this simulation assumes a round mask, whereas

Fujinaga's result is slightly square shaped (due to his more compete lithography simulation.)
Also, there is a difference in the deposition. Fujinaga's result shows a thinner film at the bot
tom of the contact hole, and more rounded and protruding surfaces at the corners of the depo
sited film. This difference is likely due to different flux distribution and surface diffusion

models.16 Fujinaga's result using a diffusion equation method, required 50 minutes CPU time
on a vector processor supercomputer (capable of 1.5GFlops peak).16 The result here, using
45x90 hemisphere elements, required about 62 minutes on an IBM Powerstation 530, with

about 60 minutes spent performing the deposition simulation. This indicates that the algo
rithms in SAMPLE-3D appear to be an order of magnitude faster than those using the diffu
sion equation method in 3D-MULSS. However, more work and experimental verification is
needed to understand the differences between the programs and to evaluate the correctness of

the algorithms and the dominant physical models. Also, the above example does not accu
rately compare the diffusion method for surface advancement with SAMPLE-3D, for cases

which do not have complex flux distribution and visibility calculations.

9.8. LITHOGRAPHY SIMULATION WITH RAYS AND CELLS

To understand some of the issues involved in comparing surface-advancement and cell-

removal algorithms, the development of the same rate matrix was performed using different
algorithms, the rate matrix was generated assuming an exposure wavelength of A=365nm, a

numerical aperture N.A.=0.32, a partial coherence g=05, a dose of 150mJ/cm2 and a mask
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with 0.5pm minimum features and 0°, 90°, and 180° phase transitions. The resist model
assumed Olin Hunt HiPR 6512 with Dill parameters A=1.05, B=0.11, and 0=0.012. The post
exposure bake of 120°C for 60 seconds was modeled by assuming a diffusion with a charac

teristic length of 0.08pm. The rate is related to the amount of photoactive compound (PAC)

remaining M by the Kimmodel:17

rate(pcyj)= l_M{xy^yexp]rMl_M{x;ya))] ^M{xjjyexp[-Ri{\-M{xj*)y\ (96)
Ri

R2

A fit to experimental data yielded /?1=0.0759um/sec, R2=0.001um/sec, and /?3=7.46.t

Fig. 9.1la shows the result of a ray-trace simulation, and Fig. 9.1lb, gives the result of a

cell removal simulation. In both cases, the resist broke through to the substrate after 12
seconds and the development was completed at 60 seconds. In both cases, the rate matrix

required 1.84Mbytes of memory. The ray-trace simulation began with 5 nodes/micron

corresponding to 1144 initial triangles, 1753 initial nodes, and 610 initial nodes requiring
approximately 200 Kbytes of memory. (A scaled-downversion of SAMPLE-3D was used for

this simulation, requiring less memory than the general SAMPLE-3D data structure.) The cell
removal simulation used 100x50x50 cells, with 5000 initial surface cells requiring 1.1

Mbytes. On completion, the ray-trace simulation resulted in a surface with 2957 triangles,
4596 segments, and 1640 nodes requiring approximately 400 Kbytes. The cell-removal case

resulted in a final surface with 20222 cells, requiring 1.4 Mbytes to represent the topography.
In bothcases the time stepwasdetermined automatically, butthe ray-trace simulation allowed
larger step sizesthanthe cell removal algorithm since theminimum segment length was larger

than the minimum cell edge. However, the calculation of the ray equation at each node
t Measurements performed with a Perkin-Elmer development rate monitor, for exposure in aGCA 6200
i-line stepper. AJC Pfau, and K.Chan assisted inmeasuring the resist development
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.11: Comparison of ray-trace and cell-removal algorithms for phase-shift
hthography at i-line in Olin Hunt HiPR 6512. (a) ray-trace result
(b) cell-rem oval result.
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requires more operations than the determination of the volume removed from each cell. The

end result is that the run times are fairly comparable. The ray-trace algorithm required 202.8

CPU seconds on an IBM Powerstation 530. The cell-removal algorithm required 256.8 CPU
seconds.

Some qualitative observations may also be made. The ray-trace simulation is not con

strained by the cell discretization and thus does not require a high density of information to

give highly accurate results. However, the surface representation does not provide an accurate
description of the bridge where two etch fronts meet and the cross. Additional routines to

checkwhen surfaces intersect, and reconstruct a correct surface is necessary. The cells handle
this properly without additional computation.

Another interesting exercise is to increase the accuracy by doubling the number of nodes
per micron from 5 to 10, and increasing the cell density from 100x50x50 to 200x100x100.

The memory required for the ray-trace simulation is now onthe order of 800 Kbytes initially.
The cell algorithm, requires a full 8.4 Mbytes. Inboth cases, the number of steps required is

doubled, and the number of surface elements isquadrupled, so the run time increases by afac

tor of 8 for both cases. In conclusion, the ray-trace algorithm is faster, requires less memory,
and is more accurate than the cell-removal case, although not by much. The facet-motion

algorithm, especially with the surface-cell hybrid data structure in place, is actually slower
and more memory intensive than the cell-removal algorithm. Also, ray-trace and other
surface-based algorithms suffer from the inability to handle crossing surfaces easily, thus an
effectivedeloop algorithm is of critical importance.
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9.9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The collection of simulation examples presented here demonstrate the use of a wide
range of topography simulation models. In many cases it was possible to combine multiple

process steps into one simulation run. The required CPU time varied from tens of seconds for

simple isotropic etching, to several hours for full calculation of solid angle visibility for sur
face meshes with thousands of vertexes. The memory requirements likewise varied from
500Kbytes for simple surfaces to 20Mbytes for multiple layers and full use of the cell array.
The CPU and memory requirements are consistent with the theoretical estimates which could

be derived by applying the analysis of sections 8.2.6 and 8.2.7.

The simulations also reveal several cases where three-dimensional simulation and the

unique capabilities of SAMPLE-3D are useful. The pattem transfer example reveals how the

interrelationship of visibility and the relative strength of various etch components can affect
the final feature shape. The silicon silylation example demonstrates the need to consider inho

mogeneous material properties (in this case Si concentration) in a dry-etch process. The sha

dow effects in ion milling with a rotating wafer also underscore the importance of 3D

geometries. Phase shift lithography with standing waves demonstrates the need for deloop
algorithms as well as the need for 3D simulation when the final resist profile does not

correspond exactly to a constant image intensity contour. Etching and deposition with density
variations again reveal the need to consider inhomogeneous material properties, which are

introduced in one process step and have an effect on a later step. A multistep example was
useful for comparison with a different reported 3D topography simulator. Finally, a com
parison of ray-trace and cell-removal algorithms forlithography development showed that the

ray-trace method is superior in terms of memoryuse and accuracy, but has difficulty handling
the case where etch fronts cross,and is only slightly faster.
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This chapter also points to the need for continuedcharacterization of processesand addi
tional evaluation of the algorithms in SAMPLE-3D. Although it was beyond the scope of this
work, it would be desirable to provide comparisons of simulation and experiment for specific
cases. Such comparisons could be used to provide additional insight into the correcmess of
both physical models and simulation algorithms.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION

Thefirst lesson ofphilosophy is
that we may all be mistaken
WillDurant

10.1. LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD

Successful three-dimensional topography simulation requires the effective integration of

many fields of study, including computational geometry, algorithm design, numerical
analysis, transport physics, chemistry, the mathematics of diffusion, IC fabrication technol

ogy, and the psychology of human computer interaction. This dissertation has brought many
of these fields of knowledge to bear on the problem of simulating integrated circuit etching
and deposition processes. Algorithms for surface advancement, and efficient visibility calcu

lation drew from computational geometry, computer graphics, and algorithm theory. Models

for physical processes drew from the literature and applied hypotheses as to the physics and
chemistry underlying IC fabrication technology. Additionally, human factors research was
discussed in the context of user interface design. Much has been learned in the course of this

work and this chapter will summarize the main contributions of this research. Naturally,

given the scope of the problem, there is also still much to be said, and this chapter will attempt
to peer into those as yet uncharted realms.

A main contribution of this workhas beenthe demonstration of a practical 3D topogra

phy simulator for widerange of physical processes. The system integrates lithography simula

tion with etching and deposition simulation, and has a wide range of supporting graphics
capability. The software runs on an engineering workstation and can handle surfaces
described by in excess of 10,000 triangular facets. The simulator includes models for wet
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chemical etching, plasma etching, ion milling, thin film evaporation, sputter deposition, and to
a lesser extent, chemical vapor deposition. Secondary effects such as damage enhanced
plasma etching, surface migration, thin film column orientation, and density variation are also

included. The algorithms for surface advancement, visibility, and surface migration are
among the most widely applicable and efficient yet reported for topography simulation. The

surface advancement and visibility algorithms require 0(N) time. Reflection, surface diffu

sion, and surface migration have been identified as necessary for many process models, but

also computationally difficult - requiring worst case 0 (N2) timein the current implementation.
The combination of models and algorithms in SAMPLE-3D provides significant simulation

capability, which not only provides superior CPU and memory efficiency, but also brings
moremodels togetherin one place than any otherreported topography simulator.

It is now possible to explore problems in pattem transfer technology which couldnot be

addressed by simulation before. Regions of several square micrometers may be subjected to

the simulation of multiple process steps to better understand the interaction of patterns,
processes and materials. The 3D capability allows continued model development, since many

proposed physical mechanisms may be implemented and tested. The relative importance of
reflection and surface diffusion models can then be sorted out by comparing 3D simulations
with 3D test structures, providing additional information not available to 2D simulation.

Also,the inherently three-dimensional nature of current technologies for 64 Mbit DRAMs and

beyond, requires 3Dsimulation capability to fully explore thetrade-offs among various device
designs.

The flexible framework for models and applications supports diverse approaches to 3D

simulation. Models may beturned onand off to balance the need for generality with theneed
for efficiency. Software for new algorithms and models may be included without excessive
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investment in programmer time. This is a critical issue for the continued applicability of 3D
topography simulation, sincenew processes and new physical models are proposed at a rapid
rate. To be useful, simulation must keep up with the state of the art in processes,models, and
algorithms. As a research framework, SAMPLE-3D is also useful in the research environment

as a foundation for further innovative work by others, in all aspects of 3D topography simula

tion. SAMPLE-3D has already supported the implementation of a wide variety of models,
and has served as a basis for comparing such diverse algorithms as ray-trace, facet-motion,
and cell-removal for topography simulation

A general facet-motion algorithm was presented for isotropic, directional and highly
orientation dependent processes, which also considers material boundaries, mask borders, and
intersection ambiguities. The algorithm uses the motion of the individual facets in one time
step to construct a new surface representation, based on facet intersections and the fastest and

slowest directions within the solid angle swept outby the facets ateach node. The analysis of
the algorithm addressed several issues of accuracy, memory usage, and efficiency. The facet-

motion algorithm showed best results when the mesh was made most dense where the spatial
variation in etch rates was greatest Also, the time step must be kept small so that the max

imum distance traveled by any node isless than 10-20% of the minimum segment length. The

time step must be smallest for geometries with sharp comers. Although the facet-motion algo
rithm is less prone to loop formation than ray-trace algorithms, loops can still occur at very
sharp comers. When loops occur they rapidly lead tounstable surfaces, indicating the critical
need for anefficient, robust and accurate deloop routine.

The new surface-cell hybrid data structure provided the basis for implementing efficient

shadow, solid-angle visibility, and loop identification routines. Fast algorithms were presented
for updating the cell array as the surface advances through it Empirical results show that for
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a surface mesh with 10 nodes/micron initially, 20-25 cells/micron is sufficient to preserve
accuracy. Once the cells are defined, very fast algorithms for shadowing, visibility, and loop
identification are possible, since the cell array allows rapid determination of material proper
ties given the location of any point in the simulation region. Algorithms for reflection are
more time consuming, but may also use the cells for improved efficiency.

The analysis of the algorithms and data structures allows the estimation of CPU and

memory requirements for specificmodels. Benchmark estimates for specific examples provide

a basis for estimating the actual run time and memory needed for a specific simulation case.

The estimation rules are supported by thethe examples presented throughout the dissertation.

Other reported approaches to 3D topography simulation were also carefully reviewed.

Volume removal algorithms appear to offerresults sufficient for practical development simu
lation, especially when etch fronts cross or tunnels appear, although they are not as accurate

and memory efficient as ray-trace algorithms. This work presented a newcell removal algo
rithm which is both fast and very computationally efficient (requiring 5-10 minutes and less

than 10 Mbytes for typical problems.) The algorithm achieves memory efficiency by storing
information only where it is needed, in adynamically allocated surface cell list The speed is
achieved using simple volume removal calculations and asimple spillover technique to allow
a constant time step over an entire surface.

Some accuracy problems with cell removal algorithms have been identified, but practical
and robust lithography simulation is nevertheless possible with such approaches. Unfor

tunately, cell removal algorithms do not appear well suited to the general etching and deposi

tion problem when oblique surface orientations are afactor. Cell algorithms may be applied if
the individual cells are used to store information about atomic or molecular level material
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interactions. One variation on the cell-removal technique, called a "network" method shows
promise but appears to be computationally intensive and shows some local error at convex
comers. Nevertheless, the combination of surface and cell information in the network method

is similar in many respects to the surface-cell hybrid approach, thus allowing the best features
of both approaches to be brought to topography simulation. Another approach using a diffu
sion equation method, is also robust and applicable to many mass-transport models. However,

it too is very computationally intensive and does not appear well suited to problems with a
strong dependence on surface orientation.

Ultimately, this work has shown that there isno one best way to address all of the prob
lems in 3D topography simulation, instead, an approach which allows avariety of models and

algorithms to be brought together in one place ismore flexible, more general, and more likely
to be useful in the long run. There continue to be competing algorithms (cell-removal, raytrace, facet-motion etc.) and competing models (surface diffusion, reflection based, ballistic

transport, etc.). Among the capabilities of simulation isthe ability to test hypotheses and sort
out the relative importance of proposed physical mechanisms. Thus, continued model

development is enhanced by the existence of a software platform for exploring various
approaches. This work supports the philosophy underlying the CAD Framework Initiative

TCAD Framework Group's efforts to promote tool integration and model development by
providing functional access to asemiconductor wafer representation database.

The original goals of this work was to develop a practical system for 3D topography
simulation and provide a comprehensive perspective on the overall problem as a foundation

for continued research. There are many areas which still must be explored further, if 3D
topography simulation is to beuseful into the next century. These issues are discussed in the

next four sections on data representations, algorithms, process models and software
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organization. All of these areasshould prove fertile ground for continued research.

10.2. IMPROVING THE DATA REPRESENTATION

The current implementation of SAMPLE-3D supports multiple planar layers and up to

five non intersecting surface meshes to describe the overall topography. The surface mesh data
structure, especially the node data type, contains many variable specific to certain operations.
This is a result of the evolutionary development of SAMPLE-3D. Thus, the data structures

have not been fully optimized to save space, but still allow efficiency. Additionally, the hemi
sphere, and surface-cell hybrid cell arrays should be dynamically allocated to allow different
size array limits to be entered at run time.

There is still a need for more general topography descriptions which handle the follow

ing cases in a more complete way: material voids, regionsof materialwhich become detached

from the rest of the surface, islands of material completely surrounded by other materials,

multiple non-planar layers. Some of these topographies can be addressed through minor
modification of the existing data structures, especially since the surface-cell hybrid can be
applied to the problem of voids, tunnels, and non-planar material representations. However,

there is still room for significant additional work in general 3D wafer representations, with
topography rich constituent elements.

10.3. IMPROVING THE ALGORITHMS

SAMPLE-3D has been designed with the self-imposed constraint of practicality. Thus

SAMPLE-3D was developed on and for engineering workstations withup to 32megabytes of
physical memory, and capable of up to about 12 MFlops average performance. Algorithms
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were designed to take advantage of the available memory to provide computational efficiency.

The trade-offs of memory, speed, and accuracy always remained a concern. However, com
puter capabilities are increasing at a rather significant rate. In just 4 years, the computer power
available to the technology CAD research group at the University of California, has improved

nearly 100 fold. There is every reason to expect that this trend will continue, so many of the
limits imposed by current engineering workstations will be reduced over time. Nevertheless,
there is still room for work in many areas related to algorithms and computatioa

Algorithms: There is still a pressing need for continued development of accurate and
efficient algorithms. The surface-cell data structure, while very efficient, still loses some accu
racy by discretizing the geometry one level beyond that imposed by the surface mesh. There is

also room for better deloop algorithms. The surface-cell based method is good at locating

loops, but an effective scheme for removing the loops and reconstructing a stable surface

mesh has not been fully implemented in SAMPLE-3D. Efficient algorithms for surface

reflection calculation are still needed. This is among the most difficult visibility problems
encountered in topography simulation, and is computationally expensive even in 2D simula

tion. A surface diffusion equation solver would prove useful, since it may be applied to

models for both etching and deposition. There has also been much work in solid modeling,
surface representations and computational geometry which may prove useful to 3D topogra
phy simulation.

Advanced Hardware: There is high degree of similarity between computer graphics and
many of the geometric operations needed for 3D topography simulation. This naturally sug
gests that graphics workstations might be brought to bear on the surface evolution and visibil

ity calculation problems. Graphics hardware already provides many of the vector operations

required in topography simulation. Another advance in hardware is massively parallel
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computation. Many algorithms in process simulation are inherently parallel. Forexample, all
operations required at every surface point at every time step (e.g. visibility, surfacemigration,
advancement) may be performed simultaneously. The difficult question is how to allocate the

necessary informationto the individual processors without sacrificing efficiency.

10.4. IMPROVING THE MODELS

There is also much to do in the realm of physical process modeling. Many of the basic

surface reactions are not well understood. In the meantime, a well-chosen set of parameters
may be used to describe the results of experiments to characterize certain processes, or even

individual pieces of equipment The true test is whether the simulation results match experi
mentaldata. Such comparisons havenot been fully undertaken for 3D topography simulation.

There is a needto continue developing models to describe thetransport of particles from
a source or a plasma, to the wafer surface. Many of themodels developed for bothetching and

deposition require awell-characterized flux distribution. Continued characterization of particle

flux distributions as Gaussians orhypercosines, will allow this information to be presented in
a convenient form to SAMPLE-3D.

IN SAMPLE-3D the process models are primarily macroscopic in nature. They do not

fully consider underlying atomic ormolecular level interactions. As integrated circuit features
progress into the nanometer regime, it will be increasingly necessary to consider atomic level
interactions in more detail. Macroscopic models willstill beuseful for many years, but further

investigation of microscopic models should prove useful. Additionally, microscopic level

investigations may provide insight into new and better macroscopic models, in much the way
ballistic simulations have produced results relevant to the deposition simulations developed in
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chapter7. Eventually it may be possible to derive sputter yield curves from simulations of ion
trajectories through solids, to predict plasma etch rates from models for surface reactions, to
estimate surface roughness from atomic level simulations, and to simulate a host of other

important phenomena using fundamental physical models.

10.5. SOFTWARE REORGANIZATION

SAMPLE-3D as currently implemented is a piece of development software which has
undergone many changes, and has had many elements added, removed, and otherwise altered.

As a prototype tool for exploring algorithms and approaches to 3D topography simulation, it
has served its purpose well. However, it is not yet an industrial grade program, tree of errors.

The time is ripe for a major rewrite of the software, building on the experiences which have
gone in to its development.

To reorganize SAMPLE-3D, first many redundant routines must be replaced by a set of

consistent and concise functions. For example, there are currently two different dot product
routines, which should be replaced by one. Second, the hierarchical functional organization

should be reflected more clearly in the software. Ultimately, functions from vectoroperations
to complex visibility should be organized as a library, with consistent and well documented

arguments and operations. This will make the concept of using SAMPLE-3D as a software

platform for continued model development a practical reality. Third, the data structures

should be streamlined to remove redundant or unused data elements. The global variables

should also be reorganized. Many of the above ideas naturally suggest an object-oriented
approach to prognuriming, perhaps with alanguage such asC++. Fourth, manyof the process
models are quite modest in scope. As new information becomes available, the models should

be improved. Fifth, it would also be usefulto organize the models so they are easily reducible
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to the 2D case. Many problems in process technology may be addressed by 2D simulation,
with considerable savings in memory and CPU requirements. A fully general object oriented
approach would be applicableto 2D data objects as well as 3D data objects. Addressing all of

these areas would lead to the development of a robust andpowerful3D topography simulation
tool based on the lessons learned in the development of the prototype SAMPLE-3D.

There is also room for significant progress in the field of 3D TCAD tool integration.
The basic data representation in SAMPLE-3Dis a starting point for more general 3D topogra
phy representations. There is also a need for communication between surface based and cell

based topography representations, including atomic level data representations. All of this

should thenbe made compatible with 3D impurity simulations and device modeling.

10.6. THE LAST WORD

It is said that good science raises as many questions as it answers. Certainly, work on
SAMPLE-3D has raised many issues both practical and theoretical. The intersection of the

wide number of fields necessary to develop 3D process simulation has been a rich source for

innovative ideas and new research. Work onthis project has provided many opportunities for
creating new approaches to the 3Dtopography simulation problem and has required numerous

judgements to make the trade-offs necessary in building a practical system. It is hoped that
this research will prove as useful as it has been interesting. The goal of this work has been to
advance the state of the art in practical 3D topography simulation. It is the role of the reader
and the simulation user to judge whether this has been achieved.
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crater - a ceU removal algorithm for 3D etching of resists.
netch - a new etch program, the basic element of SAMPLE-3D.
sample3D-gui - a graphical user interface for SAMPLE-3D
ptom - for converting pdraw format data files to Mathematica
cutaway - for making cutaway views of pdraw format data files
pdraw update - the latest version of pdraw
contour update - the latest version of contour
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NAME

crater - CeU-Removal Algorithm for 3D Etchingof Resists
SYNOPSIS

crater [-bf binary rate file] [-af ascii rate file] [-et etch time] [-ptplot time] [-if instructionfile] [s] [[no]pr] [-[no]h] [-noplot]
DESCRIPTION

CRATER is a 3D ceU-based volume removal program for simulation of photoresist dissolution. It is
compactefficient and sufficiently accurate for useful simulation. The program reads a dissolution rate

file describing the etch rates in a 3D simulation region. If the -et option is not specified, the program
thenreads user commands with an interactive command line interpreter or from an external instruction
file. After simulating theresist development fora given time, theprogram provides 2Dand3Dplotfiles

in a convenient format for external plotting. Theprogram canalso make system calls to thedrawplot
and pdraw X-Window plotters.

Therate information may be supplied in either binary or ascii format The rate fileis arranged as fol
lows:

Rate File Format

xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax
nx

ny
nz

rate(0,0,0)
rate(l,0,0)
rate(2,0,0)
rate(0,l,0)

In the above, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax, are the bounds of the simulation region in
micrometers. TypicaUy zmin=0.0, and zmax is the resist thickness, nx, ny, and nz give the number of
elements in the x,y, and z direction. rate(ijM) is the etch rate in microns/sec at the insidecomer of the
cell(ij,k). Theetchrateat anypointis determined byinterpolating theeight rates in theceU of interest
The rate at (nx/iy,nz) is therate at the location (xmax,ymax,zmax). There areactuaUy nx-1 cells for nx
elements. The cells forthe rate information aredynamically allocated in the program and areindepen
dent of the cells used for the dissolution simulation.

Instructions arerun in theorder which they areentered. Atypical simulation session begins byentering
commands to initialize the simulation region and rates. Then the etch model, etch time and time step
information is entered. The command "runcells" executes the simulation. FinaUy, plots of the result
may be made.
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OPTIONS

-bf binary-ratefile
reads in a binary format dissolution rate file created by an external program (cf. bleach).
-af ascii-ratefile
reads in an ascii format dissolution rate file created by an external program (cf. bleach).
-et etchtime

sets the etch time in seconds, and causes the program to commence execution.
-ptplottime
sets the time interval in seconds between plots, if this option is specified, plotting will be
automatic.

-if instructionJUe
reads in an external file containing simulator instructions. If the last line of the instruc

tion file does not terminate the program, additional commands may be entered via the
terminal command interpreter.

-s

suppresses most output to the screen, and calls to external plotting programs.

-[nolpr

forces or supresses the creation of PostScript files by extemal plotting programs
drawplot, and pdraw.
-[no]h

forces or supresses the invocation of hidden line removal by the external 3D plotter
pdraw.
-noplot
supresses plotting on the screen. Plotfiles are still created.
SIMULATOR COMMANDS

Command lines begin with a keyword,continuewitha list of variables, and end with a semicolon ";". A
pound sign"#" maybe usedto force theprogram to ignore everything up to the next semicolon.
initialization commands:

sim_region xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin
Forces the simulation regionto conform to the given parameters.

analyticjrate ratejype

Several analytic etch rate functions are encoded in theprogram. They are notintended
for general use.
celldensity nx nynz

Specifies the numberof cells in the x,y and z directions. The dimensions of the simula
tion region must be already entered in order to calculate the ceUsize.
etchlayers numlay thickO rateO (dratel)..

Specifies etch rates in urn/sec forseveral layers. The layers begin from thebottom of the
simulation region and each have a thickness specified in microns. If the etch model is
directional both isotropic anddirectional rates foreach layer must be given.
showsets

Shows the current simulation settings.
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loadrate/ry/*? [filename]
Causes the program to read an extemal rate file. If ftype is 0 the file is binary, if it is 1
the file is ascii. The file name may be given. The default file is "rval.3D.binary".
etch commands:

etchmodel mtype [parameter list]
Several models may be entered. The parameters that must be included depend on the
model type mtype. Isotropic etching is mtype=0. Simple directional etching is mtype=l
and requires the etch source angle phi and theta. Silylation etching is mtype=2 and
requires the etch source phi and theta, the silylation rate model parameters pl,p2,rl,and
r2, and the isotropic etch rate. In this model, the rate matrix is assumed to hold the nor
malized concentration of Si in the resist

etchtime time [dt]

The etch time and time step are given in seconds. If dt is not given it will be determined
automatically by the program. Successful simulation will result if the time step is small
enough so that at least 4 time steps are needed to etch one cell.
ratefact value

The rate matrix value will be scaled by the rate factor given here. The default is
value= 1.0.
mask commands:
clearmask

clears any mask information.

maskpiece type coords
Mask features may be added to the internal mask data structure with this command.
Mask type 0 indicates the mask feature is rectangular with position (xl.yl), width xl,
and height yl. Mask type 1 indicates a triangular mask element with vertexes at
(xl,yl),(x2,y2), and (x3,y3).
setmask type
This sets the mask entered with previous maskpiece commands. If the type is 0 the
mask features are clear and the background is opaque. It type=l the mask features are
opaque and the background is open.

execution and plotting commands:
runcells [excessflag]
Runs the simulation. If excessflag=0 no excess overflow calculation is made. If
excessflag=l, then the overflow calculation is made. Without the overflow calculation,
the time step must be very small. The default is excessflag=l.
plotceUs ptype [index] [filename]
Creates a plot file and invokes and external plot program. If ptype=0, a slice along a
constant x plane is made with the particular plane equal to x-array index index. Similar
plots are made with ptye=l for constant y, and ptype=2 for constant z. Giving ptype=3
creates a 3D plot file. The plot file name may be given, otherwise the file wiUbe written
to the default plotfile "2D.cells" or "3D.ceUs".
miscellaneous commands:

system commands
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runs a unix command via a system call. This is convenient for manipulating or
compressing files during a long batch run.
savestrucUoadstruct

not yet implemented
end,quit,exit
terminates the program.
AUTHOR

Edward W. Scheckler
FILES

rval.3D.binary, 3D.cells, 2D.cells
BUGS

BasicaUy, crater is a very robust program.The maximum problem size is installation dependent since
some of the internal matricesare statically allocated. Some default values may not be initialized prop
erly, so it is best to set them expUcitely with the command interpreter. There also needs to be more
work to investigate the overall accuracy of cell-based development simulation as compared to other
methods.

SEE ALSO

splat(L), bleach(L), etch(L), drawplouL), pdraw(L)
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NAME

netch - a new 3D etch and deposition simulator for SAMPLE-3D
SYNOPSIS

netch [-b binaryjatefde] [-af asciijatefile] [-if instructionjile] [-ip] [-in] [-mf maskjile] [-et etchtime] [-ptplottime] [s] [-[no]vl [-[no]pr] [-[no]h] [-noplot] [-[no]arc] [-[no]c]
DESCRIPTION

NETCH is a major extension to the etch program in SAMPLE-3D, allowing 3D simulation of wet and
dry etching, ion-milling, and deposition in integrated circuitprocessing. The program has several com
mand line options for compatibility with the earlier Hthography dissolution program ETCH. Generally,
however,NETCH interprets commandsline by line from a command fileor from standard input

The program can readinhomogeneous material rateinformation from a filein eitherbinary or ascii for
mat It produces output in a format convenient for extemal plotting and can also make Unix system
calls to the X-window plot programs drawplot and pdraw.

External rateinformation may be supplied in either binary or ascii format The rate file is arranged as
foUows:
Rate File Format

xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax
nx

ny
nz

rate(0,0,0)
rate(l,0,0)
rate(2,0,0)
rate(0,l,0)

In the above, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax, are the bounds of the simulation region in
micrometers. TypicaUy zmin=Q.§, and zmax is the resist thickness, nx, ny, and nz give the number of
elements in the x,y, and z direction. rate(ij,k) is the etch rate in microns/sec at the inside comer of the
cell (ijjc). The etchrate at any pointis determined by interpolating the eightrates in the ceU of interest
The rateat (nx,nyjiz) is the rateat the location(xmax,ymax,zmax).

instructions are runin theorder which theyare entered. A typical simulation session begins by entering
commands to initialize the simulation region and rates. Then the etch model, etch time and time step
information are entered. The command "run" executes the simulation. FinaUy, plots of the result may
be made.
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OPTIONS

-bf binaryjratefile

reads in a binaryformatdissolution rate filecreatedby an externalprogram(cf. bleach).
-af asciijratefile
reads in an ascii format dissolution rate file created by an external program (cf. bleach).
-if instructionJde
reads in an extemal instruction file and executes each line in sequence. See next section
for commands. If the last command in the command file does not terminate the pro
gram, additional commands may be entered via the terminal command interpreter.
-ip

invokes the command interpreter. A prompt appears, and waits for a command. Com
mands terminate with a semicolon (;). See next section.

-in

runs a rudimentary interactive command menu. Many options are not accesible with this
command.

-mf reads in an extemal mask file. See next section for file format
-et etchtime

sets the default etch time in seconds

-pt plottime

sets the defaulttime intervalin seconds between plots.

-s

suppresses mostoutputto the screen, and callsto external plottingprograms. This option
is used when the program is invokedby an externalX-windowuser-interface.

-[no]v

forces or suppresses verbose mode.
-[nolpr

forces or supresses the creation of PostScript files by external plotting programs
drawplot, and pdraw.
-[no]h

forces or supresses the invocation of hidden line removal by the external 3D plotter
pdraw.
-noplot
supresses plotting on the screen. Plotfiles are still created.
-[n]arc

forces orsupresses arc interpolation used inthe mesh modification algorithm.
SIMULATOR COMMANDS

Command Unes begin with akeyword, continue with a list ofvariables, and end with a semicolon (;). A
pound sign (#) may beused toforce the program toignore everything uptothe next semicolon.
initialization commands:

simregion xmin xmax yminymaxzmin

Forces the simulation region toconform to the given parameters. Parameter zsurf gives
the initial surface z value.

adv_method^fag
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sets the surface advancement method. Setting flag=Q forces the original ray-trace algo
rithm, flag=l forces a stramlined ray-trace algorithm, flag=l sets a facet motion algo
rithm (with a fixed time step) andftag=3 sets the internal advancement method flag to
FACET_ADAPTTVE whichsetsthe time stepautomaticaUy at each iteration.
meshdensitytf

specifies the inital number of nodes permicron on the surface edge. The total number of
nodes for a squaresurface is NxN + (N-l)x(N-l).
advance_accurjfa£
if flag = 1, sets an internal mesh advancement accuracy flag to HIGH to better estimate
the distance a point travels in an inhomogeneous rate field. If lag = 0, this accuracy is
set to LOW, which is sufficient for nearly all simulations.
modifymethod flag
if flag = 1, sets segment based mesh refinement. If lag = 0, sets triangle based mesh
refinement (default).

adaptive_gridyfag
if flag = 1, allows a finer mesh in regions where etch rate varies rapidly. If lag = 0,
mesh is refined based on segment length only (default).
cell_update./?ag
ifflag = 1 tiie surface/cell hybrid data structure is updated as the surface passes through
it This is a necessary command for efficient visibility calculations. If flag = 0, the
surface/cell hybrid data structure is not used.
meshaccur adv mod grid deloop
is a command for setting the previous four flags. The deloop flagis slightly different: if
deloop = 1, a deloop operation will be performed. If deloop = 2, the surface/cell hybrid
data structure will be set but no deloop will be performed.
noctip flag

if flag = 1, mesh clippingis supressed, otherwise clipping is allowed (default).
deloop method

turns the internal deloop flag on and sets the deloop method. This has not been fully
implemented as of 10/29/91.

arc

same as the sommand line option -arc.

rockbottom/fag

if flag = 1, anything below zmin is assumed to have an etch rate of 0.0. If flag = 0, the
etch rate at any point below zmin is assumed to be that of the same (x,y) in the lowest
layer.
celldensity nxnynz
Specifies the number of cells in the x,y and z directions used in the surface/cell hybrid.
The dimensions of the simulation region must have been already entered in order to cal
culate the ceU size.

hemisize nphi ntheta

sets the number of elements in the hemisphere above the wafer used for visibility calcu
lations.The maximum values are installation dependent nphi= 45, and ntheta= 10 are
sufficient for most simulations.
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mask commands:
clearmask

clears any mask information.
maskpiece type coords
Mask features may be added to the internal mask data structure with this command.
Mask type 0 indicates the mask feature is rectangular with position (xl,yl), width xl,
and height yl. Mask type 1 indicates a triangular mask element with vertexes at
(xl,yl),(x2,y2), and (x3,y3).
setmask type

This sets the mask entered with previous maskpiece commands. If the type is 0 the
mask features are clear and the background is opaque. It type=l the mask features are
opaque and the background is open.
structure manipulation commands:

transferpattern shiftvalue

takes the current pattem and shifts it up by shiftvalue. The profilemay now be used as
an etch mask for pattern transfer simulation.
setnewlayer

creates a new surface layerwhichis the exactcopy of the current surface layer. This is a
necessary step before performing deposition simulation. It can also be used to store
intermediate layers.
stripresist
not yet implemented.

ctipmm xl yl x2 y2

clips away everything from the current surface outside of the rectangle with comers
(xl,yl),(x2,y2).
etch commands:

etchmodel mtype [parameterlist]

Several models may be entered. The parameters that must be included depend on the
model type mtype. Types and parameter lists for the various models are given below:
isotropicetching:0

etchrates are entered withtheetchlayers command
directional etching: 1phi theta

etch rates are entered with the etchlayers command. The etch source angles phi
(from z-axis) and theta (from x-axis inx-yplane) are indegrees.
plasma etching: 2phi theta ionflux ionsigma neutraljn

etch rates are entered with the etchlayer command. The etch source angles phi
(from z-axis) and theta (from x-axis in x-y plane) are in degrees. The source ion

flux is given in mA/cm2. The standard deviation sigma on the ion spread is given
in degrees, for a beam assumed to be a gaussian with dependence on pM. The

neutraljn gives the power of the neutral particle flux cosine: flux =cosm(p/«).
Additional plasma etch effects are set with tiie passivation, damage, charging, and
ionmill commands.

crystal etching: 3

rates are specified along 6 key directions withthecrystalrates command.
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ionmilling: 4 phi theta ionflux

etch rates are entered with the etchlayer command. The etch source angles phi
(from z-axis) and theta (from x-axis in x-y plane) are in degrees. The source ion

flux isgiven in mA/cm2. This assumes avery narrow ion beam. The sputter yield
is set with the ionmill command.

silylation: 5 phi theta pi p2 rl r2 isorate
sets a simple two piece silylation etch rate model. This command assumes that

the etch matrix contains the weight% Si in a resist For Si weight % = 0, the etch
rate is rl. At Si weight% = pi, the etch rate is r2. For Si weight% greater than
p2, the etch rate is 0. Rates are given in um/s. Intermediate values are linearly
interpolated.
loadrate/type [filename]

Causes the program to read an external rate file. If ftype is 0 the file is binary, if it is 1
the file is ascii. The file name may be given. The default file is "rval.3D.binary". The
rate file contains the simulation region and overrides any previous internal simulation
region.
etchlayers numlay thickO rateO (dratel)..

Specifies etchrates in urn/sec for several layers. The layers begin from thebottomof the
simulation region and each have a thickness specifiedin microns. If the etch model is
directional both isotropic and directional rates for each layermust be given. This com
mand is only used with etch model 0 or 1.
etchnumlay nlayers

sets the number of layers using the etchlayer command for use with etch model 2 or
higher.

etchlayer numlay thickris rdn Hi

used with etchnumlay. Layers begin with numlay = 0 measured from the bottom of the
simulation region up. The layer thickness thick is givenin micrometers. The rate value

ris is the isotropic etch rate in um/s, rdn is the etchrate due to directly incident neutral
particles in um/s, andrii is therate due to indirectly incident (reflected) particles i um/s.
passivation numlay rndep alphalambda

sets passivation parameters for layer numlay. The redeposition rate out of the plasma is
rndep, the and the ion to neutral flux ratio scale factor is alpha. The characteristic passivating layer thickness is lambda. See section 6.3.1 of E.W. Scheckler's Ph.d thesis for
details.

damage numlay drate

sets the etch rate enhancement due to ion-bombardment induced damage in plasma etch
ing for layer numlay. The parameter drate is the etch rate on a flat waferwith damage
enhanced etching is rate = rdn[l + drate].
charging
not implemented

silylation numlay pi p2 rl r2

allows siliylation parameters to be set for etch model 2. The parameters havethe same
meaning as the parametersin etch model 5.
ionmill numlaysOal o2a3

sets the sputter yield for layer numlay. The etch rate on a flat wafer is (sO *

ionflux)!dens). The sputter yield curve is given by powers of cosines: S(phi) =
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alcos(p/u) +a2cos 2(phi) +a3cos 4(phi). The peak sputter yield angle (in degrees) and
ratioof maximum sputteryield to the value alphi=0 shouldalso be given.
crystalrates numlay thick rOOl rOll rill

sets the thickness (in urn) and etch rates along the listed directions (in um/s) for layer
numlay.
densitymodeiflag

if flag = 1, sets a density model, else turnsit off (default). The density model sets etch
and depositionrates inversely proportional do the local material density. In deposition,a
record of the density of deposited material is maintained.
rotatesource phiinc thetainc

allows simulation of ion nulling with a rotating wafer. The parameters phiinc and the
tainc are the angle rotation rates in degrees per second.
etchtime time [dt]

The etch time and time step are given in seconds. If dt is not given it will be determined

automatically by the program. Successful simulation will result if the time step is small
enough so that at least 4 time steps are needed to etch one cell.
deposition commands:

depomodel mtype rate parameter-list

Several models may be entered. The parameters that must be included depend on the
model type mtype. The rate is the deposition rate on a flat wafer (regardless of source
orientation) n um/s andmustbe a negative number for deposition. Types andparameter
lists for the variousmodels are given below:
unidirectional: 1 rate phi theta

the etch source direction is given in degrees forevaporation from one direction.
dual: 2 ratephil thetal phi2 thetaZ

twi different etch sources maybe specified fordual source evaporation.
hemispherical: 3 rate n A phi theta
sets parameters for sputter distribution. The flux distribution is riven by flux =

cos2(A xphi) and is 0 for Axphi >90°. The angles phi and theta are the wafer tilt
in degrees.

deposurfmigration sigma
invokes surface migrationby surface convolution. The standard deviation in um of the
random walk is given by sigma.
depocolumn mtype [A B C]

sets modified-tangent rule column growth for evaporation. If mtype = 1, the A#,C
parameters are read, and applied to alter column orientation based on arrival flux with

respect to surface orientation. See chapter7 of E.W.Scheckler's Ph.D. dissertation.
depotime time vol

sets the deposition time. If the advance method is FACET_ADAPnVE, then vol is the
apdaptive factor. Otherwise, it is the time stepin seconds.
executionand plotting commands:
run

runs the surface advancement simulation.

runcells [excessflag]
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Runs the simulation. If excessflag=0 no excess overflow calculation is made. If
excessflag=l, then the overflow calculation is made. Without the overflow calculation,
the time step must be very small. The defaultis excessflag=l.
plot2D xlylx2y2 [filename]
locates the profile of the surface along the cutiine from (xl.yl) to (x2,y2) and saves the
result in filename. Invokes drawplot is possible. The default file is "2Dslice.f77"
plot3D [filename]

saves 3D plot data of the current surface in filename and invokes pdraw if possible.
The default file is "surface.plot,,
plotdensity ptype index[filename]

creates a file of density valuesalonga given plane. lfptype=0, a sUce alonga constantx
plane is made with the particular plane equal to x-array index index. Similar plots are
made with ptype=\ for constant y, andptype=2 forconstant z. The results may be plot
ted with the contour programgrayscaleoption. The default file is "2Ddens.cont".
plotshadowflag

creates a file called "shadow.int" whichcanbe read by certain versions of pdraw. If the
flag is 0, every shadowed triangle is set dark If the flag is 1, every triangle is shaded
accordingto the averagevisibility at its 3 vertexes.
plotceUsptype[index] [filename]

\fptype=G, a slicealong a constant x plane is made withthe particular plane equal to xarray index index. Similar plots are made withptype=l for constant y, andptype=2 for
constant z. Giving ptype=3 creates a 3D plot file. The plotfile name maybe given, oth
erwisethe file wiU be written to the default plotfile w2D.cells" or "3D.ceUs".
miscellaneous commands:
meshcheck

chacks the mesh data structure self-consistency.
system commands

runs a unix command via a system call. This is convenient for manipulating or
compressing filesduringa long batchrun.
savestrucMoadstruct

not yet implemented
end,quit,exit

terminates the program.
AUTHOR

Edward W. Scheckler
FILES

rvaUD.binary, 3D.cells, 2D.cells, surface.plot, 2Dslice.f77,2Ddens.com,
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BUGS

Lots of bugs - let the user beware! Bestresults occur for evaporation, sputtering, and plasma etching.
Deloop has some problems, and has not been fully implemented. Isotropic etching with a mask is also
error prone.

SEE ALSO

splat(L),bleach(L), etch(L), drawplot(L), pdraw(L),contour(L)
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NAME

sample3D-gui vl.l
SYNOPSIS

sample3D-gui [ options ] [ CIF files ]

DESCRIPTION

Sample3D-gui is an X -window basedinteractive design interface for running 3D topography simula
tion. Currently, SPLAT is invoked for aerial image simulation, BLEACH for photoresist exposure,
and ETCH & NETCH for 3D development etching and depositionsimulation.
sampIe3D-gui has a number of internal tools to assist the designer in running process simulation.
Several 2D and 3D plotting capabilities are available. A pattern editor is included which allows the
user to add or delete patterns, to modify formats of patterns, and to update pattern specifications.
HUNCH is implemented to allow the designer to use operations between masks or sets of masks to

highlight locations where topographical problems are anticipated. WORST is also included for layout
worst-case misalignment.

Version vl.l is similar to the lithography simulation version vl.l, but allows etching and deposition
simulation as weU. Version vl.l also supports IPC communication with NETCH so that the internal
3D data structure may be kept activewhileothermenu options are chosen.

OPTIONS

When sample3D-gui is invoked, optional command flags canbe used to reset the default parameters.
These options also override those set in the ".Xdefaults" file (see the X DEFAULTS section). To
restore the default value, a flag can begin with a "+" instead of a"-".
The available options are:

-ar

Enable the auto-raise mode, which automatically raises the sample3D-gui win
dow when the mouse cursor enters it

-b
-bd color

Enable the bell mode,whichsignalswhenan error occurs.
On color displays, determine the border color of the window. The default is
black.

-bg color

On color displays, determine the background colorof the window. The default
is white.

-bw pixels

Set the width of the windowborder in pixels. The default is 2.

-fg color

On color displays, determine the window foreground (text) color. The default
is black.

-fm font

Specify the font to be used for the command menu. The default is vtbold. The

list of available fonts canbe found in thedirectory 47usrAiew/Ub/X/font*\

-fn font

Specify thefont forthestandard text display. Thedefault is vtsingle.

f#\
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Specify the font to be used for the title bar. The default is vtdwidth.

-ft font
^

On color displays, determine the color to be used for highlighting. The default

-hi color

is black.

On color displays, determine the color of tiie mouse cursor. The default is

-ms color

black.

Specify the name of the window to be used by the window manager. This
name is also displayed in the title bar.

- n name

/%

-pf file

Specify the pattern file to be loaded, rather thanthe default sample3D_pattern.

-r

Reverse definitions of the foreground and background colors.

-rv

Same as-r.

Specify that a SPLAT format input file is to be loaded as the layout. Only

-sf file

SPLAT boxes (trial 7) are recognized.
-tb

Enable the title bar with the window name being displayed.

= geometry

The sample3D-gui window is created with the specified size and location deter
mined by the supplied geometry specification. See X(l) for details of this
specification.

host:

Normally, sample3D-gui gets the host and display number to use from the
environment variable "DISPLAY**. One can, however, specify them expli
citly. The host specifies which machine to create the sampeI3D-gui window
on, and the display argument specifies the display number. Either value can be
defaulted by omission, but ":** is necessary to specify one or both.

M\

MENU COMMANDS

f%

A menu command is invoked by clicking the mouse at the appropriate commandbox in the menu. To
escape from a command, cUck at the selected command box again. The menuis set up witha hierarchy
of commands, the commands are:
AERIAL IMAGE

prompts the user for mask information then displays a form for optical stepper
parameters. Operation proceeds by calling SPLAT for aerial image simulation,

and plotsthe image intensity contours superimposed on the masksin the layout
viewport
EXPOSE 3D RESIST

checks for a valid rate file and then presents a form for photoresist exposure
information. Operation proceeds by calling BLEACH for calculating the etch
rates in the photoresist region.
DEVELOP 3D RESIST

asks for an etch time and then prompts for development simulationwith ETCH

orCRATER. Whencomplete, the3Dresult is displayed in thelower viewport
RUN 3D LITH
f%

prompts forallthe mask,aerial image, exposure, anddevelopment inputparam
eters and then runs SPLAT, BLEACH, and ETCH in succession. The result is

displayed in the lower viewport.

<9s
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RUN 2D SAMPLE

allows SAMPLE 1.8a to be run for 2D lithography simulation. It prompts for all
necessary imnformation and displays the result in the lower viewport
RUN 3D ETCH

if not already active, initializes an IPC link to NETCH and asks for mask infor
mation and proceeds to the next menu
DEVELOP

makes a system call to ETCHor CRATER for development simulation.
ISOTROPIC ETCH

prompts for parameters to run NETCHisotropic etch simulation.
DIRECTIONAL ETCH

prompts for parameters to run NETCHsimple directional etch simulation.
PLASMA ETCH

prompts for parameters to run NETCH plasma etch simulation simulation. Requires neu
tral and ion flux distribution parameters, etch rates for various materials, etc.
IONMILL

prompts for parameters to run NETCH ion milling simulation. Requires ion flux,
material density and sputter yield, etc.
CHANGE SAMPLE-3D DEFAULTS

prompts for flags to reset NETCHdefaults.
QUITSAMPLE-3D
exits NETCH and closes the IPC socket
RUN3DDEPO

if not already active, initializesan IPC link toNETCH and proceeds to the next menu
ISOTROPIC DEPOSITION

prompts for parameters to run NETCH isotropicdepositionsimulation.
UNIDIR. SOURCE DEPOSITION

prompts for parameters to run NETCH point sourceevaporation simulation.
HEMISPHERE SOURCE DEPOSITION

prompts for parameters to run NETCH hemispherical deposition simulation, e.g. sputter
ing.
PLOTS

goes to the plotting menu.
LOOK AT 3D PLOT

if not already active,loads plot data and proceeds to the next menu:
LEFT

moves viewpoint to the left (decrement theta)
RIGHT

moves viewpoint to the right (increment theta)
UP

moves viewpoint up (decrementphi)
DOWN

moves viewpoint down (increment phi)
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TOP VIEW

4*,

move viewpoint to birdseyeview
ORIGINAL VIEW

return to original viewpoint
HIDDEN LINE ON/OFF

perform hidden Une sort and show illuminationas grey scale.
^

SET VIEW POINT

set viewpoint by phi and theta offset from original view position.
SET LIGHT SOURCE

set Ughtsource phi and theta
GET HARD COPY

n

create PostScript file ofoutput and send to aprinter.
NEW 3D PLOT

load a new plot file.
LOOKATF77PLOT

display a drawplot format (SAMPLE f77punch7 format) datafilein lowerviewport
LOOK AT CONTOUR

display a contour format data file in upperviewport
CALLPDRAW

make a system call to pdraw.
^

CALL CONTOUR
make a system call to contour.
CALL DRAWPLOT

make a system call to drawplot.
CALLDRAWMASK

!%

make a system call to drawmask.
OPTIONS
EDIT PATTERN

The foUowing commands are for editing thestipple patterns displayed on the twosides
of the window:
^

ADD PATTERN

Add a pattern with thespecified name to thecurrent listof patterns. Thecolor and
the stipple patterns are randomly generated and they can be changed by the fol
lowing command.
CHANGE PATTERN
f®s

Select a pattern tobechanged by clicking atthe pattern ineither one of the pattem
maps displayed on both sides of the SIMPL-DIX windows. Three color bars for

mixing RGB can be used to change the color of the selected pattem by holding
down a mouse button and moving the mouse across the bars. The stipple patterns
can bechanged bymodifying the current pattern onthebitmap displayed.
^

MOVE PATTERN

Move a selected pattern to another location in the color maps as specified by
clicking the mouse.

/&\

^N
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REMOVE PATTERN

Remove a pattern from the current pattern maps.
SAVE PATTERN

Save a modified pattern definition hst in a specified file.
EDIT LAYOUT

The foUowing commands perform operations in the layout viewport
NEW LAYOUT

loads a new OF layout file.
ZOOM

zoom in a region of the layout Escape (ESQ returns to the original unzoomed
view.
FRAME ON

overlay a scale tram on the current layout
SET A OUTLINE

draw a cutiine on the layout and save for later use.
UNIX SYSTEM CALL

send a Unix command to the system.
SPLAT TO CIF

prompts for a SPLAT input file and creates a OFfile splatfile.cif.
WORST

Worst allows masks to be realigned. The updated masks can be saved in a CIF file.
X TRANS

translate a given mask along an x-direction. Positive x is to the right
Y TRANS

translate a given mask along a y-direction. Positive y is up.
UPDATE CURRENT LAYOUT

use layout displayed in lower viewport as new layout
SAVE CURRENT LAYOUT

save layout to a CIF file.
HUNCH

Enter the HUNCH geometric manipulation mode and the HUNCH menu is displayed.
Hunch definitions specifying geometric operationsbetween various mask layers can be
specified in a hunch file and loaded in by the LOAD HUNCH DEF command or entered
interactively by using the EDIT HUNCH DEF command. The syntax for the layer
description making up a hunch definition is:
<LayerName>: Operation Specification>

The operations that can be performed and the associatedspecifications are:
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Geometrical Bloat
Geometrical Scale
Geometrical Translation
Geometrical Translation
Logical Complement
Logical Addition
Logical Intersection
Logical Subtraction
Logical Exclusive-or
Logical Inverse-and
Logical Inverse-or
Topological Boundary
Topological Inside
Topological Outside

BLOAT (IntFactor) Layer
SCALE (FloatFactor) Layer
XTRANS (IntFactor) Layer
YTRANS (IntFactor) Layer
NOT Layer
Layer OR Layer
Layer AND Layer
Layer SUB Layer
Layer XOR Layer
Layer NAND Layer
Layer NOR Layer
BOUND Layer
Layer IN Layer
LayerOUT Layer

The HUNCH menu has the foUowing commands:
LOAD HUNCH DEF

Load a file containing hunch definitions for the current layout and display the geometric
view of the layer description. These loaded hunch definitions are known as the current
hunch list

UST/DISP HUNCH DEF

Toggle between showing the layer description statements in a hunch definition file and
displaying the geometric view of the layer descriptions.
EDIT HUNCH DEF

Edit the current hunch layer descriptions. All modifications to the current hunch list will
not affect the orginal file containing the hunch definitions unless they are explicitly
saved by the SAVE HUNCH DEF command. The foUowing are hunch editing com
mands:
ADD DEF

Add a new layer description to the current hunch list
CHANGE DEF

Change a layer description in the current hunch list A description is selected for
modification by clicking the mouse at the layer name in the appropriate statement
displayed.
REMOVE DEF

Remove a current layer description.
SET DEF

Select a layer description to be displayed geometrically. The default is all current layer
descriptions in the hunch Usts are selected. A selected layer description will be
highlighted in the Reverse Video color.
SAVE HUNCH DEF

AU modifications to the currenthunchlist is savedin a fileby this command.
SAVE HUNCH LAYER

Save the hunch layers defined by the current hunch list in a file. The hunch layers is
written in CIF.
RETURN

/SN
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Return to the parent of the current menu in the menu hierarchy.
QUIT SESSION
Leave sample3D-gui completely. If any of the files modified by sample3D-gui are not
saved, a dialog box will pop up to issue a warning and ask for further instruction.

X DEFAULTS

sample3D-gui allows the user to preset defaults in a customization file called ^defaults in the

user's home directory. The format within the file is where programjtame is the local name
for sample3D-gui. See X (1) for more details. On XI1 use of the xrdb command is necessary
to update the X resource database when .Xdefaults is changed.
Keywords recognized by sample3D~gui are:
AutoRaise

If " on enable the auto-raise mode.

Background

Set the background color for color displays.

BeU

If " on enable the bell mode.

BodyFont

Specify the font for the standard text display.

Border

Set the border color for color displays.

BorderWidth

Set the border width of the window.

CONTOUR

Specify the path to contour program (for SPLA1).

PDRAW

Specify the path to pdraw program.

DRAWPLOT

Specify the path to drawplot program.

DRAWMASK

Specify the path to drawmask program.

SPLAT

Specify the path to splat program.

BLEACH

Specify the path to bleach program.

ETCH

Specify the path to etch program.

NETCH

Specify the path to netch program.

SPLAT2CBF

Specify the pathto splat2cif program.

Foreground

Set the text color for colordisplays.

Highlight

Set the highlightcolor for color displays.

MenuFont

Specify the font for the command menu.

Mouse

Set the mouse cursorcolor for colordisplays.

PatternFile

Specify the default pattem file.

ReverseVideo

Set the reverse-video mode.

TitleBar

If " on the title bar is displayed on startup.

TitleFont

Specify the font for the title bar.

WindowGeometry

Specify the sample3D-gui window geometry at startup; this enables
automatic creation and placement of the window.
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ENVIRONMENT

DISPLAY

To get the default host and display number.

SEE ALSO

X(l), Xlib Documentation

A User's Guidefor Sample-3D vl.O: Lithography Simulation.

AUTHOR

Edward W. Scheckler,

HUNCH and many original routines by H.C. Wu,
original CIF to SPLAT routines, and XI1 port by J.R. Camagna.
University of California at Berkeley

^s
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NAME

ptom - pdraw to Mathematica conversion
SYNOPSIS

ptom [-e] infile outfile
DESCRIPTION

PTOM Takes an input file of polygons in pdraw 3D plot format and converts it into a list of polygons
recognizable by Mathematica. The file created by PTOM is a Mathematica commandline assigninga
list of polygons to the name pgons. To use in Mathematica, load the output file, and display the graph
ics from a Mathematica console:

In[l]:=« outfile;
In[2]: Show[Graphics3D[pgons]];

The data may be manipulated as any other Mathematica output
OPTIONS

-e

forces polygon edges to be included in the Matiiematica geometry description.

AUTHOR

Edward W. Scheckler

SEE ALSO

pdraw(L), math(L), psfix(L)
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NAME

cutaway - pdraw data file clipper
SYNOPSIS

cutaway xminyminxmaxymaxfilename
/%

DESCRIPTION

CUTAWAY Takes files in pdraw 3D plot format and cuts away everything outside of the box wiht
comers (xmin, ymin)and (xmax, ymax).The result is stored infilename.cut which is also in pdraw for
mat. This program is designed to create cutaway views of 3D process simulation data generated by
"%

NETCH.
AUTHOR

Edward W. Scheckler

SEE ALSO

pdraw(L), netch(L)

fH\

rt\

f"i%
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NAME

pdraw - 3Dplotprogram for X-windows andPostscript (byK.KJL Toh)
SYNOPSIS

pdraw [-v vx vy vz] [-o options-file] [-Pprinter] [-s scale] [-e] [-h] [-U1 phi theta] [-ior] [nosort] [-noplot] [-print] [-ps] [-tl "toplabel"] [-xl "xlabel"] [-yl "ylabel"! [-zl "zlabel"!
plotfilel plotfile2...
DESCRIPTIONS

Pdraw is a program for drawing 3D plots on X10 or XI1 windows. The program will also produce a
POSTSCRIPT plot which can be dumped out to an APPLE LaserWriter. Pdraw reads in x-y-z data
from a plot-file and manipulates that data according to options specified either in the command-lineor
in a options-file. The plot-file can be compressed (see compress(l)); compressed files will be
uncompressed automatically. The program then plots lines on a screen or dumps the plots to a
POSTSCRIPT file. Some simple illumination and hidden line capability is included.
The plot-file input data consists of alternating x, y and z values, in the format shown below.
Data File Format (plot-file)
xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax
ncurves

npts

xl yl zl

x2y2z2

npts

xl yl zl
x2y2z2

In the above, xmin,xmax, ymin,ymax, zminand zmax are lower and upper bounds of the desired plot
ncurves are the number of curves to be plotted, and npts are the number of points in each curve. The
data file can consist of more than one set of curves to be plotted; each set (i.e. one set for each separate
graph) is separated from the next by a blank Une.

If the plot file name end in ".int", the illumination intensity for each polygon must be specified expU
citely. The illumination intensity is given as a real numberbetween 0 and 1, and is insertedafter npts
and the first point in the polygon.

If the plot file name ends in ".pif*, a format similarto the Profile Interchange Format for IC process
simulation is used.

Upon starting up the program, pdraw will read in the data storedin theplot-file, as weU as any plotting
options specified either in the command line or in the options-file. Pdraw then uses the given view
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direction to rotate and transform the plot onto a plane perpendicular to the viewing vector. Currently,
only parallel projection is supported. If the program is being run under X-windows, the plot will then
be drawn on the screen. The viewing vector can be changed using the "H", "J", "K", "L" and "O" keys
on the the keyboards; the plot on the screen can be rotated sideways using the "H" or "L" keys, rotated
up or down using the "J" and "K" keys, and drawn with the original viewing vector using "O". The
"A", "S", "D" and "F" keys wiU produce 90° rotations. "Z" will plot the image projected on the x-y
plane (z=constant), "Y" will plot the image projected on the x-z plane (y=constant), and "X" will plot
the image projected on the y-z plane (x=constant). The final view angle will be saved and used for the
POSTCRIPT plot FinaUy, the user wiU be prompted as to whether or not the POSTSCRIPT plot is to
be sent to a printer.
OPTIONS
-v vx vy vz

reads in the viewing eye position, relative to (0,0,0). The plot wUl be rotated and

transformed so that the z-axis is parallel to this position. For example, a view position
of (1,0,0) means that the 3D structure is being viewed with parallel projection from the
x-axis.

-o options-file

reads plotting options from the file options-file. Each option specification consists of a

keyword and its corresponding value. The parser recognizes onlya limited set of key
words; their values are eithernumbers, quoted strings, or the words "on" and "off. AU

the words in theoption specification mustbe on thesame line. The pound sign (#) indi
cates thatthe remainder of the lineis a comment to be ignored by the parser.
List of Options (options-file)

xlabel "LABEL"
ylabel "LABEL"
zlabel "LABEL"
toplabel "LABEL"
equalscale on/off
postscripton/off
printploton/off
noplot on/off
printer "PRINTER"
line on/off
linechange on/off
markeron/off
markerchange on/off
hiddenline on/off
nosort on/off
scale [0.1 -1.0]
xticks [1 - 20]
yticks [1 - 20]
zticks[l-20]

#[default= "X-Axis"]
#[default ="Y-Axis"]
#[default= "2^Axis"]
#[default= "3D Line Plot"]
#[default = on]
#[default = on]
#[default= off]
#[default = off]

#[default = SPRINTER]
#[default= on]
#[default = off]
#[default = off]
#[default = off]
#[default= off]
#[default = off]
#[default = 1.00]
#[default = 2]
#[default = 2]
#[default= 2]

- for the x-label

- for the y-label
- for the z-label

- for the top-label

- for equal x-y scaling
- for postscript (PS) plot
- send PS file to printer
- no graphics plot
• define the printer
- draw the line

- change the linetypes
- draw the marker

- changethe markertypes
- for hidden-linedrawings
- for hidden-linedrawings
- scales the PS plot
- no. of x-divisions

- no. of y-divisions
- no. of z-divisions

-Pprinter

specifies which printer to which to send the postscript plot Thecurrent default sets the
printer name to the environment variable SPRINTER. If this variable is notset then the
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printer usedis thelp550M printer in 550M Cory.
-s scale

sets a scalefactor. Thisis usedonlyforPOSTSCRIPT plotting.

-e

forces unequal scales to be applied tothe x, y andz axes. The boundary of the3Dobject
will then resemble a cube.

-h

draws polygons with hidden-lines.

-HI phi theta

When the hidden-lines feature is on, this option produces a grayscale illumination plot
of the surface. Phi and theta describe the orientation of a distantUght source. The shad
ing of a surface polygon is proportional to the cosine of the light angle of incidence.
Direct incidence produces a white polygon. Incidence from the back produces a black
polygon. To determine the orientation (front or back) of a polygon, the program
assumes that the points of the polygon are listed in clockwise order when viewed from
the top (see -ior). Also, the first three points must not be co-linear. This feature is only
available in the XI1 version.

-ior Program does not assume that polygonsare oriented. The illumination shading is taken
as the absolut value of the illumination and surface-normal cosine.
-nosort

prevents sorting for the hidden-line option.
-noplot

prevents plots on the graphics display.
-print

sends plots to the printer automatically.

-ps tums the postscript plotting option off. This can also be done by setting the
POSTSCRIPT environment variable to OFF. e.g. % setenv POSTSCRIPToff
-tl toplabel
-xl xlabel

-yl ylabel
-zl zlabel

sets label options.
host:display

opens a window on the given host and display
=geom
-rv

-bw border-width
-bd color

-fg color

-bg color

sets input options for the X-window system.
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BUGS
1%

Not really that many. The POSTSCRIPT labels need to be adjusted. Some implementations
of XI1 do not allocate iUumination or intensity plots correctly. The labels don't come out weU
when the picture is rotated beyond the default view. The parser needs to be improved. There
should be a better way to put change linetypes and markertypes. Log axes might be nice.
Also should incorporate drawplot modifications here.

/%

AUTHOR

Kenny K.H. Toh, modified by Edward Scheckler
FILES

^

dataplot.ps temporary POSTSCRIPT file
SEE ALSO

contour(L), drawplouX)

(%

/il
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NAME

contour - contour plotprogram forX-windows, and Postscript (by K.KJH. Toh)
SYNOPSIS

contour [-o options-file] [-^printer] [-sscale] [-clevel] [-cstep step-size] [-ex] [-grid] [-grey]
[-jjoinlevet] [-1] [-noplot] [-print] [-ps] [-old] [-tl "toplabel"] [-xl "xlabel"] [-yl "ylabel"] [3D] contour-file
DESCRIPTIONS

Contour is a program for drawing contour plots on X10/X11 windows orHP2648 terminals. The pro
gramwiU also produce a POSTSCRIPT plot which can be dumped out to an APPLE LaserWriter. Con

tour reads in data on a 3D surface from a contour-file andmanipulates that data according to options
specified either in the command-line or in a options-file. The plot-file can be compressed (see
compress(l)); compressed fileswill be uncompressed automatically. The programthen draws contours
on a screen or dumps the contours to a POSTSCRIPT file.

The3D surface inputdataconsists of z-values of the3D surface, arranged on a rectangular gridof size
(xmax - xmin) x (ymax- ymin). The data file format is shown below.
Data File Format (contour-file)

xmin xmax ymin ymax
nxpts nypts

zl (xO,yO)
z2(xl,y0)

In the above,xmin, xmax, ymin and ymax are lower and upperboundsof the grid, and nxpts and nypts
are the number of grid divisionsin x and y. Alternately, if the -3D flag is specified, the data-file could
consist of triangles, specified in pdraw(L) format i.e..
Data File Format (plot-file)

xmin xmax ymin ymax zmin zmax
ncurves

4.0

xl yl zl
x2y2z2
x3 y3 z3
xl yl zl
4.0

xl yl zl
x2y2z2
x3y3z3
xl yl zl
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Upon starting up the program, contour will read in thedata stored in the contour-file and will then find
the maximum and minimum z-values of the surface. It will then prompt for a contour step-size (i.e. the
contour increments), and read in any plotting options specified either in the command line or in the

options-file. The plot will thenbe drawn on the screen if possible. FinaUy, the userwill be prompted as
to whether or not the POSTSCRIPT plot is to be sent to a printer.
OPTIONS

-o options-file

reads plotting options from the file options-file. Each option specification consists of a
keyword and its corresponding value. The parserrecognizes only a limited set of key
words; their values are either numbers, quoted strings, or the words "on" and "off1. All
the words in the option specification must be on the same line. The pound sign (#) indi
cates that the remainder of the line is a comment to be ignored by the parser.
List of Options (options-file)
xlabel "LABEL"

ylabel "LABEL"
toplabel "LABEL"
grid on/off
equalscale on/off
noplot on/off
postscript on/off
printplot on/off
printer "PRINTER"
contlabel on/off

joinlevel high/low
scale [0.1 -1.0]

linetypes [1 - 3]
xticks [1 - 20]
yticks [1 - 20]

#[default = "X-AXIS"]
#[default= "Y-AXIS"]
#[default = "CONTOUR PLOT']
#[default = off]
#[default = on]
#[default = off]
#[default = on]
#[default = off]

#[default = SPRINTER]
#[default = on]
#[default = -]
#[default=1.00]
#[default = 2]
#[default = 4]
#[default = 4]

for the x-label

• for the y-label
• for the top-label
•draws a grid
- for equal x-y scaling
•don't draw graphics plot

• for postscript (PS) plot
-printPS file automaticaUy
•define the printer
- for contour labels

- for joining curves
-scales the PS plot
-no. of contour linetypes
no. of x-divisions

no. of y-divisions

-Pprinter

specifies which printer to which to send the postscript plot The current default sets the
printer name to theenvironment variable SPRINTER. If thisvariable is not set then the
printer usedis the lp550M printer in 550MCory.
-s scale

sets a scale factor. Thisis used only for POSTSCRIPT plotting,
-c level

forces the program to compute the contours at a single value of z, specified by level.
The contours wiU be written to the file image.cont. The output data is organized in
SAMPLE plot format i.e.,

Single contour (image.cont)
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax
ncurves

npts

ptl.xptl.y
pt2.x pt2.y
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npts

ptl.xptl.y

-cstep step-size

defines the contour step-size. If this is not defined, the program prompts for the stepsize.

-ex expands the data mto a triangular mesh. The meshis stored in contour-file.3D. Thus, if
the initial contour file is named inucont, then the surface mesh will be stored in
im.cont3D.

—grid
forces a grid to be drawn.
-grey

instead of contours, a grayscale plot will be drawn. Grayscale postscript plots can also
be made this way.
-} joinlevel

causes contour curves to be joined where possible. This is done by defining a boundary

layer around the rectangular border, and setting the z-value of that boundary layer at
either the maximum or minimum z-value, joinlevel= HIGH or high sets the border zvalue to its maximum value: this is useful for plots which have high average z-values.
joinlevel = LOW or low sets the border z-value to its minimum value: this is useful for
plots which have low average z-values.
-1

suppresses the contour labels.

-noplot

prevents plots on the graphics display.
-print
sends the POSTSCRIPT lot to the printer automatically.

-ps turns off the postscript plotting mode. This can also be done by setting the
POSTSCRIPT environment variable to OFF. e.g. %setenv POSTSCRIPT off
-old accepts an older contour format for the contour-file, based on a rectangular SO x SO
array. The data file format is similar to that described earlier except for the first 3 lines.
nxptsand nypts(both equal to SO) are omitted. Also, xmin and yminare the coordinates
of the lower left corner of the grid whilexlength and ylength define the area being exam
ined.

Old Data File Format (contour-file)

xmin ymin xlength ylength
zl

z2
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-tl toplabel
^

-xlxlabel

-yl ylabel
sets label options.

-3D specifies the plotfile to be of pdraw(L) format As such, the plotfile should consist of
triangles only. For example, "contour -3D curves.plot.3D" will produce contour plots of

m

ih&3DplotSlQcurves.plot3D.
hosf.display
opens a window on the given host and display
-d host:display

m

=geom
-rv

-bw border-width

-bd color

-fg color

^

-bg color
-tnfont-name

sets input options for the X-window system.
AUTHOR

Kenny K.H. Toh, modified by Edward W. Scheckler
FILES

dataplot.ps temporary POSTSCRIPT file
image.cont file produced by -c level option
SEE ALSO

SPLAT, drawplottX), pdraw(L)

